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was" taken to be clear in principle and attainable itr; pr

tt is probably true to say that growth, theory was an^early and quickly

;il;Á;J;J;pp,o".l'-to ,L" p,oĚl.* of deveÍopment. on the other hand

*áá.."i""tio,i theory did foi a time attain thJ Status of an unchallenged

ilh;J;"y within W.rt.r" discussions of development.. However, it is with

i,',iii,,tioáa developnrent theory that we find the most intellectual|y sophis-

ti."t.a version oí the orthodox line of analysis' The work.of the institution-

alirt, off.."d a sharp criticism of the econornistic bias of the orthodoxy and

"tt"-.d 
a wide and continuing influence amongst specialists in various

; ;il Jealing with developm"ent. _Ov.erall, we have considered the pro-

.3., of the cons*truction of a series of delimited-formal ideological positions

;hi.h 
"itfro,rgl, 

different in detail have it in common that they evidence a

oredilection fá. e*p..t intervention in social Systems to Secure development

eoals established by Fírst and Third 
.World elites.

""il.;;.i;J .i tr-,á construction of the orthodox position irr.development

theoiy'*". orr. of g.n.."l optimism. The various 1g-."tt involved in devel-

oomenr work were ,il .onfii.,',t that the goal of effective nationstatehood

ďd;Jl;.h. o,,noa.," approach-coulcl be realized. The goa| 
"l9.":l:|*:::

iliii; il;;;;;;; lookior new appÍoaches. Tlle col1ventional wisdom

entered a long slo* p"riod of drift 
",'á 

a..il". ;"ilg which old ideas were

reconsidered and reworked, or discarded, ald new ideas were presented, con-

sidered and sometim., prr.rrr.d. The business of the decline and dissolution

of the orthodox intervéntionist position is important because' it is via this

;;..*. ;i Jissolution and reconsideration that a uew approach to develop-
'rn..t, 

"*"rged 
to secure a brief period of influence'

'^.í*iiiil"í- 
the discussion of tt'e decline and dissolution of the orthodoxy

around the"substitution of rhe core idea of global interdependence for recap-

ir"f"ii"" 
""a 

the affrrmation of the policy piogramme of international Keynes--

ianism. The trearment will be divided into ihree parts: (a) an overview of

th. ,hift in debate ancl proposed action in respect of development; (b) a re-

view of the debates ,,r.-.r,idittg the rules of the game' in-particular the pro-

g."*-" for the new inrernatioial economic order (NIEO); and (c) a review

of the debate surroulding the business of resource transfers, in particular

the rrotions of basic rr.edš In the light of this review We can add a note on

ih. ,,rbr.qr.rent continuing influence of the work producedr (see figure 15)'

early optimism slowly faded as old problemt yt]tffi:ltd$pcr'srsted' ".rs olo

problems persisted r,, a i"* ptoblems emetgei ttroSirl:.'-::ll::tli* l:

The Shifts in Debate in the 1970s

It can be argued that modernization theory represented for a period some-

thing like 
"'.onr.rrru, 

*irtti" orthodox development theory. However' that

1A'Hoogve|t1'982.I,heThird\Yor ld inGbbalDeuelopment,Londorl ,Macmi| lan'ofíers

" 
,,,.Íul ..iie* of these nratters which I draw on in this chapter.
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consensus broke down in the 1970s and although the work of the institu-
tionalists attained great professional influence no new consensus emerged.
In its place a diffuse body of work was presented which we can grasp wirh
the notion of global development approaches. In its earliest phase in the
1'970s there was a pÍonounced concern for the mutual interests of all those
working within the global system, and the interlinked set of concerns pre-
sented have been called international Keynesianism. The particular institu-
tional location of these approaches has been the United Narions, NGOs,
charities and pressure groups. The governments of the countries of the
First 'World and the key institutions of the post-Second World War liberal-
capitalist system, the \X/orld Bank and the IME, have had to accommodare
to the pressures for reform. Overall, the key idea presented in the 1970s is
that of global interdependence and there are two ma;'or areas of concern:
first, with the calls for a new international economic order (NIEO); and
second a concern for the transfer of resources to the poor to meet basic
needs in development.

The NIEO was presented to the United Nations in the early 1970s as a
series of proposals for the reform of the world economic sysrem. Around
the idea of global interdependence rhe NIEO prograryfu.q lo."Qlgd to, shifr the
balance of iconomic power towards the countrIÉ; ffihq.ŤI{ird luprld.. R
series of issues which concerned the proponerits oflthe programme, lth. 

'countries of the Third 
'S7orld, 

were advanced and included the following:
trade reforms; monetary reforms; resource transfersl debt relief; and tech-
nology transfer. It was an arnbitious programme to upgrade the economies
of the poor countries and to integrate them as equal partners within the
global system. In this way the 'rules of the game' could be made more
equitable in principle and operation to the benefit of all.

An aspect of the NIEO programme was the transfer of resources from
the First to Third ! orld and in the mid-1970s the mamer came ro be
addressed in a quite particular fashion. The idea of basic needs derives from
a utopian Latin American group concerned with arguing that a little more
equality in the world would mean rather less poverty and a much easier
development task. The basic needs approach found favour with interna-
tional agencies. It was argued that basic needs were obvious targets for
urgent help and amenable to authoritative expert treatment. At the same
time it was argued that a basic needs approach entailed targeting aid on the
poorest, those most in need. Overall, it is clear that the fundamental strat-
egy of orthodox interventionism is here conjoined with a grassroors activ-
ism, as NGO groups became involved in running local level development
projects, to the detriment of the autonomy of the states and governments
of the countries of the Third !7orld.

A significant element of international political manoeuvring can be iden-
tified. As the NIEO programme implied a shift of power to the states of the
Third 'World, so the-basic needs programme impltd a shift of power away
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.ň/orld \íar decades within 
'the- 'non-aligned 

group and other groupings
organized in the context of the united N=ations. overall th.r" 

-i, " 
iorri_

drawn-out asserti.n of Third world solidarity. on the b"si. oi g.rr.ral argu-ments in favour of solidarity and the dramatic example 
"f 

. economic
power of OPEC in the early 1970s, the drive to bring the plieht of thepoor countries of the world to the centre of the intě.,'ation"j political
11aqe 

rlached a peak in the proposals for the NIEO. Th;;.;ft*, it wouldbe tarr to say that whilst both areas of debate, the NIEo and basic needs,
have continued and have seen acrion, it is the notion of basic needs which
has received by far the grearesr a*enrion from developmenr irr.o.irt, i'trr.First World.

The background considered

There was a series of circumstances which together conspired to redirect
the aftenrion of developmenr rheorisrs and whici ;e.il;;;'tiej, hith..to
remarkable optimism in respect of the future or d.u.l"pÁ..i *.'r.. (a) theend of'the post-Second vuoild 

.$Var 
economic boom; (u) tÁe rise of oPEC;(c) shifts in the terms of trade which disadvantaged the Third vorld; and(d) new problems of population growth, enviroirmental degradation andthe generally detrimental impa.ct u|on development work of tĚe bu.geonrng

global arms trade. It shoulďalso be noted that there *;' ;;;;lternative
theoretical approach to development available in the forÁ .i r".- Amer-ican dependency theory which ialled attention to the role of th. íi.,t Worldin creating and sustairring the relative poverty of the rnira wárta.
. T!. optimism in respeci of rhe future of ttr" counrries of the Third vorld

ll1^1.:: :::ongly 
assisted by the long experience of e.onomic f.osperrry\vnlcn unexpectedly charactetized the ear|y years of the post-Sec"nd Vor|á

War period. However, the Bretton Wooás institutional structures which
underpinned the successful us-centred global economy ."-; ;ná.. severepressure..in the early 1970s. A combination of factor. 

-.".,t 
tÁ"t th. po,t-

second r7orld s ar economic boom faltered throughout trr. i"i. iyoOs and
!!.." i" the earrv 1970s drifted to a hart with th; colla;;;;fih. Bre*on
Woods sysrem of 6xed:y...1.y.:T:hange rares. The shift to floaring cur_
rency rares was initiated by the qsA- in response to the demands upon itseconoÍny of the costs of the war in Vietnam. The new fi'"n.iái ,y,tem ofunregulared financial markers introduced great,instability into the global
economy and generally reduced. economic growth .",.r. ou.."tt, it. ltou"teconomy experienced a general downturn in economic activity.t The new
situation of downturn and instability cut against th. e.onomic optrmism
which underpinned modernizatio.' tÉ.o,y.

2 E' Ho.bsbawm 1994 Age of Extremes: Tbe sbort Ttuentieth century, 1914*1991,Lon-
don, Michael Joseph, ch. 9; See also E. A. Brett 1985 Tbe \Yorld F.onoml Šinrp *ho IÍ/n..
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A related problem at this time was generated by the decisions of the oil
producers' cartel the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
to raise the price of oil. In the early L970s OPEC was dominated by the
countries of the Arabian Gulf region and together they produced a major
part of the oil used by the Europeans and the Japanese. A general concern
to increase their revenues and thereby finance the development of their own
countries coincided with a further episode of conflict between the state
of Israel and its Arab neighbours. The rise in the price of oil was used as a
political and diplomatic weapon against the countries which had generally
been sympathetic to Israel. The rise in the price of oil contributed directly
to a sharp reduction in economic activity in the developed countries and to
a rise in inflation. The OPEC action was expressive not only of short-term
concenls in respect of finance and politics but also of a new assertiveness
on the part of those whom the global community had regarded as under-
developed and relatively powerless..,The notion oí''5ec4pi;glation which lay
at the back of modernization theory and,tlÝhjii.t'
tionary process of the Third World catčr.ÍifiE',iip'$
directly challenged. The determination oí ttre

the t'rrst , worl{::W39
s of OPEC to ug-q'oil

fie'slguajpvolu.
irst..-VorÍdiryasldl'w.4e

.o.,"y to build"industrial economies offered a gener.al example to.the:č..oun.]
tries of the Third World of a development strategy which did not depend
upon First 'World models or a id money. '

A third issue relates to the terms of international trade, that is to the
relative position of Third World exporters/importers compared with the
exporters/importers irr the First World. Irr brieÍ, the terms of trade moved
against the essentially primary product expoÍters of the Third 

.World 
who

saw the prices their crops realized fall at the same time as the prices real-
ized by First 'World mirnufactures rose. As the situation of the countries
of the Third Vorld deteriorated the optimism of modernization theory in
respect of the process of economic and social development was further
undermined.

A series of new problems also made their first appearance within devel-
opment debate: overpopulation; environmeutal degradation; and the prolif-
eration of armaments throughout the Third \World. And all three problem
areas coincided in their impact upon development work in that they drew
resouÍces away from the task of raising levels of living for the peoples of
the Third 'World. The rapid growth of population placed severe demands
upon governments and resources. The degradation of the environment
compounded these problen-rs (and they were often seen as interlinked). And
the rapid growth of the global trade in armaments had the dual effect of
drawing resources away from development proiects whilst at the same
time promoting the interests within the countries of the Third lWorld of the

3 Which is not to say tlrat these countťies were politica|ly, economically or socially progfes-

sive as many were Íeudal countfies. See F. Halliday 7979 Arabia.Without Sultans, Harnonds-
worfh' Penpuin: F. Ha|lidav 1979 lran: Dictatorshio and Deuelo,mezÍ. Harmondsworth.
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military machines. The major exporters of weapons at this time were theUSA, the UssR, France and Britáin.
Ií all these represent real world problems, it is also the case that there

IÍ: ii 
influential general .ou.'te,-.'.i.* to moderniz"tlo., th.o.y available.r ne mlxture of changing circumstances and new ideas combined to pushdebates about developměnt in new directions. The influential new theoriescame to be known as the. dependency approach. The theory origirr"t.d i.Latin America and its softer ve.'io'.á háu" u'..n *iJ.if 

"'Ja"uy 
develop-

1.:..Ť..*i'ts, 
policy-making agencies and political .o.,..",*ors. In brieí,oependency rheory contains tle fey idea that deveropment can only beunderstood as an historical a.nd global pfocess. In other words, tr,e oÚjeciof enquiry of development theor"ists shifts r.o- trr. ,.."fn"r"ri", by thepoor counrries of the historical experience of the rich ,o*"rJ, irr. qu.r,i""

:1"1":".1|"^gl',r!,"-t 
rrr,5* developed over rime.ro produce a sysrem havingboth rlch and poor. Arr idea of the historical crěation of present globaTinterdependence is advanced.

-.In jhe light of this new overarching conception the circumstances of theThird s orld countries cannot now bž discussed in terms of how they canmodernize a'd thereby catch-up with the countries of the First \7orrd, butin terms of their continuing role within the global 
'y',.Á.-ir'" 

role of thecounrries of the Third world has ro be chara*erized in detail so as to dis-play the responsibilities of the power{ul for creating and sustaining thesubordinate role. In an irrterdependent world th. on.,š fo, 
".hi.ui,,g 

devel-opment no longer rests exclusively with the ruling groop, oi irraiuia,r"rcountries because the possibilities for the developmá'".r 
"."y 

Ínta 
.V7orld

country are conditioned by the global conrexts *rthi., which ,h.y op.r"...Accorcli'gly' the rich and powerful are now directly tn.=;;Jl" the busi-ness of.securing development as the centres of po*., within the grobalsystem lie within the countries of the First 
.Worlá.

The ear ly theor ies

The earliest theorists of the global system evidenced a .kaleidoscopic diver_sity'a of approaches to the f-utu."' dévelopment of the .y,,.* 
".,d 

fi,,t n,'dsecond generations can be identified. The former a.e thl futurologists whotried to plot the rnacro. development of the system such that governments
at an international level could order the futuie, and the latter"are the the_orists of inrernarional inrerdependence who rooked ."rh., ;;;; piau.ibry topresently identifiable areas of possibre practical .oop.*i*-b.ir*.., gou_ernments in respect of common problems.

The 'world futures theorists' t.i.d to sketch_likely future lines of develop_ment for the whole global sysrem.s The method, ,,r.d incrude ih. p.oau.tio,,

4 Hoogvelt 1982 op. cit. p. 12g.
5 lbid. p. 123.
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of large-scale models, the attempt to make long-range extrapolation of
macro trends, and the speculative and formal simulation of alternative scen-
arios of_ long-term change. All this rests on general systems theory which is
an intellectual relative of modernization theory and it is similarly interven-
tionist. It attempts to reduce the intervenor to the status of extra-sysremic
cause. As this position is unavailable the theorists fall back on appeals
to reasonable people acting on behalf of humankind. The members ď the.first generation' include people like the .futurologist' Hérman r"hr, who
offered broad predictions/scenarios of future global trends, and the various
eco-doomsday theorists of the Club of nomě.i I shall ignore these people
as they are. peripheral to the main trend of developm.,,t tĚi,'ki,'g at this time
although their concerns do continue and in the case of envirorimental con-
cerns do attain significance in the late 19g0s.

.The second generation are the proponents of international Keynesia'ism
who argue that where Keynes urged national governments to stimulate
demand within their eco'nomies during times of děpression s.o aS to preserve
the system, the international community mgst grq4$ tr&&qcessity of inter_
national agreement on a ne\^/ economic.ffiiifÁffiiffid wébH'coun-
tries collapse back into a miserable pou.'tx"áfiďffito doing aaÁ"gU.tr's. .
irrterdependenr economies of the countries bf the Firsr world]tr isrpo"rribi. '
to identify two areas oí concern for international Ke1'nesianism: fi,st, th.
business of the rules of the game which can be discussed in the context of
the NIEO programme; and second the business of reforms in resource
transfers and utilizarion, all of which can be pursued under the heading of
the programmes of lrasic leeds provisions. Iď the first noted 

",.a 
deu"|op-

ment theorists looked to the business of stimulating economic growth in the
Third World and its.be11er integration within thJglobal ecořomic System
(thereby providing reliable economic parrners for Fi"rst vorld countries). In
the second noted area development theorists looked ro the provision of
better fundamental conditions for the majority of the people of ,h. third'world, 

who comprised.in fact the majority of irumankind, in the long-rerm
expectation of lifting their levels of living which was seen as a maiter of
mutual benefit to Third and First World.

overall, it shoulcl be noted that the period of the 1970s when these
debates were underway saw considerable áconomic upheaval as inflationary
pressures moved through the global sysrem. The post-second world wai
Bretton Woods system had produced a long perioď of growth and stability
but the 1970s and 1980s were to prove tďb. m.,ch m-or. .,nstable' In th!
1970s there was a long period of recession plus inflation in the developed
countries and recessiorr coupled to the accumulation of debt irr the unáer-
developed countries. The optimism for a new international economic order
rapidly faded as countries came to face problems of debt and economic

! The cllb produced a serie.s of reports, beginning in 7972, which argued thar here were
l imits to the economic erowth which the nl^..t cnrrld <rrctain
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regression. In due course the problems of debt spill over into the 19g0s and
become a mafter of central čo,,.e,,, for the Náw Right.

The Debate on the Rules of the Game

Th. u.N was..originally established with a reratively small membership in
the period following the Second !7orld T ar and the é*pectation of the First\x/orld was that the organization would narurally be dominated by their
interests. However, as the period of decolonization ran its course a series
of new nationsrates took their seats in the uN organization. The uN has
subsequently become b'oth a major platíorm for thž expression of the con.
:sg.r1s'oj t|e Thir$.!(/orld.3nd a key čentre of formal politicalconflict within

iii.First and Third Worlds. Ťh. uN has become an
lgPiiie,pla political activity as the organizarion is not
ship unlike the major economic andÍnancial institrr-restricte.ďÍfftne,rffi'érship.unlike the major economic andÍnancial institu-

tions of the post-šeconá .Jrorld w"' lrál"r system'
' 
The presentation of the NIEO p'og'á'''*. in the United Nations is a com-

plex Stofy in itself. The matter cán bi summarized as follows: ,the Declara-
tion on the Establishment of a New International Economic order. . . and
ttre 

lgcgmpanying^Programnte of Action, were adopted without a vote at
the srxth special session of the uN General Assembly in May 1.974, and
were confirmed in November 1974 in the Charter of Éco,omll Ngbts and
Dwties of states'.7 These texts contain declarations of principles Jnd pro-
grammes of action in respect of development and they *ere further elabor-
ated in a series of subsequent and 

'eLted 
conferenées. The detail of the

institu-tto'nal polítics of the LJN can be set aside and we can look simply at
the NIEO and its conceÍn to adjust the rules of the game in favour of the
countries of the Third !7orld.s The NIEO can be t"-k"r, to have had two
main elements: a general declaration in respect of the economic develop-
ment of the countries of the Third world enshrined in the charter and a
more specific and concrete agenda o{ reforms presented in the programme.
The latter identified five principal areas of concern: trade reforms; moner-
ary reforms; debt relief;. technology transfer; and regional cooperátion.9
-_In_respect of international trade rhe concerns of ihe p.opo.r.nt, of the
NIEo centre on the problem of the declining value of the primary produ-s
which are rhe principal exporr of the couritries of the riira world. The
proposals advanced included both the establishment of buffer srocks which
can be used to smooth out price fluctuations and the global reďstribution
of industrial production in- favour of the counrries of th. Third rvorld
which could be aided by the serting of targets for such a redistribution and
the provision of liberalized trade prefererices for Third world economres.
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In respect of international monetary arrangements the proposals for r
form advanced by the proponents of the NIEO began with the observatrc
that the Bretton 

.tJť.oods 
system with its key institutions of the 

.World 
Bar

and the IMF had been designed by the developed counrries with the interes
of the First !7orld economies in view. Moreover the current location ar
functioning of these institutions reflected the overwhelming influence of d
developed countries. The Bank and the Fund are located in Washington.
was proposed that the rules of association of the institutions be adiusted
raise the power of the countries of the Third \íorld and that the rules .
procedure of the institutions be similarly altered to reflect the needs ar
aspirations oÍ the countries of the Third lŮ(/orld'

In respect of the issue of debt relief and the related matter of resour,
transfers the proponents of the NIEO called attention to the heavy burder
of debt payments carried by many Third World counrries and to the relarr
restricted and limited nature of resource transfers from rich to poor coul
tries. In the matter of resource transfers a series of proposals to increase bo.
bi-lateral transfers and multi-lateral transfers were made with mixed overz
success. On the other hand a series of proposals were made in respecr ,
debt relief including debt forgiveness' moťatoriums on repayment' the transf
of debt into equity and various straregies of debt refinancing. All these issu
came to be very important in the 1980s when the levels of Third World de
became not merely a problem for the poor countries but a threat to the banl
ing system of the developed countries.

In respect of the issue of the transfer of technology the proponents of tl
NIEO pointed out that the countries of the Third r0 orld were nor mere
technology-deficient but were having to pay large sums in royalties ar
licences for the First World technology which they had managed to acquir
It was noted that much of the technology transfer was accomplíshed :
the context of the operations of commercial multi-national corporatior
whose key interest was to establish enterprises which were profitable. Th
concern could conflict with the developmenr needs of the host country. Tt
proposals which were made included revisions to international patent la.
to permit the easier and cheaper import of technology and suggestions fr
regulating the activities of MNCs so as to encourage technology transfe
Overall, the policy concern was with maximizing the benefits to host cour
tries of the operations of the MNCs and minimizing the costs of bough
in technology.

In respect of the matter of inter-regional cooperation the proponents (
the NIEO pointed out that patterns of trade tended to follow a centre
periphery pattern which favoured the already rich and powerful cenrres.
was proposed that the countries of the periphery in the Third !íorld coul
strengthen their local economies and their bargaining power with the centrt
if they encouraged and built up inrra-peripheral economic linkages.

After thc nrpccnfrf;^n nf thp NIFí) nr^oremme thc Firct o-.1 Thi" l  \Y/^'1.



initially strongly negative but the reaction was modified shortly thereafter
when it was realized that suitably reworked the proposals could be made
to fit with the interests of the rich countries. Over the decade of the 1970s the
debate continued in the United Nations and other international organizations.
The upshot was the slow winding down of the radicalism of the NIEO pro-
gramme at the same time as the dialogue between what were now referred
to as North and South continued. However, as the debate continued it came
to be thought, in particular by the development experts within the various
organizations,r0 that a related area could usefully be explored, that is the
business of the receipt and use of resource transfers. The shift of attention
to basic needs also undermined a key aspect of the NIEO programme, namely
the concern to strengthen the countries of the Third 'World in relation to
the First World, because the new strategy of focusing the attention of develop-
ment agencies on the needs of the poorest entailed the submission of the
countries of the Third World to greater external direction of their develop-
ment efforts.

The lessons of the debate

The drive for the NIEO represented a particular expression of Third World
solidarity in regard to their dealings with the developed countries.ll The asser-
tion of solidarity was a product of events which were particular in time
and place. The institutional vehicles of this expression of solidarity were
found within the various organizational structures of the United Nations. The
debate about the NIEO proposals generated consíderable interest amongst
development theorists. The debate also generated conflict amongst gov-
ernments but little by way of direct practical results. The countries of the
First 'World were not prepared to countenance the scale of the reordering
of the glqbal balance of economic power which was implied in the pro-
gramme. It is also true that the countries of the Third \7orld began to dis-
cover quite sharp divergences in interest amongst themselves. Overall, the
episode offers a number of lessons: (a) that the Third 'S7orld is not and can-
not be regarded as a unitary phenomenon as the interests of those countries
thus labelled are divergent; (b) that the role of the United Nations is severely
limited and cannot be treated as some sort of world government-in-waiting
which rnight properly attend to the matter of the development of the pres-
ently disadvantaged countries within its remit as the interests of its mem-
bers are widely divergent; (c) that the particular interests of the First World
will not be overborne by abstract general arguments presented in interna-
tional institutional gatherings; and finally (d) that there is indeed a global
system which is extensively interdependent and in the 1990s this last noted
lesson was once again presented in broad debate when the issues of how
to characterize, explain and order the global system became important.

10 Ibid. p. 96.
11 lbid. ch. 2.

The Debate on Basic Needs
The idea of basic needs originated with a group of Latin American theor-
istsl2 and 'was officially launched at the ILO World Employment Confer-
ence in 1,976'.13 The basic needs approach was constructed so' as to deny
the pessimistic position of the first,Club q[Roqe"u ich.sppke,of the
limits to growth and asserted that in ái lqct.&É.i'pn,omic
System all people could have an acceptá.ble 

-S iaĚr tir...Řjťhei more
specifi ca lly.they ar gu ed that a mo re egáťitarian nátionai 

.anď. i*tb.Íii1alional.
system would allow basic needs to be achieved with much lower economic
growth rates than were needed in the present inegalitarian world system.

The basic needs debate drew an important distinction between economic
growth and the provision of the basic necessities of life. The debate about
development was pulled away from narrowly economic discussions which
were inevitably biased in favour of the schedule of assumptions which
governed debate within the First'World. The drive to attend directly to the
needs of the poor of the Third World opened up the range of relevant
debate. In the work of the ILO this was expressed directly in the preference
for employment creation over economic growth and in practical terms this
focused attention on employment in agriculture and the informal sector as
these were where the majority of the populations of the countries of the
Third'World made their l ivelihoods.'o It can be argued that the approach
adopted by the ILC) was heir to a long tradition of thought which in vari-
ous ways preferred to stress the value of the small-scale and local in the
face of the demands of tlre encroaching industrial capitalist system'1s lt ís
also clear that the idea of basic needs has been easily associated with a
spread of other critical ideas which have it in cotntnon that they stress the
value of established patterns of life and deny the assumption of the self-
evidently beneficial 

''átu.e 
of economic growth which is nrade by orthodox

development theory.16
The debate on the idea of basic needs quickly became extensive with

many groups contributing. A key distinction in reflection on the issue was
between universal and objective needs on the one hand and culturally shaped
needs on the other. The former definition implied a concentration on the
minimum physiological needs of humanbeings whereas the latter implied a
broader set of concerns which embraced both material minima and the
minima of particular cultural fgrms.oÍ
were seen to involve not merelv surviríiťIj

12 In a report prepared by the Barl ioche Foun'dation, Canada, and preseptrd [y;A O;
Herrera et al. eds. 1975 Catastrophe or a New Society, Ottawa. Barl ioche Fbuirdation. .
13 Hoogvelt '1982 op. cit. p. 100.
14 See B. Hettne L990 Deuelopment Tbeory and the Three \Yorlds, London, Longman,
ch. 5.
15 See G. Kitching 1982 Deuelopment and Underdeuelopment in Historical Perspectiue,
London, Methuen, ch. 4. The author takes the view that the approach is essentially 'popu-
l ist 'and unreal ist ic.
1Á See Tjpftne 199o on . i f  .h {
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of the particular community. The former approach came to be associated
with 

.World 
Bank versions of the basic neeás approach which tended also

to. stress the efficiency of delivery of these basii-needs, which in turn im-
plied directing or bypassing the governmenr, arrd staie machines of the
recipient countries. It is clear that the idea of basic needs was picked up by
theorists in the orthodox tradition and by international instiiutions - the
world Bank in particular - and used to justify a reworked interventionist
stance. The general norion of basic needs implied that aid and development
wolk had to be targeted at the poorest aná that Success had to be care.
tully monitored. Ir was made more or less clear that both elements of the
approach would have to he pursued in such a way as to protect the work
from the interference of the [ocal state and local p,oliti.,. Ťhe governments
o{ the countries in receipt of basic needs funding *.r. requiredio acquiesce
in, ll.'', own downgrading. It quickly becamž clea. that the autonomy
whrch the governmenrs of the countries of the Third'world had been pui-
suing in the conrexr of ,the NIEO proposals was being subtly undermined
and the,governmenrs of the countries bf th. rhird wJrld quickly came ro
see the basic needs approach as thoroughly ambiguous.
. IfIg simplify matters, we can see thaithe basic-needs approach involves

the following elementsl (a) it calls aftention to the needs ái the poorest of
the poor, those who have been called the inhabitants of the Fourth 'world;
(b) it attempts to define basic needs in operationar rerms with food, 

-",..,health and thereafter educarion, work and political participation; (c) ii
,,j.,:,f,i,..!lr:,esta-blishment of ,targets for countiies and ihe specificaiion'of.'.:.;''.Ť.:..i..:.gJLdU]rslllllclrt Ur tar8ets lor countrles and the Speclhcation of
. critefl,á ot performan-tp"s9 that progress can be measured; and (d) it makes]. án ač[nowlei{ge-"ntláÍ.rh"..;."."";ir ín. i.to..^| ..., '^+''.^l +-^^^f^-*^':^'-

ÍÝ
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jty for internal srrucrural transformations
::',l.' Ť'9noffÍB*''.{]ffi69]ď-pp.Iitical,Patterns of the countries of the Third
World'., |n gěh?ťal ttťe basic needs'ápproach has three obvious character-
istics and they recall the orthodoxy in development theory: (a) an appeal
to the obviousness of certain problems, as (b) the basis forihe intervention
of the planners, (c) in pursuit of a seiies of'crucial inrernal ,.ior*..

The covert appeal to obviousness lies in the focus on the poorest of the
poor' The distress of the people of the Fourth world is such ai to constitute
a presently extanr crisis. In the circumstance of crisis what ought to be done
is. not in general in doubt. The crisis must be confronted in tJrms of imme-
diate attempts to alleviate the distress of the people concerned. Thereafter
the.way to deal wíth the crisis is via expeit guided intervention. It is
perfectly clear with basic needs approaches ih"t .i.. have nor lefi the realm
of aid targets' aid flows' aid projécts and performance criteria and mon-
itoring. It is clear that the basii needs approách is far from being a radically
new departure in theorizing and action. However, there is ,o-. .rov.lty
in.the way in which .the approach urges the necessity for internal sociaí,
political and economic reform. It is hire, with the .á.,...,, for schedules
of internal reforms to be secured by outside expert assistance which mav

The Assertion of Third World Solidarity z4T

well bypass the host country government, that we come across the reasons
why Third 

.!íorld 
governments have viewed the approach as ambiguous.

Perhaps more interestingly it is also clear that we now confront the apparent
limitaiions of the theorists of basic needs in respect of the role of the global
system in creating the problems of corruption, inefficiency, and waste-
fulness which they are at such pains to address, and the impossibility of
reducing the political realities and development problems oí the present
global system to a size that can be encompassed by authoritative planning
interventions.

Basic needs and global sYstems

In the argumenťs of the advocates of the basic needs approach the politics

of the reál world, involving patterns of power and economie advantage,l8
tend to be presented as a problem for the planners. It is assumed that the
problems of the poor are of such demanding urgency that a simple measure

of attention on the part of the established structures of power would be
enough to ensure that action could be taken. However, it seems clear that
matters of internal social, political and economic change cannot be treated
in this oversimplified fashion. The substantive realities of the societies of
the Third World cannot be thus elided because making social reforms the
precondition of effective planning begs the question of how such changes
might be brought about in the first place. Paul Streeten' who has been an
eloquent proponent of a basic needs approach, illustrates this point quite
clearly.19 Št'.éten argues that the schedule of basic needs lists concrete goals

which are obvious and specific. Streeten goes on to say that the basic needs
approach: (a) reminds us that development studies are about making better
lives {or people; (b) spell out in detail the human requirements of food,
water' r'eálttr, housing and so on; (c) remind us that economic and social
models are abstract and that theorists should be specific; (d) appeal to the
international community because the idea is clear; and (e) have great intel-
lectual organizing power as all other development problems fall into place
around them. Streeten adds:

In one sense, this is a home-coming. For when we embarked on devel-
opment 30 years ago, it was surely the needs of the poor of the world
that we had in mind. In the process we got sidetracked, but we also
discovered many important things about development. . . !7e are now
back where we started in the 1950s. . . But we are back with a deeper
understanding. . . [and] with a clearer vision of the path.2o

Streeten thinks that the work of thirty years has been useful in learning what
development studies are about even if the successes have been less than had
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been_ hoped. It is true rhat there is something in this claim although it
would be remarkable iÍ no learning had taken place. However the Ďasic
needs are still presented as crisis-engendered obvious goals for technical
expert intervention in the context of world community approval. The sub-
stantive judgements that streeten makes in favour of a helping hand to the
poor are unexceptionable and the recent work o{ the United Nations Devel-
opment Programme (UNDP) in. presenting a human developmenr reporr
which addresses these concerns2t is wholly to the good, but the idea that
the global system might be strucrured in a fashion that effectively reduces
the plight of the poor to a marginal issue amongst power holders escapes the
compass of the basic needs approach.

The lessons of the debate

The basic needs approach has continued to exercise considerable influence
amongst those who concern themselves with development. The approach
has gained over the years further refinements and would now encompass
not merely the basics of human life, but also the need for a clean and viáble
environment and an appreciation of the value of diverse cultural traditions.
A series of key lessons can be derived from this debate. Firstlv. the role of
NGos and charities in encouraging basic needs approaches to áevelopment
has secured widespread support amongst the populations of the countries
of the First !7or1d and has revealed a preference amongst these populations
for effective action to assist the poor in preference to aid linkéd to trade.
s.econdly, in many countries of the First 's7orld pressure groups targeted at
their own governments are increasing in strength as it becomei morě widely
realized that governments running ODA programmes can be indifferent to
interests outside those of their own industries. Thirdly, the pursuit of basic
needs, with its concern for the detail of the lives 

"r "iai""ry 
people in the

Third world, has fosrered amongsr First world populatidns arappreciation
oÍ the diversity of the cultures of the world á''d an appreciaiibn of the
ambiguous nature of the norion of development. Finally, amongst Third
world countries the preference for basic needs has directed attenti,on to the
needs of the poorest and has drawn local-level support and action.

Global Development Approaches in Retrospect
and Prospect

In order to summarize this review of the period of the decline of the
orthodoxy we mlrst note that the relationship of the NIEo and basic needs

2r see united Nations Development Programme 1990 Human Deuelo,ment Re\ort
1990' oxíord University Press. The f irst report contains a wea|th of statist ica| informatjon
on levels of living in the Third ! orld. It is the broad social scientific counterparr to the
narrowly laissez.Íaire economic material presented each year by the World Bank as the

approaches was complex, and the relationship of both to the interventíonist
eihiic of the orthodoxy in development theory is also complex. The key idea
ťo have come to the fore in this general line is that of global interdepend-
ence. It is suggested that the present world system is an integrated and
interdependent system and can only be saved from decline and failure if this
is acknowledged. However, the governments of the First \World have acted
cautiously and defensively in the area of the overall setting of the rules
of the game (NIEO) but have acted rather more aggressively with respect
to basic needs analyses which focus attention upon tlre recipíents' use of
resource transfers. It is clear that the overall strategy of interventionism
both in rule-setting and resource-using iontinues to lie at the core of this
orthodox position.

It might also be noted that the global development line has subsequently
generated a series of concerns related to the notion of basic needs. The core
ideas of basic needs have been pursued in a wide range of contexts. Hettne
summarizes the range of debates under the heading of alternative approaches
and traces the spread of new ideas back to a UN-sponsored symposium on
development in Mexico in 1.974 which announced its findings by issuing
the Cocoyoc Declaration.'2 It is reported that the declaration affirmed the
importance of basic needs and then added that a richer set of goals centred
on human freedom was required, as was a critique of overconsumptionist
patterns of life in the $7est. It is possible to identify four variants of the
alternative approach: (a) egalitarian {evelopment or basig- pegds which looks
to attend to.th. basic requirementšbf truuftiq'1!if,9i.i!)it**f*gti.onágvelop-
ment which imp|iecl a criticism of the exišti.1!é ĚIbBJÍ'\yšt.éin's deffiands on
the poor and suggested a strategy of withdrawal in order to pursue devel-
opment free of existing distorting demands and which also implieil a pref-
erence for democratic and small-scale activity; (c) eco-development which
acknowledges the concern for the environment which emerged in the First
'World 

in the 1970s and which implies small-scale industry which is sustain-
able over the long runl and (d) ethno-development which notes that devel-
opment processes have often fostered ethnic conflict and insists that this be
addressed and the diversity of cultures in the world be respected.23

However, in the metropolitan heartlands of the global system a new
intellectual and political project emerged at the start of the 1980s and,
notwithstanding the intrinsic interest of many of these alternative develop-
ment ideas, as the balance of political power within the First World changed
so too did approaches to development theory. The analysis of the global
economic, social and political situation offered by the New Right begins
from a diagnosis of far too much government and agency intervention and
a return to the sovereign joys oÍ the free market is urged. As the agenda
of the New Right gained in influence within the First World in the early
years of the 1980s the arguments of the proponents of both the NIEO,

ZZ Hettne 1990 op. cit, pp. 152-67'
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basic needs and other alternatives were swept away. when the nature of theinterdependence of the global system 
'..Á.'.g.a 

ii did so i,. th. u..y differ-ent context of talk abouť free-market-driveri globalization.

Chapter Summary

I
2

J. Toye 1,987 Dilemmas of Deuelopnzent, OxÍord, Blackwell.
See, for example, D. Seers ed. 1981 Dependency Theory: A Critical Reassessment,Lon-



The Eclipse of the Liberal-democratic Orthodoxy
In the early 1970s the post-Second Vorld '! ar welfare state settlement
between capital and labour in the metropolitan heartlands of capitalism
drifted into crisis. The steps on the road to political and intellectual col-
lapse were many but commentators cite as a key moment the US decision
in 1973 to end the Bretton Woods System by allowing the dollar to Íloat.
Over the period of the 1970s there were severe upheavals within the First.! 

orld economies and there was rising concern with the appaÍent inability
of established national and international mechanisms to deal with the new
economic problems.3 In the wider international system there were political
problems as the bipolar system of the USA and USSR came under pressure.
In particular the USA become embroiled in a futile war in Vietnam designed
to 'contain communism'. It has been suggested that this involvement was
an instance of imperial overstretch4 but more mundanely one can point to
the burden of the war on the US economy and the collapse of its moral
claims to leadership of the Free World. Relatedly we may note the rise of
new economic and political powers in Japan and the European Union.

The relative eclipse of the post-Second 
'World 

War liberal-democratic
welfare state compromise has seen both a regressive and a progressive
response. The progressive reply within the First Vorld countries oÍ the
capitalist system has been presented by theorists of democracys but the
immediate advantage was seized by the political right. After some thirty-
odd years of oppositiono it was with the elections of Ronald Reagan and
Margaret Thatcher that the New Right finally took power.T The extent to
which the theorists of the right can be taken to have provided new ideas
and strategies as opposed to ideological public-relations fig-leaves vehicled
through sympathetic rnedia commentators is a matter of debate. However,

3 Ě. A. Brett 1985 The world Economy Since the 'V/ar: The Politics of Uneuen Deuelop'
ment. London Macmil lan.
4 P. Kennedy 1988 Tbe Rise and Fall of tbe Great Potuers, London, Fontana.
5 I have in mind the work of J. Habermas, A. Maclnryre and C. B. Macpherson in
pa rt icula r .
6 It was European democratic reformism plus the active promulgation of emerging US
hegemony that acted to stÍuctuťe the post-Second World 

.$Var 
compromise in Europe. Yet,

in the construction o{ this compromise there were irreconcilable opponents who saw post-
war liberal-democratic polities as socialistic Amongst the early intellectual critics were Friedrich
von Hayek, Karl Popper and Mi|ton Friedman. In the early post.'ti,/áf period the re.writing
of history proceeded apace and soon the European fascists were linked up to Soviet com-
munism under the umbrella label of totalitarianism. The culpability of the Western powers
in regard to the pre-war rise of European fascism, and the aggressive US drive against the
left and the USSR after the'\^/ar, v/ere rapidly and actively forgotten. An extensive vocabu-
lary of legitimation was developed, and free enterprise was equated with free economies,
which were equated with the Free 

.West, 
which in turn 'í,/as equated with {reedom.

7 See J. Krieger 1986 Reagan, Thatcber and tbe Politics of Decline, Cambridge, Polity; on
Thatcher see B. Jessop et al. 1988 Thacherism: ATale of Two Nations, Cambridge, Politn
and S. Hall and M. Jacques eds. 1983 Tbe Politics of Tbatcberism, London, Lawrence and
\Y/i ch e rt

ro rake them at face value initially, what the New Right theorists claim

l- ."r'"i.r'. 
-odern 

free.market capitalíst system is maximally effective in

p'.á".r"g 
",,d 

.q.,it"bly distributing the economic, social, political, and

i.'te1l.ct.,á1 necessaries of civilized life (see figure 16)'

The theorists of the New Right offer a stark restatement of economic

liberalism with its central ,o1. Ťor the free market. An overarching claim.is

*"á. tt'"t free markets'maximize human welfare and in turn this unpacks

", " 
,.ri.. of interlinked claims: (a) economically, the claim is that as free

-".t.r, 
act efficiently to distribute knowledge and resources around the

".."".i" 'ystem, 
then material welfare wifi bé maximized; (b) socially, the

claim is thát as action and responsibi1ity for action reside with the person

J rfr" individual, then liberal individualistic social systems will ensure that

moral worrh is maximized; (c) politically, the claim is that as liberalism

olf... 
" 

balanced solurion ro problems of deploying, d.istributing and con-

""ild 
power' then liberal pďitl.' ensure that politica1 freedom is maxim-

ized; J'á (d) epistemologicálln the.claim is that as the whole package.is
j,o.,.,d.d i,,,g.'.,i,." po,í,iu. siientifi. knowledge then in.such systems the

Effectirre depi-oyment 
-of 

positive knowledge is maximized',
The subsianiiu" .or. of ttt. package is made up of the claims in respect

The Logic of the New Right Position

of the functioning of the free marbet. The free.*T\t!*t,o*Pprises atomtsttc

indjviduals who lnow their owrí-autoniffi
and who make conrracts with o,h.. i,rdivlff"ffiffiti:'Hf'Xtffi'.:!
the marketplace to 

'*;iy 
.h;';-,.,..a, ur'á'*""iJThš market is a neutral

mechanism.for transmitting irrformation about needs al]d Wants' ánd goods

which might satisfy themiaround the system. A. minimum state machine

f'ouia"' í ba,ic l.g"1 
"ná 

security System to underpin the individual con.

iractual pursuit of private goals'
A key'figur. l,' á[ this Ěas been Milton Friedmarr who has presented

his views in both technical and popular form. Some of the technical mater-

i"t witt be dealt with later but'foi the moment the popular material will

allow us to grasp rhe conservative political ideology. Frledman argues that

, ,t ,,, laissez-faire capltalisrn is a necessary condítion of political freedom.8 In
'. J I 

;--;;;i.tiriu" iapitalist society individuals freely enrer into exchanges in

the marketplace árrd in society. .Ťhe role of the state is minimal: economic

Dower is dispersed in a compétiiive capitalist economy and political q9y.{

;il;; . 
'bJ 

ái'p..'.d' The separation of economic power from political

p.-.ii",r th" foi.n"r act as a check on the concentration tendencies in the

latter: the p.op". iot" of the latter, the state, is in setting the rules of the

;;í ; 
^n.j ",bit,ating 

disputes. This position is taken to rule out not

only the nmo,io"ioli..iiu."or socialism but álso the social-democratic wělfare

a T\l n"i.Á*,n 19Á) (.,nnitalism and Freedotn, University of Chicago Press'
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Figure 16 Neoliberalism in the 19g0s
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The Affirmation of the Role of the Market Zs

states. of.the post-second 'world war First'world.e In the light of the evir
ent ideological commitmenrs of the New Right the 

"r,.-pl 
io reduce tl

scope of economics and 
-of 

political and policy analysis io the sphere ,
the proper functioning of a putatively self-reguíating áquilib.i"* system
deeply unpersuasive.

The general pro-marker position of the New Right has informed the po
icy of the síorld Bank, the IMF and the US government over ťhe 1980s. T}position of the New Right rranslares into policy advice for Third worl
countries around the core commitmenr to fiee markets. The argument hi
been unpacked in terms of a^series of principles *ni.h guiJ. fáll.y uau.
for Third World countries:lo (a) any regulation of thž .",k., is to L
avoided, save for crises and the removal áf malfunctions or int,ibi,ion, ,
full functioning; (b) any inrervention in rhe market is to be avoided. sar
to remove causes of price distortions, so subsidies should be abolisheá, ta
rates adjusted to encourage enterprise, tariff barriers removed 

"long -itother non-tariff barriers or disguiied iestrictions; (c) any government rol
in.the economy should be avoided, as orivare enterprise cair usually do thjob better, and when governments do-become involved it should be bot
market-conforming, short-term and involve a minimum of regulations; (c
any collective intervention in the market should be avoided, so iábou. union
must be curbed; and (e) inrernarional rrade should be free trade with good
and currency freely traded.

The work of the New.Right in respe* of the development of the Thir,
world has been much discussed and- it is suggested tirat they are guilr
of .9Y.'l1*Plification and sloganeering.tl It has"been noteď th,at both th
political left and the right .a-e to agrže in the 1970s that the Ťhird 

.!7orlr
did not exist separately from the ď;bal system. The former assimilated i
into the world capitalist system u' á d.g'"á.d dependent ,..to, u,'d the lat
ter assimilated it into a mythic fr]nctioning world market sysrem. Against thi
orthodox critics insist that the Third T orld does indeed ."i.t 

", 
an internall.,

complex sphere which is integrated within the global ,y,..Á *ni.r' .''
be studied in a pragmatic fashion.

.The New Right came to prominence in the wake of the slow coilapst
of Keynesianism which w"r ihe intellectual counterparr to the post-seconcIilíorld lil ar liberal-democratic welfare state comprďmise. the *tt"ps. *"i
1 lllT,ut. 

of 
,the impact of real world events, in particular the surge rr

lntlatlon coupled to a lack of very obvious success in securing developrient,
plus the intellectual impact of structuralist economics (a progeriitor of depend-
ency theory which we.will consider later). The Ne- nighrieized the oppor-
tunity to advance their long prepared restatemenťs of 

-economic 
liberálism.

9 on Friedman's ideas of freedom see c. B. Macpherson 1973 Democratic Theory:Essays in Retrieual, Oxford University press.



critics have suggested that this was ofren accomplished with scant regardto the truth. of particular'cases' as whenJor ."uÁpi" Ň.- nig}'. theoristspointed ro rhe example of the growth of East Ari;;;;; ;rti.,g tr,ei, posi-tion where in fact East Asian áevelopment has been 
',"iJ-..",'.a and rou-tinely regulated-market in character. The.entire New Righr-rfp.o".h *",always.strongly ideological in character and tt,. 

"pp.á".h 
.""'i''ia the WorldBank, IMF and development agencies of .t'o'áT'.'i.V;id.;''.rnments

wedded ro rhe ideats of fre. *"ik.tr. In the r;;.; ;;"" i;;;., the NewRight celebration of the market became a new orthodoxy.
. Tn general all this economics work, by both the ;;rh"J;;;.ofessionarneo-

classícal theorists and the overt ideoltgi."t ..i"ú.;;;;".h..'nregu|ated
market, revolves around the model oT the pur. 

-".t 
.t .lonor.ri. ,yr-tem.iz .We 

can summarize the core elements of this model oí a satisfaction-maximizing auromatic asociar mechanism 
"s.follo*s, 1")i" ,..p*, of goodsand services there is a fundamental underlyi.'g .,",o.)Iíy gi,,".í sltuation ofscarciry; (b) there is |egally guaranteed-p'iu"t! 

"*".i'iíip.áiih. *.",,, ofproduction; (c) there is perva"sive pe{áct competition amongst supplierswho operate in a complex division of lubo,r, 
"nd 

*ho 
".. "irfiirrg 

ro meerthe demands of sovereign cons-umers, all ordered via the *"li..q and (d)
f;re 

is a definite političs attached to this model - thus the free market istaken to underprn human freedom in general. so far as the New Right areconcerned this model represents the ešsential character oi 
"ti't,u*"n 

eco-nomic activity in society. However, this pure market moder is a sophistic-ated intellectual construct and when it is éxamined it 
'";iď' 

integrates.13The 1980s have seen the New Right experiments in the First !'orrd failas the experiment has produced .'n.-mployment, reductio"' in *"'"."r *Jí-fare. socia l dislocation, decJ in i n g 
-"""r"étu'in; 

;;;;;;,'",Ťa .*,.n,iu.debt burdens. In the second-T7oild the post-19g9 rush ro celebrare rhe ,end
of history', pnderstood as the triumph'of the ideas .?liu.."r-a.mocracy,,a
via. the rapid marketization of the olá Eastern Bloc countries hás proved illjudged as the reform processes in these countries have drifted to a halt asthe intracta.ble problems of these areas have continued 

",,á 
á..p",,.d. It isn9r1cl_e1 t[at gny social change will be srow. In the Third'$7orrd the workof the New Right as it has been vehicled through the IMF anJ rrorrd Bankhas been regardéd as less than helpful. In geneial, against these ideologicalschemes,.in regard to the First anď second"vo'ral Ei'"p."í,l-Á,,,.,,,".',,

look to the model of Germany where the social market system is a varietyof consensus-centred .o.po."ti,-. And.against the claims ái .í| p,opo,,.,,,,
'f 

,,h: so.vereign ioys oÍ the marketplaJ., deuelt ;il ir'...ij,' cite themodels ot Japan and East Asia as examples of staté-assisted develop.n.ni.]}

12 M. P. Todaro 1982 Economics for a Deueloping World, London, Longman-13 See P. Ormerod 7994 fle peltb of E"rno*i"s, London, p"U.., .t.-:.- 
-

1'4 F. Fukuyama 7992 The'End.of History and tbe Last Man,I-onaon, É"*ish Hamilton.15 Indeed the \ťor|d Bank and IMF 
".. 

.,,.,, now presenting their ideological counter-offensives on behalf of their.fantasy moder of ,rr.-,,,"'.r..i. s..ir". .""-oi.i!.orrd BankL993 The East Asian Miracle, Oxford Universiw press.

Overall, in place of celebrations of the ordering capacity and benefit-
maxímizing properties of the free market, an analysis informed by the
classical social scientific tradition with its concern to elucidate the dynamics
of complex change would look to offer characterizations of the global
system and the actions of powerful agents within this system. The relevant
intellectual resources would comprise the strategies of political-economic
analysis, institutional analysis and the critical interpretation of culture. In
substantive terms, we have the issue of the emergent blocs of Japan/Asia,
the Americas, and Europe. And relatedly, in regard to development, the
issue is one of the continuing extension of the capitalist mode of production
with the consequent remaking of the economies and societies of the coun-
tries of the Third !íorld. .- .,-j.,ur&tryruppffir ,,6

The overall Record oi,.tiie -rťBt'.]

The theorists of the marketplace offer strong claims i.' ,.,p..í or bott'
the coherence of their views and the success of policy positions informed
by these views. In recent years the track records of various countries and
regions within the global system have been subject ťo competing claims
from the New Right and their opponents in respect of the appropriate
explanation for recorded success.

ln the First World

In discussions of the monetarist aspect of the New Right experiment (the
scheme of reducing government intervention in the economy to a narrow
technical sphere of monetary control in the expectation that after a period
of adjustment as the Keynesian poison worked itself out of the system
market forces would thereafter maximize benefits). commentators have
argued that it has been a failure both in the USA and in the UK.16 These
two countries have seen clear tests of the theories of the New Right.17 The
free marketeers would offer a reply to this in terms of the test having been
not quite correct or otherwise defective by virtue of a lack of policy clarity
or rigour but this is not persuasive.

However, there are further questions and disaggregating the UK record
we can say that there has been no state withdrawal from the economy,
merely a different pattern instituted. A similar argument could be made for
the experience of the USA under Reagan.18 In general what seems to have
been done is that the post-Second T7orld 

.War 
liberal-democratic settlement

has been rewritten such that the economic direction of society is no longer
a tripartite matter for government, industry, and unions,.but is increasingly

16 D. Smith 1987 Tbe Rise and Fall of
17 On the UK see J. Mitchie ed. 1.992 The Econartiia
demic Press; on the USA see Krieger 1986.op. cit..',
1o v- i^-. .  ,í oQ. 
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,_i*.--r -.*,", ""r,i urou:4nr:rlLu. rrtrqrvruuals, raKctl alomlsucally as mefe con_
srun}g11 lno n,lt.T-$&qpigiz*#,.fJ.l in aspiration, now face an enormously
mgiq;pd.WerftWl$.'liób*'t{i$itoua a1r3y of giani firms. Any pe,..ption ofe1han.1ed ecori.črinic, po|itical or.socia| freedom is on any routine social
scientific description an illusion for all but a tiny erite minoriry2o

a. matter of government and large corporations.le There has been a marked
shift of economic power uway Í'om formal democratic institutions, which
at the very least paid some deference ro the idear of the responsibility of the
economic sphere to consider and consult wider constituencies representing
society. in g-eneral, into the modern monopoly markerplace. Economic po*.{
and relatedly social, cultural and political power have been removed from
the public and srate spheres and lodged in the privare 

-"rk.i- 
However,

when power is shifted from the stat-e and the institutio.rs of the publii
sphere into the market it is not shifted into the ambit of a neurral efficiency-
maximizing mechanism; rather it is shifted into the hands of the 

-o,,á-poly firms, the multi-narionals, the big banks ancr their allies in rhe higher
echelons of 'government and p"'u-'tutál organizations. The slogans used to
legitimate this shift of material and ideoiágical power h"u. 

.b..,, 
drawn

from the lexicon of the free market..,, 
",,á 

ideologues ;;' h*. spoken
warmly oÍ the processes oÍ privatization, liberaliza:tion, enterprise, com-
petition, free trade and the related rise in individual i.rporrribiliry Th.
machineries of social control of the marketplace which 

-.r.-i"r.r-ediatel,:1y.:l citizen and marker, the realm of the public sphere ordered by the
state, have begn dismantled..Individuals, táken atomiitically aS mefe con-

ln the Second World

f1 the. period following the 19.89-9,1upheavals in the old East European
Bloc there have been a series of distinct phu.., in the commentaries offered
!y \.ry Right theorists based in the west: (a) celebrations of victory; (b)
the deployment of recipes. for rapirl marketization; (c) a mured 

^nd 
pii.ied

recognition of evident failure; and (d) the slow growth of a realistic social
scientific approach to these issues.

The initial reacrion of western New Right commentators to the upheavals
in eastern Europ9 was an attempt to assiřrilate the changes to the positions
of the New Right. It was suggisted that here was the inevitable drive to
market freedom reasserting itself againsť tyranny and socialism. The end
of history in the final.victory of ihe norions of liberar-democracy was
confidently announced.2t In. fact the changes in easrern Europe had noth-
ing to do with the New Right and everythIng to do wíth the ánal revolt of
ordinary people, organizeďby citizen gi""pš, churches 

""á 
*i'.,, against

19 see E. Hobsbawm'l'994 Age of Extremes: The sbort Twentietb century, i.914-1991,
London, Michael Joseph, ch. 14.
20 The postmodernist view that celebrates the l9g0s as a new sphere of consumption
centred freedom I.dismiss as fantasy. see D. Harvey 19g9 Tbe condiiion of postmodernitt.
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a moribund and discredired srare-capitalist system that had been in rerminal
decline ever since its aged rulers dečLned the opportunity to effect reforms
in the 1960s.22

In the wake of the collapse of the old USSR and its satellites there was
a rush of 

.Western 
advisors offering bizarre blueprints for a rapid transÍer

to market systems. The_argumenr was made byihese policy advisors that
a rapid shift to the market was both possible and desiiable. However, the
exercises in social reconstruction which were advocated were not avaiiable
in. reality. The proposals owed more to dogma that any defensible social
science. In the swathe of countries borderinglhe European union the model
which has been pursued has been that of 

" 
-G.r*"rr-rtyle 

social market and
not the free market advocated by the ideologues of the New Right. It is also
clear that social and economic change will be slow because in"most of the
areas of the former soviet bloc there is neither a pristine capitalism nor an
historical memory _of such an order ready to spring into life'at the moment
governmental regulation is removed.23 As the instiŇtionalists argue, all eco.
nomic systems are lodged in'social Systems and change is sláw.. Indeed,
most recendy, this seems to have been accepted. The-return of socialisi
governments in several of the old Eastern Bloc countries in protest against
the upheavals and failed promises of the marketeers came 

"i " 
,orprlr. ,o'western right-wing-commentators. of late, their celebrations of victory and

statements of confidence in the marketplace have been considerably less
emphatic. It might be suggested that a pragmatic and rational app,oách to
the analysis of complex change in these terrr-tories is slowly g"i"i"gi'ouná};

ln the Third World
In respect of the Third lforld the ideology of the free markereers has
governed the major institutions of capitalisi development efforts since the
early 1980s. The IMF and ]ilíorld Bank have p'.''"á for economic liberal-
ization and proposals have involved: (a) the eliminarion of market imperfec-
tions, thus the removal of controls on the private sector, the privatization
of state assets' the liberalization of foreigď investment ,.gul"iion, and so
on; (b) the elimination of market-inhibitory social instit,itior* and prac-
tic.es, thus curbing tradcs unions and profešsions, abolishing various sub.
sidies, liberalizing employment regulaiion a.td so on; (c) tile elimination
of surplus government intervention, thus the imposition áf ,.,tii.tio,,, o.'
government spending, the. reduction in governmént regulative activity, the
reduction of government planning activiry the abolition"of tariff regimes and

22 see Hobsbawm 1994 op. cit. chs. 13, 16. see also A. callinicos 19g9b Tbe Reuenge
g1[ \istory, cgmbridge, Polity; B. Denitch 1990 The End of tbe cold war, io.,don, v..si;
T. Garton-Ash 1,989 We The people, London, Granta.
?? The one exceprion is the czech Republic which was both an advanced economy before
disaster overtook it in 1938 and which now shares a common border with Germany. ln sim-
i lar terms one mioht 

"1.^ -^i-t  
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The problem of inflation came to dominate economic thinking ii th. l"t'

1970s and it was within this partícular setting that New Right work attained

its fashionable status. The iheorists of the New Right argued that infla-

tion was a phenomenon genefated ín the money economy (the,sphere of

th" .ir.ol"tiott of money as opposed to the real economy which was the

sphere of the circulation of manufactured goods) and that it was caused

by gouerrrment over-spending; that is, putting 
"too .large a quantity of

*o'i.y into the system. Ťh" r.*.dy was qu1te simple' All governments should

,top ih.i. oversupply of money. Thereafter, it was argued that governments

srrouta look to thá reinstitution of the free market as this would maximize

human welfare.
The debate in respect of inflation may be seen to turn on the matter of

the cause of inflation. Keynesians do not distinguish between the money and

real economies and have spoken of two varieties of inflatíonary pressure:

cost-push inflation, so calléd because costs push up prices; and demand-

pull inflation, which occurs when many consumers compete for scarce goods.

Ťh. K.y,,"'ián concern with inflation, which was secondary to the focus on

maintaíning high levels of employment' centres on the efforts oÍ govern-

ments to curb rises in prices and incomes. The right mix of policies was

always a matter of deblte. However as the post-Second 
'World r ar eco-

no*í. boom faded away a new situation combining e-conomic slump and

inflation came into being and was dubbed 'stagflation'.30 The circumstances

of the political-economies of the First 'World in the early 1970s were very
difficult for social theorists to understand.

The early theorists of the New Right offered a simple cure.to the disease
of inflation. Milton Friedman adopted the strategy of the American eco-
nomist Irving Fisher and distinguished between the real economy and the

money ..o.,ěrny and then announced t'!at ]il{Lqg:*#*ď*^y.:. 1P$'we7-money economy ancl then announceo tnnt
where a monet;ry phenomenon' *hi.h is'.'$iu
éacl/ l l /á l/  o lr f  nf economic nrob|ems bv i iÍ ir{*r *: TxTL:l".Hr.'Té' x * tinffi li.ffi-,' ffi i.[T;l:
to curb governmerrt spending and therebp ieducě the quantity.o,$money jn
the syste"m. The messáge haJthe great merit of simplicity: analogies can be
d'awn between profligáte householders who spend all the money they have

and responsible^householders who budget carefully. and live.within their
means. Ťhe monetarists suggested that the key problem was the profligacy

The Affirmation of the Role of the Market z6't

adyanced by the

ot governments.
Ťh" N.* Right did not believe that governments have much influence

on rates of economic growth or fates of unemployment. Horvever, they did

think that gou.r.*.ttis had a major impact on rates of inflation and that

30 P. Donaldson 1973 Economics of tbe Real World,Hatmondsworth, Penguin, ch.6.
3t M. Freidman and R. Friedman 1,980 Free To Choose, London, seckeq p.224.



equilibrium position, and thereafter it will function smoorhly. In the short
term there will be unpleasant side-effects such as a dramatic fall in the out-
put of the economy and an equally dramatic rise in the rate of unemploy-
ment. And all this, say the Keynesians, is little more 'ťhan a recipe for a
slump and there are no reasons ro suppose that this slump will cure itself.

In contrast, Celso Furtado presents a structuralist analysis of inflation
which begins with a denial oÍ the relevance of either Keynesian or neo-
classical economics to the circumstances of Latin America.3ž Furtado insists
that the economies of Latin America must be modelled directly and not in
terms of the a priori schemes imported from the First World. In this case
the typical Latin American economy presents itself as comprising a loosely
related set of quasi-autonomous sectors each of which represents either a
residue of the historical processes of the expansion of European capitalism
or a present requirement of the newly dominant capitalist centre of the
USA. The ctistinctively autonomous national economy of orthodox eco-
nomics simply does not exist in Latin America where there is rather a
concatenation of historical residues, introjected enclaves and various para-
sitic forms. The structuralist analysis of inflation33 begins by noting the infla-
tion proneness of traditional primary-product exporting economies and then
goes on to note that the pursuit of industrialization'based on import sub-
stitution started a new inÍlationary cycle'.3a Any weaknesses in the capa.
city to import were met by generating local credits (or in monetarist terms
printing money) and this 'sparked off a number of structural tensions which
were translated into an inflationary process'.3s

The debate around the .matter of inflation lets Furtado counterpose a
structuralist approach to those orthodox discussions which regard inflation
as a matter of .the poor functioning of money flows. Furtado insists that
even if familia Š of inflation did occur then they were more often
'thph

".."wéťe j,'-$ore complex processes, whose main ingredients
and,the determination to press ahead with a

t  |  
" i .  

r  1/development pcil icy'. '6 This argument is unpacked in terms of the various
responses contrived by the different sectors of the economy in endeavouring
to avoid the burden of financing (through increased taxes or reduced sub-
sidies and so on) the governmentt deficit. Thus Furtado deploys norions
such as basic inflationary plessure, circumstantial pÍessures' propagation
mechanisms and decision centres. The decision centres include the financial
authorities of the state, the treasury and the state-bank, and it is here that

32 C. Furtado 1976 Economic Deuelopment in Latin America,2nd edn, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press.
33 See 1981 edition dealing with monetarism, Institute of Deuelopment Studies Bulletin,
13.
34 Furtado 1.976 op. cit. p. 118.
35 lbid.
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role of the state securing stable growth at full employment through iudi-
cious deficit-financed spénding, we have not merely inflation but also a

higher rate of natural unemployment than would otherwise have been the

caie. If this central claim, in respect of the occasion of inflation could be

secured then the Keynesian proiect was effectively dead. This was the strat-

egy adopted by Friedman.oo-The 
intellectual aspect of Friedman's work centres on econometric ana-

lysis and the claim to positive scientificity. The procedure involves model-

ling on the basis of large sets of economic data. In regard to econometrics,

hoivever, critics report increasing doubt amongst economists as to the value

of the pioced,,re ás little has been achieved by way of defensible results.as

Relateily, a critique of positivist models in'social science is available which

points out that all that can be claimed for these efforts is an arbitrary

ilausibility in respecr of their relation to their object-spheres.n'If there are

áoubts about econometrics and modelling' then there are also doubts about

the way in which Friedman has handled these strategies. One commentator

reported that .Friedmanš most notable research work Was A Monetary

Ilistory of tbe tJnited Srares published in 1,963 .. . [and thete] is a sense,

running through Friedman's research work, of reading a,"whodunit" hav-
ing alršady gla.-nced at the final page'..Á7 Othes.}-p*s;fi..r*f}#.P* corlr1nÍtment
of the New Right attd have argued that,, ry,'$Yoperly
addresses real wárld problems, thě robust inteibctuaFpragmatism oÍ rc"y''e'
has .become. in the hands of íhe counter-rěvolution, á much more ďánipu,

lative approach to the intellectual standards of economics'.a8
In my terms what we have from the New Right is the promulgation of

a delimited-formal ideology in the form of a restatement of the model of

free-market capitalism. The original ideas of monetarism were sold in the

UK by a compiratively small group of people who assiduously fed policy

ideas to thosé fikely to be sympathetic within the media-city-parliament
arena: a few professors, a few journalists, and a couple of right-wing think

tanks were párticularly important.a9 The.issue of the relationship of schol-

arship to political spokesmanship and the role of both styles of enquiry/

action in the public sphere are difficult matters. The work of the New Right

has the intention of eliminating from debate the historical and structural

44 Smith lbid.
45 J. Pheby 1.988 Methodology and Economics: A Critical Introduction, London, Macmillan.
46 šee B. Hindess t977 Philosophy and Methodology in the Social Sciences, Hassocks,
Harvester,
47 Smith 1987 op. cit. p. 20.
48 Toye 1987 op. cit. pp. 23-4.
49 Smith 1987 op. cit. This is also an issue much debated in Australia, another site of New
Right experim.''t"iion, where commentators diagnose a similar capture oí influential points

in loficy and srare sysrem. See D. Home ed. 1,992 The Trouble witb Economic Rationalism,
Newham, Scribe, and M. Pusey 1991 Economic Rationalism in Canberra: ANation-Building
State Cbanges its Mind, Cambridge University Press. For the USA, J. Krieger-1.986 Reagan,
Thatcher o"d tb" Politics of Decline, Cambridge, Politn speaks of the construction of an

arithmetical coalition based on particular interests articulated around the celebration of the
market.
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circumstances of particular economies. The problem is not the New Right's
aťtempt to persuade a wide audience amongst politicians, policy-makers and
public but the flawed nature of their argument which by misrepresenting
delimited-formal ideology as positive science does indeed look manipulative.so

State, economy and act ion in the global system

I remarked above that there was a progressive reply to the collapse of
the post-war contested compromise of liberal-democracy. In respect of the
First 'World 

this reply, to cast the matter in general terms, is carried by
the critical-theoretic attack on the technocratic invasion of the life world and
the.děclíne.of partially realized democracy.sl Thus the civil sphere of private
economic action is incre1singl}"šubiect to regu|ation and control via giantism
of monopoly cp*lp|is']t hirnš,.á"a,tn. pubiic sphere of citizen discourse is
shrinking as pdr't'ér'beco.mes co'ncentrated in an opaque state machine clearly
concerned more with its linkages to the business world than with ordering
the public sphere. Thus the spheres of civil society - the public sphere and
the arena of state activity _ are increasingly subject to the complex oÍ
economic, social and political demands which flow from the particular
interests of the monopoly capitalist sector of the economy. Habermas speaks
of the political project of reconstructing the public sphere, such that deci-
sions in respect of core industrial and scientific activities are taken by the
community. There are many strands to the present theoretical and practical
drive in Europe for a more effective formal and substantive democracy.'Where
the New Right would a{firm albeit spuriously the relative separateness of
state and economy, and the liberal-democratic orthodoxy would affirm the
general subordination of economy to enlightened state, the question to be
addressed for the democratic line is the precise nature of the exchange
between state, economy and political action. \X/hat might be known and
how might such knowledge be deployed to secure agreed social goals?

Offering at this stage a schematic treatment of a key issue in social theory
we can distinguish between three spheres of relevant debate: (a) the nar-
rowly polemical where the issue is whether or not the state can influence
or direct the economy; (b) the political-théoretical where the issue is the
nature of the exchange between state and economy; and (c) the abstract-
theoretical where the matter of structure and agency in the spheres oÍ
economy, society and polity might be raised.

Against the New Right claim that the state can do no more than play
the role of underlabouÍer to market forces which are to be seen as a real-
ity swi generis, we can begin by insisting that political power shapes eco-
nomics both directly and indirectly. The occasion ancl intention of the original

50, On ,t-he issue of political writing see P. !(/'. Preston 1987 Rethinking Deuelopment,
Loiidon,.Routledge; and on.the political writing of the monetarists, with their substitution
nf nrrrnnrtaá|.  t""h. i . . I  a iar,m.nt 'I^. e*^l i . i t  nnI i t i . . I  i r tr lo.m.nt c.c c F i f i rA^ 1q.7Á

i '  ' i{*,1 i ' i1 i  
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rnarginalist theorists have been noted earlier, and their inheritors, the New
Right, offer claims in respect of the relationship of state and economy that
are, if taken seriously, simply incredible. The real questions centre on the
nature, extent, occasion and character of state involvements in markets.
, Looking at the matter generally, in the case of direct state influence upon

matters economic we can recall episodes ranging in social scale from secur-
ing strategic class interests (for example Weber's work on the role of polit-
ioal action as against economic forces which was addressed to the sleepy
German bourgeoisiest) through to the establishment of formal institutional
rr,rechanisms of economic control (as with Bretton tU oods), down to simple
pork-barrel politics in respect of the distribution of government largesse.
The point here, broadly, is that economic structures are to be seen as social
structures which are created and recreated in routine social practice, and
not as absolute and given as the free marketeers would have'us believe.

Turning now to the political-theoretical issue of how to conceptualize
the relationship of state and economy it is clear that this matter has been
extensively discussed within social science. Thus for the free marketeers the
relationship of state to economy is one of subordination and rule protec-
tion. The self-regulating maximizing market may be minimally assisted by
the state to better realize its potential: a framework of law to protect that
šelf-generating and regulating market. The extent of available economic
knowledge, upon which a state would act were it necessary to restore
system self-regulation, is minimal: this is one of the paradoxes of natural-
istic economics: they commit themselves to strong models of knowledge
and then report that only a very little of this knowledge can be provided.
Enpugh to correct but, emphatically, not enough to direct.

For the liberal-democratic orthodoxy the state is the overseer of the
economic activities of society. This line of theorizing can be traced back
into the late nineteenth century and the beginnings of a reaction on the part
of the reform-minded bourgeoisie to the evident problems of emergent
industrial society. In social science this reform line is developed at fhe same
time as classical political-economy fades away and the marginalist anti-
socialist theories take hold in economics. State direction of the economy,
both directln as in state industries, and indirectly as in fine-tuning or, later,
development projects, is necessary as the free market left to its own devices
is productive of extensive mal-development. Optimistically these theorists
take the view that the knowledge necessary to order this active interven-
tionist role is also in principle available; usually it is a product of the range
of social sciences, not iust the economists.

For the democratic line the state is one maior locus of citizen activity in
regard to ordering society and economy. The state is an institutionally
elaborate membrane ordering internal and trans-national flows of economic
and political power, such trans-national flows of economic- and political
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hasseenadualreplyonthepartofsocia l theor istsandpol i t ica l .comment-
ators/activists. The r.gr..ri".'..ply io this. real-world-occasioned eclipse is

that of the New Righ;jl.;i;g"á',*r'o claim that the free market provides

;'h;'';;;;;ig; ."..jy to-."il oí. ills, but w.ho are in reality merely servants

oi*oropoltan capitalism' In the USA and the other Anglo-Saxon econom-

ies the track records oí right-wing governments over the last decade have

been poor. The New Ri;h; h";" Jf žo.,.,. typically backed reaction in the

Ťir'a"w".rá.;'rt'. p..."c';''*. reply may bé said to encompass all those

who would ,n,lyti.uli| |.j'."ir.'.ipt'... or t'he markqt to qhe sphere oí the

social in order to fashion programmes tt'i;q;f.,' lla"T +g3"tp.st.the
Ň;-Rt;h,t ."l.b,"tio,. of ih."sove.eign rol.e bf thqmarket.and the inevit'

"tr. 
r".ip".ii| 

"''d 
i";;;;..,.*. of tĚ. ,tuiě, it can be saíely asse*ed that

;h;-';;;; iu,' u. mobilized'íor democracy and development..In fecent years

;;;';il;"ia"". ,r'"i states have been rnobilized Íot authoritaÍian non-

democracy 
".ra 

trro.,i.,gnif at'Uiottt patterns of development'se

Ghapter SummarY

The 1980s saw a resuÍgence of theories of sociery which stressed the

;' ;í ir.,. *"'r...' Ť#. theories-came.to promin.l:.. j'1 the West. in

ln. *"r.T 
"i';l;';;;;ilc 

failure of post-second world war Keynesian

growth 
"nd 

welf",J,',.lŤ.il.J.ir","'ě ."r.Ě."tions of the market have

.'. Ďeen influential i" á.;il;;;;;i;;;'y-;Jjractice' especially 
"ii :|:

ll.i'l'.' iilh; "'ld 
il"."r. á"a .t'. inap. Ťhe intellectual core of the

ii"*' iilrrri 
"*r.;;h 

l; h;'n.o-.t"tti."l model of the m arket. as a sel f-

i"got".iíg ,y,*-. *':n' maximizes the benefits of all particip"*^I:
..developmentworkit ledtoastressonouťward.directeddevelopment

"'"i"g.."' ""a 
,r,. .,,.',''"g.*e"t ď unregulated markets. As the 1980s

, ;;;;;:;;;ffi;liJ;f .iiti.i** 
-"' 

*ud'' (a) that the market model

at the cenrre or tnc ;; ;;il; was radicaliy'unsatisfactory intellec-

tually; and (b) ,ft. p5fi.i 'no*ing ft"t the model did not *t*::,1-:
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is dominated by flows of knowledge or informarion, produced via a nat-
ural science oriented to discontinuities and novelties rather than the task
of uncovering a single coherent truth, and within these flows groups and
individuals compete for the means to fashion discrete life-styles. It may all
be viewed in an optimistic libertarian fashion, a system offering freedom
to choose and ccrnstruct life-styles from open flows oÍ knowledge, but the
pessimistic reading sees a renewed centrality for capitalist market relations,
and these are unequal.

Lyotard argued that the conremporary world is best seen as a field of
language-games through which individuals move. Ir is a relativistic, provi-
sional and fragmented social world where received metadiscourses of progress
are abandoned as patterns-of-life structured by the practices and cultures of
capitalist-industrialism give way to life-style creation within the knowledge-
based global system of post-industrial sociery.

one important aspect of the postmodernist material is its insistence
that received patterns of social theoretical argument are now in need of
radical renewal. ln place of the experience of conrinuous intelligible pro-
gress, the experienced world of postmodernity has become one of partial
truths and relativistic subjective perspectives. In our ordinary lives we are
invited to select from proffered consumer alternatives in order to construct
a life-style, and in the realm of social theorizing we are similarly enjoined
to reject received traditions aspiring to universal knowledge in favour of the
local, the partial and the contingenr.s

The pol i t ical-economy of postmodernity

The political-economic changes within the global sysrem which are raken
to underpin this shift to a postmodernist culture can be elucidated around
the marxist regulationist school9 distinction between fordist and post-íordist
modes of pr<lduction: the former characterized in terms of mass produc-
tion, extensive state regulation, corporatist industrial relations and mass
consumption of essentially common products; whilst the latter is character-
ized in terms of flexible production, restricted state-regulation, market-
based inclustrial relations and personalized schedules of consumprion from
a varied menu of consumer goods.to

This broad characterization can be unpacked by referénce to the detail
of the political-economy of both rwestern and non-western countries over the
period since the First ! orld \Var. The 1930s can be read as rhe confused
episode of the construction of the fordisr system, from New Deal politics in
the USA, and Keynesianism in the UK, through to National Socialism in Ger
many. The essence of the productive system was the mass production of stand-
ardized products for a mass consumer market. The technologies, patterns of
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industrial organization, patterns of political orderin-g and,expectations in
regard to .orri,r*ption of the output all took time to fix in place..Indeed, the
shlft to a widespiead use of fordist modes of accumulation and regulation
belongs to be pbst-Second 

.!íorld 
War period of Keynesian demand man-

"g.-J.rt 
and tlhe economic long boom. The goals of the.early phases of

oltimistic decolonization and nationbuilding.were,similarly fordist.
'The 

shift to post-fordist accumulation and regulation,strategies can be
dated with .efeience to familiar political-economic and political events. The
episode of inÍlationary pressures compounded by the oil-price.hike of the
eirly L97Os tipped the fordist system into crisis. The post-fordist mode of
proáuction is lhereafter taken to be in process of construction. The theor-
ists point to a new rapidity in technological innovation, and to_ patterns of
proáuction which are.decé.,tralized, multi-plant, multi-national and which
adopt the flexible specialization strategy such that a wide range,of products
.".L. made with áesigns quickly,changed. The new pattern of production
requires an educated, ádapiable and complaisant workforce, coupled with
gou.rrr*"nt deregulation of the market. The restructuring_ of. production
Iakes place on a-global scale, and the countries of the Third world are
automatically drawn in as new locations for both production and consump-
tion of global products.

Howwer, 
"gái.''t 

the theorists of postmodernity, critics have argued that
it is not clearlhat the system has chánged fundamentally. The 1980s might
simply have seen reactionary political regimes in power in the countries of
the First'World who took advantage of improved transport and commun-
ications network to engineer a further round of dependent development by
relocating a limited sp.ead of production units in low-cost Third World
countries.

The social- inst i tut ional order of postmodernity

The theorists of postmodernity analyse the shift from the modern to the
posťmodern world in terms of a series of characterizations. In the sp.he1e
'of 

social institutions the complex changes can be grasped in terms of the
shift Írom a core of institutions surrounding the state and embracing the
community to a set of institutions surrounding the individual and extending
through the marketplace.

The modern state ordered a series of key social institutions (family, welfare,
employment and security) and fostered a wide spread of informal associ-
ations which were oriented towards the community (citizen groups' sports
groups, community groups, churches, charities and the like). In all, a dense
netwbrk of association bound each individual into the wider community
where membership was construed as a matter of both ríghts and duties.

In the port-*"i period this is the form of social institutional life which



índividual who freely chooses patterns of association and consumption in
order to construct a |ife-style. The private companies of the marketpláce offer
those farnily supports, wel{are proui.ionr and iecurity forces which had been
the concern of the state in the modern period. A key áifference is the reliance
o.n the unregulated marker as a sourcl of employment. All these relation-
ships are mediated by the marketplace and are esientially voluntaristic and
contractual.

- In the post-War period this is the form oí social institutional life which
has been typical of the American free-market capitalist system.

The culture of postmodernity

Notwithsta'ding the available doubts in respect of the precise narure
of recent political-economic and social-institutional changes, it has been
a18ued that postmodernist culture has to be taken serious|y ás it could be
the cultural form of a new'stage in the development of thé world capital-
ist system.rr The culture of postmodernism ."i tre, upon the pre-eminent
position in contemporary life of the commercial consu-.' m"'kátplace. The
id-eas of progress which we take from the classical social scientificiraditions
of the nineteenth century are rejected. All that is available to humankind
are the consumprion opportunities offered by global capitalism. The indi-
vidual exercise of choice withirr the marketpiače is the Lasis oí arbitrarily
c'onstructed life-styles. In this vein, those eárIer cultural schedules which
distinguished high culture from low culture are dismissed. In postmodernist
culture- any product offered on the cultural marketplace is as good as any
other' In a sirnilar way, by, extension, those earlier ..h.d,rl., of"the socially
acceptable and u'acceptable are dismissed because any product may be
taken up into a life.style package. Indeed in the conte". or in" 

-ark.tpí"ce-centred non-aesthetic.a.nd.non-ethic of posrmodernism, the production and
consumption of novelties become prized simply because they are novelties.
overall, commentators identify ce.táin key chárácteristics oÍ postmodern cul-
ture: (a) depthlessness, as in place of structural analyses and understand-
ings the. surface image is srressed; (b) ahistoricism, as in place of analyses
and undersť11djngs that place events arrd processes in history, th. p,.,".,t
is .sťressed; (c) intensities, as in place of c-onsidered ethics .ani aesihetics,
subjectivist emotionality is stressed; (d) technologies, as in place o{ a view
of technology-as-Servant the power of technolog-y is ,t.",,á; (e) pastiche,
as in place of realism the play of invention is stiessed; and (f)'episodicity,
as in place of the coherence o{ sequential discourses, tle.broken nature of
discourse fragmenrs is stressed.

It is clear that there is a link berween liberal-individualism and post-
modernist consumerismt2 because the idea of positive liberty,13 the freedom of

11 F..fameson 1991 Postmodernism, or tbe cultura! Logic of Late capitalism, London,
Verso.
12 Z. Bauman 1988 Freedom, Milton Keynes, Open University press.
13 I. Berlin 1989 Four Essays on Liberty, oxforá University Éress.

agents in charge of their own lives, has been rejected in favour of an idea
oI negative liberty, the freedom from imposed restriction that lies at the
.or" of the liberal-individualist political philosophy. It can be argued that
the modernist proiect of democracy, the pursuit of positive liberryla was
forgotren long igo. Hannah Arendt has argued that the rise of the social
question of poverty in the late nineteenth century turned attention away
from fully r."liti.tg the public sphere of positive liberty, and the pursuit of
democracy declined into the amelioration of poverry and the pursuit of mater-
ial consumption, and the consumption spliere became self-perpetuating.ls
In this way it is argued that consumer-capitalism has both offered freedom-
as-consumption (the negative liberty of freedom from the constraint of want
and uncertainty) to all, or most, and has effectively blocked the modernist
project. The consumer-capitalist system is now stable and successful. The
individual and the system are linked via consumption of goods. Once inside
the ideological circle it all makes perfect sense.

The power oÍ the language of postmodernist politics centres on the notion
of the market.16 The notion of the market is a political resource which serves
the interest of ruling groups. The pure market never did exist so debate
about it is not debate about real social processes; rather the idea is a crucial
area oÍ ideological strugglé. It can be granted that the language of the market
superficially describes present patterns quite well - after all, ideology and

'.álity 
intermingle as we (mis)organize our lives in the light of (mis)descrip-

tions, but as an intellectual analysis it is vacuoustt and as a prescriptive
programme it is reactionary. The peculiar sexiness of the idea of the market
ian-be rraced ro rhe 1980s' linkages of market and media. The realm of
media-carried consumerism became the illusory exemplar of market free-
dom, and the notion of the market was taken into common thought as both
a natural system-given and a realm of freedom'

The postmodern Third World

Notwithstanding the generally much lower levels of material living ex-
perienced by the peoples of the Third World, postmodern theory has been
used to make sense of their changing circumstances. A series o{ changes are
adduced as evidence of the rapid integration of these poor countries within
the global consumer capitalist system. Postmodernists argue that the extent
of penetration of industrial capitalist forms of life into Third World coun-
triel has increased very rapidly in recent years. A series of particular areas
of activity are cited: (a) global production systems which ensure that sched-
ules of material goods which were restricted in their availability to the rich
West are now widely available (brand names like Sony or Ford or IBM are

14 C. B. Macpherson L973 Democratic Tbeory: Essays in Retrieual, Oxford University
Press.
15 Arendt is cited by Bauman 1988 op. cit. pp. 96-8.
16 Jameson 1991 op. cit.
'|7 Recnl| the árpllments of P. C)rmerod 1994 The Death of Economics, London. Faber.
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now recognized globally); (b) global cultural forms which revolve around
expressive consumption which used to be restricted to the 'west are now
widely available (Hollywood movies, coca-cola, satellite TV are now con-
sumed globally); and (c) global rravel in the forms of migration (of poor
people to richer areas) and mass tourism (often of rich p"eople ro poorer
areas) ensures both a mixing of people and a standardizátion of aciivities
(as the international style of airporis, hotels, shops and leisure activities
becomes more widespread).

, The theorists. of postmodernity have argued strongry that a process of
globalization of culture is slowly taking pla.e as p-"it.rnr of consump-
rion across the global system grow ever more similai. the theorists of the
emergent markets of the second and Third worlds point to the growth
of consumerism amongst those gJoups able to take aávantage of tĚ. ,,.,"
opportunities within the marketplace. In this way the theoristi of postmod-
ernity draw the poor of the Second and Third 

.Worlds 
into a global-markeť-

ba99d e5rye9sive consumerism which has recently been celĚbrated as the
political-philosophical end of history.ls However, ciitics have suggested that
these patterns of consumption are available onry to a narrow"iroup a.rd
that the poor who lie outside the consum.' 

'pÁ... 
are subject to severe

control. In First síorld consumer capitalism th. poor are subject to the
control of the bureaucraric-welfare sysrem. similarly the citizbns of the
Second World state-socialisr q'srems prior to the revolutions of 19g9 inhab_
ited a culture which resembled the blreaucratic welfare control system. At
the present time the pool wlo make Yp the majority of the populations
of the countries of the Third Vorld áre excluaea. tn the context of the
patterns of power within the global system these groups are not sources of
alternative thinking, they are merely'failed or asiiranr consumers.le

The Reconstruction of Global Industrial-capitalism

A series of tendencies. within the global sysrem can be identified as pat-
terns and styles of production change. First, the intermingled upgrading and
hollowing out of rhe metropolitan core economies lfleilble-sp"ecialization
and the new international division of labour). second, the rise oi East Asian
developmental capitalism as a discrete and novel u"ii"rrt of the industrial-
capitalist form-of-life (tripolariry and the eclipse of the liberal market model).
Third, the collapse of the Second World staté socialist bloc and its confuseb
shift towards market-based political-economies (a mixrure of political col-
lapse and thereafter general reconsrrucrion in the ussR and b,astern Eur-
ope, and authoritarian market reforms in china and Indo-china). Fourth,
the further parrial dependent inregration of areas of the Third world (in
Asia, Latin America and the oil-rich Middle East). And fifth. the slow shift

F. Fukuyama 1'992 The End of History and the Last Man, London, Hamish Hamilton.
T\-.L- - l^L^l:---:^,- -t  t ,
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of areas of the Third rWorld into a situation of apparent semi-detacl
from the global system (much of Africa south of the Sahara).

F l ex i b I e spec i a I i zati,:: 

"" 
:é ll". l :* 

i nte rn ati o n a I

The notion of flexible specialization is associated with the institu
economic analyses of Piore and Sabel.20 They focus on the industria
ology of contemporary society and consider the nature of technolop
organization of the workplace, the demands of the labour force ar
interaction of the place of work with the wider society. The authors
that the familiar pattern of geographically concentrared large-plant I
mass production of standard products has given way in the 1980s
geographically dispersed small-plant post-fordist innovarive product
individualized products. The mass production of similar products has
way to the large-scale production of a diversity of products.

It is suggested that there are ťwo alternate reasons for the proble
fordist mass production: (a) a series of external shocks to the fordist s
including labour problems and the oil crises of the 1970s which issr
the problems of inflation and slump and provoked an attempr by fir
ameliorate these difficult circumsfances; (b) the internal needs for refc
a mass production system which could no longer respond to the in
ingly sophisticated demands from consumers. On the basis of this an'
there are two ways in which the problems of the breakdown of fordist
production can be addressed: (a) an increase in global demand such th
system is reinvigorated (this could be achieved after the suggestion r
Brandt Commission of 1980 which looked to an international Keynesi,
which identified the Third !7orld as a potential marketplace for the
World in a mutual interdependence); (b) a shift to new patterns of pr
tion which are knowledge-based, small scale, and oriented to an ind
alized product spread, or the flexible specialization of a post-fordist s
of production.

A related analytical concern has been with the changing geogral
pattern of production within the global industrial capitalist system. I
1980s some industrial production was relocated from First World to'
Wbrld and some newly established industrial production was set up i
Third Vorld in preference to the First !7orld. The change has been r
by the theorists of the new international division of labour.

Frobel and Heinrichs referred to the theoretical machineries of r
system analysis, which are a variant of Latin American dependency
lysis, and pointed out that in the 1970s a new phase of the develop
of world capitalism could be identified.2t It took the form of the reloc

20 M. Piore and C. Sabel 1984 The Second Industrial Diuide- New York- Basic I
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of cerrain industries in the Third worrd and the estabrishmenr of some newindustries in that region raťher 
'r'"".i" 

tt," r,.,t wo.tď'a .á-pr.-entaIydevelopment took pi-ace wittr Fi*i-w.rra industries relocaring to the Thirdwortd as these .r"l:il.: pu*'.J.*iJ.i_**^,.a d.;;i;;;;;", srraresres. rris  certainly the case rhar over the late r970s and 19g0s some areas of theThird wortd saw rapid^exp";; ;;i.;;; i.auut.i"t g;;;h. i -."port 
goodsproduced have in significant *;;;;; ;;d tbe demands of the First worldconsumer markets. The new global market f"'-;;;;;"á;il rise of theMNCs favour the rrew internátionat.áiui,io., of labour. The other factorswhich helped this new pattern to develop included the labour reserves ofthe Third worrd' th. udunr,.e 

" 
;ir;"ilgy such that tasks courd be sim-plified and easily relocated 

'' 
.'"diililiy.ío-..t.iti 

",.",, ""j,r'. 
develop-menr of rransporr and.commu"i.",i"n. ,u.n tr,"t n.,uiii"",-"", productionan-d distributr,on could b" ;.hi;;;; b, ;i. MNCs.In the First Vor|d two concern' 

"ó.-, 
th. ,,"ru.. of the global systemhave been voiced: ,:t* 

:.,;,:i *rf,*ii:ns of the upgradin! of rhe coreeconomies where the demand for semi-skirr"a * 
"rrr.iri""i;;#"". fars awayrapidly which i' the. absence ;f ;;;;; 

".o....r.d 
acdon leads to srru*urarunemptovment of a large. scale rJl; dJJ;r,,j-;;'6)i hollowingout of core economies ai indust'i"i p'áii.,ion is relocated to low-cost off-shore production platforms leaving 

.n."á..orn.. 
r'".i,"".'i]' ,i. p,oau.,io,,sphere atd an ever larger service "..;;; in th. Third worrd the concernsabout rhe changins nriur. of the gl"b;l sysrem revorve around the char_acrer of the industria.rir"tion-ih"i rrir"..*"ir, o..u.rJd 

""iin. 
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Tripolarity and the ecripse of the riberar market modet

one aspect of the recent debates about patterns of globar change hasbeen a rise of concern ro. trt. tripJ". 
"""irr; 

of-th" ,f.t.L.Tt 
"-gtor"t ,yr_tem has bee' taken n::! 

:: 
U. l{ iir.^ ffir, of.becoming more inregratedand to be formine into three distinét blo.;'. tt'. e*".i.",," Ěu,op. 

",,d
Pacific Asia. The criaracterisri. ro.*-or-nr. or.n. peopres wirhin these blocsand their inťeractions within ,r.,.gi.u".i.'y'i"-.r,"u. become important issues.It has Lreen suggested th"t *ithin.;;;h.;í;il three spheres a distinctive form
:j.llj:,I 

deueloping. 
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these three spheres as the posr-war period of cold lVar division and us
hegemo_ny over the market sphere comes to a close. The emerging sphere
of Pacific Asia has occasioned considerable interesť.

In the case of Pacific Asia it has been argued that a novel form of
indust.rial-capitalism has-been developed. Pacifiě Asia has been a significant
base for export-oriented production destined for the First world coun-
tries of America and Europe. It is also the case that since the 19g5 plaza
Accord23 that a new round, of export-oriented development has taken place
as Japanese firms have relocated within Pacific Asiá so as to escape the
problems.of the high yen. The result of these changes in productio' within
the global system has been rhar over the period or the tggos rhe economies
of Japan, southeasr and East Asia have grown very rapidly. It is possible
to analyse the Pacific Asian model in terms which g.'t.''" io the iáea oÍ a
typical political-economic configurption with related social-institutional struc-
tures and associated cultural forms.

In the post-second world $Var period the political-economies of the
countries of Pacific Asia have undergone extensive change and there are a
series of versions of the political-economic aspect of the story. The devel-
opment-orthodoxy would speak of the evolutionary and planned achieve-
ment of effective nationstatehood. In the case of pacific Asia this would
Seem to find familiar expression in terms deríved from modernization theory.
The Pacific Asian countries have successfully achieved take-off and as their
economies mature so their societies are being remade in a fashion similar
to that in other industrial counrries. In time their polities might be expected
to shift away from their presently authoritarian style towaids the liberal-
democracy familiar in the west. on the other hand, in contrast, the recently
influential economic liberals would oÍÍer a different tale. In ilace of the
stress on_planning they would bring to the fore the dynamism of the free
market. Economic liberals would point ro the dynamic nature of the paci-
fic Asian economies and would réad this 

", "uid".,.. 
of the Spontaneous

order which minimally regulated capitalistic business enterprise might be
expected to produce. Expectations in regard to the future .... to Ě. .",t
in terms of more of the same. The notion of a 'borderless world'2a has been
advanced.2s

There is also available a thoroughly sophisticated political-economy read-
ing of the Pacific Asian model in its Japánese form. In this perspective the
developmenr experience of Japan whichis rhe core counrry oi p"iifi. Asia is
read in terms of the exchange between an oligarchic ruling group (involving
the bureaucracy, business, politicians, and in earlier u".rio*r, the militaryf,

23 An agreement made in New York which revalued the yen uowards.
24 K. Ohmae 1990 A Borderless.World,Tokyo, Kodanshá.
ZS There are also conservative American commentators who look at East Asia with unease.
See P. ! . Preston 1995 'The Debate on the Pacific Asian Miracle Considered' in idem Aspects
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determined to secure the position of a late-developer within the expanding
global system' and the stÍuctures of that system' which flowed fiom the
activities oÍ the other major participants lp|ayers.26In the post-Second World
war period this drive to achieve position and security has evidenced itself
in strategic concern for economic expansion. It can be said that Japan is a
capitalist developmental state.27

If the political-economy of the Pacific Asian model has been a success ir
is often argued that this is in no small measure due ro the parricular char-
acter of Pacific Asian society. In particular, socieťy is held to be familial and
communitarian, and not individualistic on the model of the West (a model
dominated by the experience of the USA). Relatedly society is held to be
disciplined and ordered (unlike rhe Wesr, again with the image of the USA
to the fore, which is taken to be riven by the unfortunate consequences of
excessive individualism).28

In a similar way the political life of rhese counrries has routinely diverged
from the model of the 

.West. 
In terms of overall political.economic, sočial

institutional and cultural packages it is possible to speak of models of demo-
cracy: the Northwest European; the North American; and now the paci-
fic Asian.2e It has been argued that the Pacific Asian model centres on an
Asian communitarian politics stressing communiry hierarchy, consensus and
a strong dominant parťy state'3o It can be noted that democracy is a real world
historical achievement which is neither sponraneously generated by systemic
evolution nor to be considered a recipe to be authoritatively applied by an
enlightened elite. It is rather-a laboriously achieved ser of ideas, institutions
and routine social practices. overall, the Pacific Asian model is distinct
from the received models of American liberal market and European social-
democratic polities. The pattern is undoubtedly coherent and eÍfective and
in general offers an interesting example to other counrries in the Third
World peripheries.

Part ia l  col lapse and part ia l  renewal in the social ist bloc

In the People's Republic of China in the late 1970s Deng Xiaoping inau-
gurated an economic policy turn rowards the marketplace. over the period
of the 1980s china has taken its place within rhe burgeoning pacific Asian
region. The patterns of political-economic and social institutional change

26 B. Moore 1966 The Social Origins of Dictatorsbip and Democracy, Boston, Mass.,
Beacon. R. Dore 1.986 Flexible Rigidities, stanford university Press; K. van'wolferen 1993
The Enigma of Japanese Potuer, Tokyo, Tutle.
27 C. Johnson 1982 MITI and the Japanese Miracle, Stanford Universiry press.
28 E. Vogel 1980 lapan as Number Oze, Tokyo, Tutle.
29 c. B. Macphe rcon 1966 Tbe Real world of Democracy, oxford universiry press.
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within China have been extensive and suffused with conÍlict.31 Howe

if,. .t.r"ff success of the Pacific Asian region and the lack of any polit

;;f"il has meanr that the changes have not been widely remarked. '

.n""g."i" China have been 
'e"ďi.' 

the First World as one further epis

i" ifr! u.ry slow renewal of the state socialist sphere. F{owever, in cont

the eventš of 1'989_91 in eastern Europe have begun a series of com'

.n""g.t where the final equilibrium point.of the emergent system is r

o.r.lJa.. Overall, a transition is in process from the command economl(

state socialism iowards a market-based system with a pluralist polity
- 

Ýn. dramatic reform movements in the old Eastern Bloc had a serit

elemenrs. The process started with the democratization and libera

iior, *ou.r within the USSR initiated by Mikhail Gorbachev's governr

in,r'. r".. 1980s. The most dramatic upheavals took place ín.1'989_9"l.,

reform continues within Russia. The dépth of the problems facing the

i."d..rhip are clearer - as are the appJrent difficulties of securing der

;il;g.. In the old Easrern Bloc territories of Europe the situation is at

clearěr in some respects whilst in others earlier clarity has given wa

d..p", confusion. tn the case of ,political reforms the generallY pea'

shifts from bloc-given stalinist style command political-economies to a

of u",iunt, on tĚe 
.síestern mod.el was completed with elections thro

out 1990. However, it has become clear that many tensions within I

countries will have to be resolved. The reappearance of nationalism is

problem. In regard to economic matters the situation is more obscure
.an 

initial enth;Siasm for models oÍ laissez-falre capitalism is giving wl

" 
a"-"i"g appreciation of the difficulties of securing economic reform

"r 
.r* p'"utématical nature of the prrre market schemes advocated bot

intellectual groups within eastern Europe and by western experts ir

euise of the IMFMorld Bank..-č'.Ji, 
iá. th.,. changes has been claimed by the American marke

erals and commentato.,i"u. spoken of the 
.!íest 

having won the Cold

with the consequence that fuither development within the global sy

*""rJ 
""..ssariiy 

follow the 
.Western model. One commentator ofí

celebration of wásternization as the ethico.political end of history.33 I

el,er, it was the people of eastern Europe who made their revolution' It

" 
,.uol.rtio.t tei Uy intellectuals' trades unionists, Church grou.ps an(

ists. The final resting point of these upheavals is.yet to be establishec

th.ir politi.s are in 
"n"*. ft has been iuggested that the crucial distin

ií ..'.p.., of eastern European'politics wi11 be between backward-lo<

nationalists and European modernists'
It is clear that laying claim to the events of eastern Europe ts a

3t see J. Howell L993 China opens its Doors: Th.e Politics of F,,conomic Transition'

H.-p,.áa, Harvester; D. Goodman and G. Segal eds. 1994 China Deconstructs: P

Tradi and Regionalism, London, Routledge'
áz 

"š* 
t. H3bsbawm,1994 Age of Extrěmes: The Short Twentietb Century' 1974-



Right tactic. Ir conrinues their hitherto domestic ideology of the Free 
.west

by imputing-this idea-system to eastern Europe. It has been argued that itwas a mistake for the New Right to lay claim to the revolutions in theeasteÍn Europe.3a It has been suggested ihat the Righr's 
"i. 

i' to present
tlr.'!?:, Europeans as a living, h-ilstorical proof of ,[. 

--.o' 
sense (and

clichéd) truths of free-market Ý.,t".n capiialism'.j' Ág"il;,hi' straťegy ofallalysis, what.is actua||y happen.ing ti-,er. is the c"ollaps. or tn. ít"t.,arouttd which the old system was bašed' ' .^ It  seems;i" ;h";the natural
resting point {or an eastern European politics was social-democratic. None_theless if social-democracy did.not šucceed in .u'tÁ-Eu.r-o'pe then thealternative was the extremes of racist u.'d ,,"tio,,ď;;;^;;;J"'..
*.Ii l lrthlng, subsequenr evenrs have tended in the dir..tio'of a newThird 'world. 

The early optimism in easrern Europe for the liberal marketfaded as IMF and '!7orrd 
bank austerity-adjustmeir, 

-*, "rr.la. 
wirt ,t.December 1991 dissolution of the USSÍ{ ií favour of the seemingly polit-ically inchoare and economically damaged Confede.ati,on of-irra.p.rrd.r.t

States (CIS) all tlre corrditions for .thirdíorldization];;;; 
i' f,l".". ou...all it seems that the real battle is not about which model oiá.u.lop-.nteasťern Europe should adopt but is about the shape or 

",' ".*.gent 
Europeas political and economic ieforms continue in Russia, and as th-e EuropeanUnion moves towards Some sort of unification. The 

"".Ápi 
or the NewRight to annex the events in eastern Europe to its liberal market positionis essentially a defensive lnanoeuvre within a broader g"-. 

"r"r, 
the shapeand nature of the tripolar system.

The situation of the Easiern Broc countries as they move to reassertlocal political-economic and culturar models in the wake of th. abr.rpt endingof b|oc.imposed corrformity is difficult. ProbleÁs 
";;.l.g';;; 

]i *ni.r' ,*omay be cited: the fesurgence of nationalism; and th" š"u.,.'problems ofeconomic adiustment in the face of a legacy of problems' d.bÁ Ind Westernmarket-nonsense coupIed to practical iřdiff.."n."..' n 
'.' '. ' 

Jf |on.|.,,io..,abour rhe srruation of eastern.Europe can be _presented:r' (a) the poriticar-cultural Íramework of the Cold l7ar era, with ideas of 
'..iári'. 

and talkof middle Europe', is now disregarded oi of ,ro f,.fo, Of ;;i;iliy rhere areambiguous new culrural idea-sets being drawn d"il ;p";, irr'particula.varieties of nationalism; and (c) the mo*st often .it"d 
''.,í fjiti."t-.uttu,"tnotion is that of a return to Europe, where this is neithe' rári 

"". 
right andcounts as some sort of coming home. By way of response, commentators

offer two thoughts: the first ls that the resurgence^ of nationalism is adanger; and the second,is that it.is precisery tnJ i"Jin.;;;;ithe'!7esr,
illustrated in their thoughtless marketiecipe-ism, that i' Á"'.lr..ry to trigger
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34 O. Figes in Tbe Guardian, Lonclon, 17 February 1990.
35 tbid.
36 rbid.
j7 M C|e.- ' '  , l  oo^ Ťt^. D .r ,  .  , '
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political and social upheavals in the Eastern Bloc as they flounder under their
received economic problems.3e

Dependent integrat ion and semi-detachment
in the Third World

The initial post-Second World War enthusiasm for the pursuit of develop-
ment slowly waned as the early efforts at industrialization ran their course
in a mix of success and failure as import-substituting industrialization strat-
egies reached their low maximum potential. The global system context
within which early development work had been pursued changed as the
long post-Second Vorld 'War economic expansion came to an end i1 the
early 1.970s. In addition the oil-shock damaged Third World economies as
markets for their products contracted and at the same time recycled petro-
dollars fuelled ill-idvised attempts to carry on with established develop-
ment work. In Africa the result was stagnation and in Latin America inflation
and the debt crisis of the early 1980s. The experience of the countries of
the Third World in the post-colonial period has evidenced a diverse mix of
advance, drift and Stagnatíon.

If we consider the very broad sweep of the countries of Pacific Asia,
Latin America and the oil-rich Middle East it is clear that there has been
a sharp process of differentiation within the Third World. In the case of
Pacific Asia the basis for economic success is elusive. In the 1980s the New
Right claimed that the success of ťhe area proved the correctness of market-
orňnted development policies. However, the countries of the area have all
pursued state-directed development. The core regional economy has been
j"p"'' which industrialized ín the late nineteenth century and which has
subsequently played a key role in the development of Pacific Asia. The pace
of devilopment in the region as a whole over rhe 1980s has been so rapid
that Pacific Asia is now spoken of as one of the three maior economic blocs
within the global economy. In the case of the Middle East it is clear that the
basis for its economic success is primary product exporting, in particular
oil, but these countries have also invested heavily in industrial development.
It is also clear that many of the countries of the Middle East have experi-
enced considerable political dislocation in the shape oÍ war and revolution.
At the same time the progress of what has been called westernization, the
introduction of modern social patterns, has been deeply problematical. In
the case of Latin America the extent of success is more problematical as
social inequalities, environmental problems and political instability work
against economic successes.

In AÍrica the initial legacies of the colonial period included state and ad-
ministrative machineries, legal systems, educated and mobilized populations,

39 lbid. See also B^ f)enitch '1990 The F.nrl o{ the col,l \Ynr. Londnn Verso on the modcl
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and so on. All these slowly. ran down. As the economic changes of the post-
colonial period progressed the residual- pre-contact and colonial patierns
of life began to be reworked. This coulá include tr'" a.."/ oi traditional
patlTls of. family and kin. It could also involve problems with tribalisrn.
In Africa rhere were problems of politicar corruition, i.rco-f.terr.e 

"rrdinstability. The role of the military increased. A series tf i.tt.iir"t conflicts
occurred. These problems were internal to the new countri., áf 

'h. 
Thi,d

world and were acutely felt in Africa.a. At the same time African countries
experienced interference from the two great powers as they pursued a series
of overt and covert proxy wars.
. If w9 try to summarize the period as a whole then we can say that by
the mid-1,970s the orthodox optimism of the immedi"t. po't-š.cond World'war period had dissioared and was beginning to be ..pl*.J bf f."r, 

"boutdebt, instability and failure which 
-.i. 

to come ro the fore in the 19g0s.
At the same ťime the counter-optimism of the critics of th" o.thodo*y *",
Ť^T'l,-'y 

beginning to decline ás .,n.ase grew about th. f.,.ih", uíequal
development of the global system' It is also true ťo say that the unease
about the post-Second s7orlá 

.!Var 
settlement which .,,,á.,pi,,.,.d the dis-cussion about.development also became acute as First Worlďeconomies suf-fered economic slowdowns and societies saw rising problems. In the First

world the intellectual and political confusion of the plriod ."* th. emergence
of the Anglo-Saxon New Řight. In the Third !7orld it'. N.- Řigi, sponsored
a counter-revolution which aimed to sweeP away the developáentál role of
the state in favour of the marketp|ace.*' Ťhe p.iiod 

"r 
ď'. fg80s was thusone of reduced expectations for bbth the orthodoxy and th.i, ,aái.at critics.

However, the position of the radical democrats was further undermined by
*.. fgr_9gi"ys political reacrion of the 19g0s. The overail-,d".; ,rpo' rheThird world has been ro reinforce the diversity of the 

"r"i, 
p"r"rns ofintegration within the global system; a mixture.of d.p.,,J..,i dé.,.lop-.,,t

and semi-detachment.
In the case of Pacific Asia it is clear that large areas of what might a few

years' ago have been called countries in the Thirá World h"u. ."p.,i.nced rel.
atively rapid development. In the case of Pacific Asia they r'"uáL.." drawn
into the Japanese orbit within the 

-tripolar global ,yrr.*. It is similarry the
case Íor other areas of what would háve beěn calleá the Third T7orld a few
years ago that they have experienced a further round of dependent capital-
ist development. It is possiBle to point to the oil-rich 

'."'á 
oi ih. tuiaate

East,and ro parrs of Latin Americl and the caribbean. These last two fall
within the ambit of the usA-centred sphere of the global ."pir"ii* system.
In 1993 the NAFTA agreement was ináugurated whích looks.to a f..e t,ade
zone within the Americas. In sharp ..'''t'á't to the countries of Pacific Asia,
the Middle East and Latin Ámericá, the countries of Africa have experienced

40 See B' Davidson 1968 Africa in Histom. I,onr|nn !7eir|..í"|,-'l. i,t^h íaa,| .Í.I.. c^."..l.
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little progress in the period of the 1980s. In the case of Africa developme
specialists tend to speak of a lost decade. The African countries' shire
world production and world trade is shrinking and is now slight. In t
case of Africa it seems to be possible to speak of a slow detachment frc
the mainstream of the global industrial capitalisr sysrem.

. Strategies for analysing complex change
in the global system

In recent years a body of work has grown up which is called interr
tional political-economy. It ofÍers a schematic way of framing analyses
patrerns of complex change in the global system. The track records of p,
ticular state-regimes can be read as exemplifying a series of projects, whr
such projects represent crearive responses to the enfolding dynamics of t
global capitalist system. A context-sensitive analytic sťrategy dissolves t
actions of the state-regime into a much more complex trans-state system. Ar
lysing state-regimes as if they were autonomous units is misleading, and t
familiar talk about nationstates, raken as somehow essentially self-containr
is an error which reifies a conringent set of relationships thereby obscuri
the very processes under consideration.

Over the post-Second World War period, by way of example, this
precisely how orthodox development rheory analysed problemi of Thi
!7orld development. The early expectarions of the First world theoris
shaped in a period of optimistic decolonization and bipolarity, the high-ri
of fordism, were thar the Third vorld would recapirulate the hiJtori<
experience of the'west. The discourse of development saw the elaboration
a complex package oriented to the goal of the pursuit of effective natio
statehood which the experts imputed to the replacement elites of the nr
nationstates of the Third'world. This ideal goal can be unpacked to revr
a triple task involving the engendering of political and cultural coheren<
the securing of political and social stability and the achievemenr of ec
nomic growth and welfare. However the assumpťions built into this moc
are extensive, and when examined untenable. There is a triple claim
knowledge (of claimed development sequences), ro experrise (1n regard
ordering the process), and ethic (in regard to the obligation of First Wor
to Third, and the nature of the overall goal of liberal-democracy). Tl
model slowly collapsed because rhe experrs did not have the knowledl
or the expertise, and their Western ethic was only dubiously relevant.

As the model collapsed First World development work divided into thr
broad channels: state aid programmes continued for various reasons (whir
may or may not have included 'development'); practitioner groups lookr
to small-scale 'empowerment', a much more plausible engagement; and r
latedlv theorists looked fo revise the whole nnnonlv nf rcceiverl evnecrerinnc
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Here we find a shift away from exporting recipes to analysing the detail ofactua1 po|itical-economic, social-institutiánal. 
""a 

.ui.*ái.fio..,,", .-., i,,g
the established repertoire of concepts carried i" tn. ..nii"r;.íJi,io" of Euro-pean social science. The upshot hás been a Íeturn to core concerns with theinterpretive and critical analysis of complex change *ithi" ih. conrexr ofthe on-going developm..'t oÍ the global capitalist"sys'.*.;: 

*.-

Once-the analysis of the new áationstaies has been contextualized interms.of their position withi' the global sysrem, a plausible way of hand-
ling the development,experience, of th.r. new nations is generated. InpIace ot evaIuations oí track records according to the modet ár tne pursuit
of effective nationstatehood, which often generates tales of breakdown orfalling away from liberal democratic g,^,č,.^ 

". 
i" 

'..-' 
;i;h; pursuit offree markets, which generates 

"r, "rr"logo,r, 
lit"r"t,rr" of *"rk.i_irrhibitoryfailure, we can look a*rack records as &emplifyiil;h.;;ri;i.Jip.o'..t, or

:.:iÍ;j.9JT::: 
SY.h political projects.represent ih.""g.,,iy oi ,i"t.-,.gi..,wrtnln the structurar circumstances,they inhabit. In praciice, of course, allthis is.fraught with the usual proble-í of .ourit.".L"ii 

"g ""a 
conflictcontrol internally, plus reading global structures and thereafter formulať-ing,practical programmes. The gineral point that countries operate *ithinwider systems was very welr iiluJtrared by the rr", rii r. iig.rJJiarin whereinternal 

.class.groupitlgs came to power and then 
'.i'"J"tn. 

áppo,t.,,,iti.,provided by the expanding global economic system to carve out distinctiveeconomic lPaces'as In sum, the material of devélopm""' ,t'."'y .onsidered inthe light of fhe remarks on international relations iheo.y ,"u."L ,t 
"r 

ro graspthe nature of .a particular state-regime it is necessary to consider the prolectspursued by these agents witlrin ihe context of glábal ,y,,.- .i,,,.,.'.",.
l here |s a' variety of approaches to the analyšis of th! projects of state-regimes, and alI revo|ve around the political-eáonomic' ,J.l"i-in,titution"t

and culture-critical analysis of the dynamics of the .;.[il;;;i i't.rr,"r 
"r,dexternal systems, where these structural dynamics constrai; the possibilities

ope.r to. age.nt-groups. An interesting approach looks ,o .onrt.u.t an lnter_national political-economy (IpE).46 ti is a.gu.d that orthodox internarionalrelations work is deficient because it focuJes exclusively o" ,t.-r.r"rions ofgovernments. Similarly, orthodox economics and poliiical-science are alsorejected as both inhabit closed intellectual spaces ánd take their spheres of
:iÍ:]:I,,: !e similar|y closed - where..o,,o*i., is blind to issues Lf po*",,polltlcal-sclence rypically ignores economics in its focus on governmental

43 see P. v. Presron 7994 Dkcourses of, Deueropment: state, Market and pority in tbeAnalysis of Complex Change, Aldershot. Au.bu.u.'
1a.-B:N' Pandy 1980 kruth and Southáast Asia,1945_1979, London, Macmillan; see a|so
|. 

H. Jackson 1990 Quasi-States: Souereignty, International Řelations ánd the inird wortd,Cambridge University press.
45 c. Hamilton 1983 'capitalist Industrialisation in East Asia,s Four LitgeTigets,, Journalo.f contemporary Asia, 13; see also w. Bello and s. Rosenfeld 1990 oiogo,)?-tu Distress:
Asia 's Mirnr le Frnunuio";b r.; . : .  c^.. Ú. ' ' . j . .
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machineries.'work from outside these usual areas is invoked and includes

J.u"lop-.rrr economics, historical sociology and economic history' The key

i, u. ia." of the basic needs of any poliiy in respect of wealth, security,

freedom, and justice. Any polity wili evidence some mix of these four'

Á'' i'',.i''".iona1 political-economy approach can lodge agents (states or

pJlti.') within gtáual structures of power and thus uncover the trans-state

|,.,..h",,i,,n, wtrňh underpin given empirical configurations of wealth' secur-

ii| í..a"- and justice. Ii is lossible io distinguish structutaland relational

pá*.. *r'.'e the former sets the broadest of agendas, the frames within

;rrht.h p.opt. 
"rrd 

gro,rp, have to act, and the later focuses on specific epis-

odes of agent exchanges.--on 
the"IpE analysis strugural power is found in the four spheres of

security, production, financial credit, and knowledge; where the first is the

iamiliaí iealm of state-state relations, the following pair note the crucial

role of economic power. Finally, the importance of the subtler sphere of

."li"r. is acknowledged. The first noted, the security structure' comprises

ih. ,r.t*o.ks of relaiionships between states which revolve around, and

;;á;;h. use of force. These Strucťures are extensive, and cover diplomatic,

militáry, and security linkages. In regard to the second pair, the.production

,,,,,.,.,Á, the spheré of the"military overlaps in.the history of the develop-

ment oÍ ih. *od.,.' First 
.World-dominateá gtobal system with the rise of

ind.rstrial production and global trade. Relatedly, the financial structure

comprises án integrated gloĚal network' with major centres.in. Europe, the

Úiď 
";J Japan. Ťhi' 

''ět*ork 
is the source of credit, and the ability to

g*"'",. .,.áit .o,,f.rs significant power. Finally the knowledge Structure is

3.,. of the underpin,.ingš of the entire system, the production.not merely

of scientific and iechnicžl knowledge but also social technologies of man-

"lÁ.". 
involved in the business of putting knowledge to work.

These networks of power constituti the underlyin_g structure of the glo-

b"í,y,t.-. 
.!7hilst ..,io.,,..., oÍ power, production' finance and knowledge

"i. 
,,,...,.,'ty distributed they provide thé start-p-oint for the activities of any

extant state.regime. Overalí, ih. id." is that of a world System comprised

of a variety of-po*., structures within which states (and other actors) are

; 1* linás of'power are relatively fixed and the polity itself given shape.

\Ť. h",,. a stratégy of analysing the axes of structura| power which neces.

,",ií.o'''.'ain/Jnab1e the actiá.'s of state-regimes (as agents). In place of

.t"t.'-.r"t. relations we have a picture of many states-within-the-global

; ;- ;"-eshed in a nerwork o1 po*.t relations. Most broadly, the IPE

"'ooror.h 
offers the model of a worid system comprising a variery of power

;ir' ;;; *iitti" which agent-groups, primarily states, move' and where

ih. sp.cific exchanges of ág.nt:g.oups and global structures generate the

familiar pattern of extant polities.- 
6ry'; plrticular problem with the IPE approach is that it .reduces the

u"'";'' "r:P::.,.:.-"i':il:.Y.p-".lTI"':::;ť:?T:.i"."i.i::.'i*"T'llJi-
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to the internal dynamics of state-regimes within the shifting patteÍns of

po\4/., of the global sysrem. The literaiure flows from the work of AgliettaaT

and centres on the identification of patterns of accumulation and regulation

within state-regimes and across wider sweeps of the global capitalist economy.

This school giies us the recently familiar ánalysis of the post-oil shock shift

from fordistio post-fordist poÍitical-economic modes of accumulation and

regulation.as

The Claims to a Logic of Ever Greater Global
InterdePendence

A further series of arguments have been advanced by theorists working

with global development. In these new structural analyses of 
-interdepend-

.n.. ih... has been an increasingly vigorous concern to detail the ways in

which various groups live within the global system (characterizing diverse

patterns-of-life), to identify common problems (e.g., enviror.tm.ent), and to

ieinforce global-level rule-setting in pláce of simple power relations (affirm-

ing a common humanity).
Ťh" .o.'ce''' for global cultural diversity can be taken to be a counter-

part to an increasing appreciation of interdependence. As the global sysfem

L.."*"' more integr"iéd there is a corresponding concern to affirm the

value of local cultuies. :We can speak of a kind of global multiculturalism'

A key vehicle of such a celebration of diversity would be the,UN and its

various agencies. A related concern with the interdependence of the peop-les

of the gloUal system is evidenced in the concerns of the environmentalist

-ou.,ně.'t. 
It is proposed that there are a series of .global commons' which

are the co-mon concern of humankind and should be dealt with accord-

ingly. In this context the problems of population control, resource deple-

tiJn, and pollution are cited. Again the UN is a key institutional vehicle for

the dissemination of information. On the basis of an appreciation of inter-

dependence there is a related concern to advance a global-level process,of

ruie-setting which can supplement the inherited patterns of nationstate rela-

tions. A p..f.r.tt.. for mufti-lateral rather than bilateral treary making. And

a preferJnce for multi-lateral agency initiatives in place of bilateral work.

Again, a key agéncy is the UN.
ln the work of the theorists of global developmenr rhere is a strong

concern to attend to the detail of the lives of ordinary people. In practical

terms this is evidenced in a preference for local small-scale development

work organized via NGOs. The intellectual counterpart involves asserting

the valuě of agent-centred analyses in contrast to the more familiar struc-

tural style of áevelopment theory' and it is to these matters that we can

now turn.

Global System InterdePenclence z:
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to the internal dynamics of state-regimes within the shifting patteÍns of
power of the global system. The literature flows from the work of AgliettaaT
and centres on the identification of patterns of accumulation and regulation
within state-regimes and across wider sweeps of the global capitalist economy.
This school gives us the recently familiar analysis of the post-oil shock shift
from fordist to post-fordist political-economic modes of accumulation and
regulation.a8

The Claims to a Logic of Ever Greater Global
lnterdependence

A further series of arguments have been advanced by theorists working
with global development. In these new structural analyses of interdepend-
ence there has been an increasingly vigorous concern to detail the ways in
which various group$ live within the global system (characterizing diverse
patterns-of-life), to identify common problems (e.g., environment), and to
reinforce global-level rule-setting in place of simple por /er relations (affirm-
ing a common humanity).

The concern for global cultural diversity can be taken to be a counter-
part to an increasing appreciation of interdependence. As the global system
becomes more integrated there is a corresponding concern to affirm the
value of local cultures. We can speak of a kind of global multiculturalism'
A key vehicle of such a celebration of diversity would be the UN and its
various agencies. A related concern with the interdependence of the peoples
of the global system is evidenced in the concerns of the environmentalist
movement. It is proposed that there are a series of 'global commons'which
are the common concern of humankind and should be dealt with accord-
ingly. In this context the problems of population control, resource deple-
tion, and pollution are cited. Again the UN is a key institutional vehicle for
the dissemination oÍ information. On the basis of an appreciation of inter-
dependence there is a related concern to advance a global-level process of
rule-segting which can supplement the inherited patterns of nationstate rela-
tions. A preference for multi-lateral rather than bi-lateral treaty making. And
a preference for multi-lateral agency initiatives in place of bi-lateral work.
Again, a key agency is the UN.

In the work of the theorists of global development there is a strong
concern to attend to the detail of the lives of ordinary people. In practical
terms this is evidenced in a preference for local small-scale development
work organized via NGOs. The intellectual counterpart involves asserting
the value of agent-centred analyses in contrast to the more familiar struc-
tural style of development theory' and it is to these matteÍS that we can
now turn,
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In the post-second ! orld war period development theorizing has tendedto rocus on structurar change with a view to informing intelvention. Inrecenr years cfltlcs have suggested that this approach misses the detailof forms-of-life. The matteíof 
"g"''.-..*,j 

;;;Ň'.; ;il#;;problems r.na.r be approached both formaily and substantivelv. in thenrst place rt rs possible to review a series of sophisticated criiiques ofstÍuctural sťytes of argument within development theorizing. In thesecond place it is posšible to réview th. 
-p,á.ti."l 

efforts .F 
'".i""'social movements which have cenrred ." *'. .n i" J;;;;t J soci"lgroups. The key social movemenrs *ti.t 

-r,"""-h;;;;;i;;r# 

""oevelopment theorizing. comprise three broad gronp./.orr.eins: (a)
environmentalism; (b) ihe situation of *o*.rr; """J'1.i 

,-tr.-]r." orwork by Non-Governmental o.g""i'áii";; ;;.Ňčo, i;. áil;i8j.

Figure 18 Agent-centred analysis
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Agent-centred Analysis
The critics of structural analyses within development theory have made
three broad points: ]a) that dévelopment theory 

.;;;, 
p;;-*;ntion to themicro-scale detail of the social p'oče,,., of the const'".'io.' oi patterns oflife; (b).that development theory must deconsrrucr norions of intervention

anct shrtr away from untenable rational models of plan-making followed byplan-execution, and grant that intervenrion itself is 
" 

d.a-rr-6,rt and com_plex social process involving many agents; and (c) that trr. r,ritn., theore-
tical elucidation of these maiter' ..q.,í,., tÍ'. 

'.,p.,..,.i." 
or tr'. distinction

between structure and agency. In this way both soci"r s.ie.rtifi. 
"rrqui.y "rradevelopmenť interventions are 

'..".t ".'d 
th. .*p..t"ii;;.l' 

..f' 
diálogic

exchanges in pursuit of piecemeal change.

Global structures and agent responses
In the area of debate about developmenr the post-second world w.ar period
has seen.a.variety of responses to ihe dominánt discour,. of t.ch.,i."í pl"n-
ning which has relied heavily on srrucrural argumenr. n j.".i"r criticism
has been made that structural explanations misš the detail áf ordinary peo-ple's lives and that i1!9ing to th.y vitiate th.i, o*.r-u.r"ryro 

""a 
inhibit

the practice they would foster. In simple terms' it is suggestéá .l'", as devel-opment 
'plans are always translated into practic. 

"t 
tj'ž local level then aknowledge of local-level cultural patterns is seen as a logical precondition

of the success of planning. In a related fashion tt'. .p..in8 á'g.i-.", is alsomade that if social movements based on grassroots activism have been influ-ential in the areas of food, 
-health, envir-onment and women then develop-

ment theory should acknowledge this by attending to trr. u".in.r. of 
"g.rr.y.

The business of expert intervention

The .first presenratio.n of developmenr rbeory in the period of rapid
decolonization saw the imputation 

-to.,eplaceÁent elites. oi Á. goal ofattaining effective nationstatehood. Such á goal was to be achieved most
centrally by expert intervention. This celebrátion of the role of the expert
has,figured not only within development theory b,rt alrowithin the widertraditions of 

.Western 
social science.1 It'would,,ow be 

".g;á.'h", 
such aview of the role of social scientific work, and the implied;il""; in respecr

of general narure and distribution of knowledge or tt. ,o.iui *orta, standsin need of correction. It is also clear in the waŘe of the failuie of the 1980s
enthusiasms for market solutions to human social problems, announced
recently in Moscow in terms of the end of 'markei ro-u.rri.ir-,r2 that
the multifarious ways in yhich the social world o ora.*d tir-e traditional
"1. See Z, Bauman 198T Legislato.rs and Interpreters, Oxford, polity.
Z^,The UK..press,reported that this *". 

" 
ph,",. from Russian Érime Minister Viktorurrernomyrdtn in rhe wake of the January 1994 government changes in Russia following the.election of a new parliament.

concern of the core traditions of social science, cannot be set aside in
expectation of spontaneous social order. In this way the core concern of sr
science, like development theory, can be seen to be with the inrerpre
critical elucidation of the dynamics of complex change within the gl
system.3

It has been argued that knowledge of how the social world worl
widely distributed within society and that all social acrors should bt
garded as knowledgeable.a In this way we could speak broadly of a
archy of familiar ways of knowing: the personal knowledge of the local
domestic sphere; the common sense of the community wiihin which pe
live; the folk knowledge of rhe cuhure within which people movel anc
official knowledges_of great traditions, which typicafy have been'relig
but now are more familiarly secular ideologies ol o.t. sort or another]
within the frameworks of these subtle cultural patterns of understan
that agents pursue their particular proiects. tn thé light of these claims.
business of knowing is not passive; rather, it is an active achievemen
social beings who are extensively knowledgeable about their societies
. In disciplinary reflection on the narure of social theorizing in recent ti

there has been a widespread concern with the active busiřess of the .
struction of ways of undersranding the world. Againsr rhe familiar em
cist stress on the accurate description of an independently existing wc
which makes enquiry essentially a passive accommodation to the natur
given, theorists in traditions of enquiry such as hermeneutics, critical
ory' structuralism, and the lately fashionable postmodernist work, havr
argued, one way or the otheq not only that tlie world we inhabit and r
for granted is a product of our own cultures, or polities, or discourses
forms-ofJife (or life-styles), but also that social tlieorizing must be rear
an active engagement.

The critical commentaries on orthodox interventionism claim that tl
strategies are intellectually illegitimate. The crucial objections are that tl
approaches typically collapse all strategies of enquiry inro the one mode
authoritative description/explanation, and morebu.. the model is itsel
best implausible.s An influential rrearmenr of the different logics of enqr
and action available within the social sciences has been prisented in
form of a discussion o{ three types of argumenr.. The aiguments ar(
outline: (a) the empiricist, where causal explanation is preferred in a scht
which equates explanation with prediction and which looks to authori
ive. control .in practice; (b) the hermeneuric, where understanding pa$e
of historically occasioned cultural meanings is preferred in a schJmě wh
looks to the elucidation of shared meanings; ana 1c; the critical, where

3 P. ri{/. Preston 1994 Discourses of Deuelopment: State, Market and polity in the Anar
of Complex Change, Aldershot, Avebury.
4 A. Giddens 7976 New Rules of Sociological Metbod, London, Macmillan.
5 one dazzling critique is offered by A Maclntyre1",981 After virt'ue,Lond.on, Duckwo
6 B- Fav 1975 .\or in l  Thenrt '  nn, l  Pnl i t i rn l  Ptnrt i . .  t  ^-t^- ^l l --  ^-J I t-: , . :-
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day form of this modern world is something of a"travesty of the original

moder.,i,t project in that the pursuit of marŘet-offered consumer life-style

has displaced íhe co.,c.rn for ihe pursuit. of a ra.tional sociery of autonom-

o"r U.i"g.t (e) that the completion of the modernist project requires the

,eaffi,m"íián of the open dialogic ideal of the early.modern period; (f) that

the route to such a riaÍfrrmation lies via the critical dissolution of received

iJ""-r.* and thereafter political-economic structures; and (g) in brief a polit-

i."ip.";".t of democraiization is implied by the intellectual supersession of

narrow technical-rationalitY.

DeveIopment theory ínterventions

The set of ideas affirmed by those who operate within the frame of the

Dlanners can be uncovered by analysing 'national development planning as

; ;t;r institution';8 that is, as a structured social practice now widely

ái,t,i6.,t.d throughout the world.g The origins of modern forms of p]an-

"i"g "'. 
located řr the inter.war period with the diverse experiences of the

Ten"nessee Valley Authority in thá USA, the experience of some US univer.

sities with ,.,raí develop*.''t work' the activities of the newly constiťuted

Úšsn, the theories of j. tvt. Keynes, and the practic4l -experience 
of some

coloníal development planning. In the post-Second 
.World .War 

period a

m"jo. involvement is made in Ťhtd World pla111n8 schemes with ideas of

moiernization and nationbuilding. The late 1970s and 1980s saw some-

thing of a crisis of doubt in regard to the package but the complex social-

cultural package remains important.
It is clear thJt planning is usually carried out by the state. In much of the

Third 
.World the modelš offered by foreign expatriate experts have been

influential. It is also clearly the case that planning schemes embody ideolo-
jies. e national plan has ioutinely been á -part oÍ an.attempt to build new

íationstates. The discourse of planning reflects this dual function and typ-

ically involves parrly technical and partly exhortative language.
ir'ir .1.a, that development discburse routinely presents itself as the

technical neutral pursuit of th" self-evidently desirab-le. The. style of talk is

unreflexive a.rd hides a multiplicity of quite specific intellectual, profes-

sional and political commitments.l0 The intellectual claims, related institu-

tional structures and organizational practices come together a.s the vehicle

for the imposition of th-e definitions of one group upo.n another. The dis-

cursive styie of development discourse is a 'solution-side utterance, a form

oi i.l"otogi.al willing. Irs starement of the. problems a vep much deter-

-i".J 
by"the .*p..i"d nature of their solutions . . . Development policy

8 F. Robertson 1980 An Anthropology of Planned Deuelopmenf, cambridge University

Press.
g see also M. Hobart ed, 7993 An Anthropological critique of Deuelopment, London,

Routledge .
10 R. Apthorpe and A.
Aldershot, Avebury.

Krahl eds. 7986 Deuelopffient Studies: Critique and Reneual,
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practices are about people giving or doing things to orhers, to other people,
countries, cultures'.r t

These authoritative planners are predisposed to see the resistance of tar-
geted groups as unreasonable and when planning theory is translated into
practice there is likely to be a clash of expectations. This is a point made
forcefully by actor-oriented theoristsl2 who argue that the ideas, interesrs
and self-understandings of the bureaucracies can come inro conflict with
the ideas and interests of the target populations.l3 In development planning
the agencies are various with community councils, communes, cooperatives
and the local officials of various state agencies. The scope for confusion and
misunderstanding is wide'and whilst the technocratic vision of the planners
is likely to characterize local communities as unreasonably resisting the
rational plan schemes, local communities are complex and the individuals
that compose them may have a wide spread of specific inrerests.

It is clear that planning for the future has come ťo be seen as the preserve
of the expert planners: In this way planning has 'coopted social science'.la
However, social science must recover its sceptical, critical and moral core.
In this way the de-mystificatory role of anthropology, and by implication
the other core social sciences, can be reasserted. In this light the efforts
of the state planners can be seen clearly as specific political projects and
judged accordingly.

In summary we can make the following poinrs: (a) that planning inter-
ventions are not technical neutral exercises: they are political projects, and
plans emerge from a highly complex bureaucratic contexr (including cul-
tural, professional and political matters) and their deployment is again a
political process of some complexiry; (b) it is clear that in the post-Second
World 

.War 
period in the First tĎíorld planning interventions have typically

carried varieties of Keynesian growth and welfare ideas; (c) in the arena of
development theory work intervention has been similarly shaped by both
Keynesianism and the political agendas of the ruling groups of the Firsr
World; and (d) development theory has been consrruced around the role
of the expert planner and the role is regarded as the social scientific ana-
logue of the natural scientist. In sum, finally it is clear that the post-Second
World 'War career of development theory can be read as a series of exercises
ín the construction and deployment of delimited-formal ideologies: argu-
ments on behalf of those in authority and those with power.

The pol i t ica l  d iscourse of planners

The modernist project in Europe cannot be taken to be a natural process
but was rather the outcome of definite political projecs which required the

11 R. Apthorpe 1986 'Development Policy Discourse', Public Administration and Deuel-
opment, 6 p.386.
12 N. Long et al. eds. 1,992 Battlefields of Knoruledge, London, Routledge.
13 See J. C. Scott 1985 Weapons of the Weak, New Haven, Yale Universitv Press.
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radical remaking of extant forms of life. \(e can point to the rise of u

pi"rr.ri.tg (to reilace/control slums and their inhabitants), social plan

ito dmftti"e thi population in line with the requirements of the new rr

political-economic piolects), and the cultural invention of the market (u."ffi,m.d 
the centrá[ty in social relations of what Marx dubbed the .

nexus). In recent years ,ational Western planning !as.be9n lre.vehicle r

ia..i.sv *t'i.n .á,'u.. ,o assist the submission of Third \íorld peopl

the deilands of the metropolitan centres.ls The apparatus of planninl

been central to the business of development since the inception o

endeavour in the wake of the Second'World War'-- 
Ď"''.lop-ent planning in the post-Second \World 'War period has

engaged i,, th. p,o..s, čf ..'deauburing to remake the forms-of-life c
p.ápT"' of the Ťhird Yror1d and commentators have spoken of the pr

áf lái''n".',ling and reassembling societies'.16 This metropolitan politica

iect constructs a parťicular ve.sion of the territory with which it is del

ihe underdeveloied are characrerized-in terms derived from the exper

oi th. 
-.t.opole 

and presented as befrg deficient in many respects and

i., .,..d of plánned de.,elopment. It is clear that this neglects the real hist<

these areag acts to block direct consideration of their present circumstt

i"i", o* a priori the idea that indigenous cultures have value and pret

ih. f.,to,. ily affirming the goal of modernitY alter the style oÍ the

Yet it is áqually clár that the denizens of the countries of the .

]píorld *ho á,e *b;..t to .developmenť' find many WayS - 
of contl

creative responses. scott has addressed the matter.of practical replies t

demands oi global structures.lT In his work on the moral economy c
peasantry 

",'á 
o,' everyday forms of resistance' he has 9ho.wn how the

.;;;;i;áo"rces 
of the relatively powerless can be invoked and find e>

'io" 
i" a ránge of activities, ali of which express the interests of the

over against t"h. .orr..rrrs and demands of the strong' The general st'

", 
o.r."*ight expect with strategies of.evasion' avoidance, ignorance' t

ance and iebelli,on. 'What Scotfs work points to quite clearly is the r

olicitv of ways in which local cultures can respond to the demands r

i.r.ro"ching world industrial capitalist system. In Scott's work the pe

communitiá of the Third tyortd are not the passive victims of an overp

irrg for.e; rather they are active in- s.egking to read and react to the I

t.,i"l foré.s which increasingly enfold their patterns of life.

The actor-or iented approach

A major concern of actor-orienration has been with the way in which

corrcerrred in the matter of rural development construe and order their ve

15 A. Escobar 1992 'Planning' in v. Sachs ed. Tbe Deueloprnent Dictionary, Lt

Zed.
L6 Ibid.
i; i.-C Scott 7976 The Moral Eco,nomy of the Peasant,ft*-llut"l Yale Uni
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nteractions' The central claim made is that those invorved must be seens agents' as having rheir own_understandings of theiisitu"riorr.l,i.i, o*.,xpectarions of change, and their own strat'egies fo.r r".,r.i.,g-ru.h object_yes. The actor-orientěd approach p.esented by.iá;'; á..i".'-r'"- an inter-ctionist .social anthropology whose injunctions have been buttressed bothy the failures of structural*ist/interventi"nir, 
"pp.oaches 

and by the recenr.se of postmodernist thought. Th" ..''t.ai..o";;,,. or ,u.r, *"áp|,o".h toevelopment studies will be'with ,n. .*.tr"ng" between structures 
".rd "g.nt*r particular the ways in .which.agents marie up their sociar worrds in rou-ne processes of social. life'. Cleárly, m,'ch oi tt'" tt'"-.ii."i.ii,p,,"tio,,lr these reflecdons derives r.o* idá' oi.t,u.t.,,ution and the work hassimilarly ambiguous relationship ,o ,t'. *"ái,ion of political-economy. Yetis granted that such rraditions ca" tt"lf ih.orisrs ro grasp the dynamics: the, wider sysrems within *rti.rt p".ii.'"t". ,g.nr-g.oup interactions areayed out.le

overall, against the sÚuctural and interventionist orthodoxies of devel-rment theory three points are argued: t"t iit"t derrelopmeni.i,rai.. .n,r*ty attenťion to the micro.scale džtail of the social p;;.;.;'-;flhe con-:uction of pafterns of life; (b) that d"v.lo|Á",.t studies must deconstructe notion of intervention and shift away flo- ,rnt.r,"bre rational modersplan.making followed' by plan-exe.'íi.", and grant that interventionitself a drawn-our and comple* ...i;l;;;cess i"nvolving _"nf agenrs;d (c) rhat the further theoretitar 
"ru.id"tio' oiin"r" .o"rr?.r'#{rir., ,n"oersession of the distinction between structure ancl agency via the detairedrcidation of these concepts, in particular the notion of agency.2oIhe work of the actor.orienteá theorists i, .o,'..,,'.d to spell out the:ail and implications of.an approa.h-;hi;it ...rr..r, on the anthropologicall,erience of ethnographic fiel.d'work' Such fi.ta*o,k .".'.i'.l 

".ž"oken 
totheory-drenched interventions in the ordinary patterns of rife of those

l,:P:^:::hropologists a.ut. 
-ft.-pr.p"r"tion of a formal academic/orarry statement in respect of fierdwork exercises ..p."r.ni. 

-" 
,ub-uent theorericallv informed interventio" in the discourses of traditions;cholarship' The type nf 

-otr.."po;;;;i'ir". 
crear characteristics. rt is:rpretive;.that is, it is concerned to spell out the a.t"ir-.i *.'oro..rr",:reby ordinary patterns oí |ife are 

-áa. "'a 
remade. It is díalogic; thathe condu* of fieldwork exercises and their sub;;a;;;;i;;iTii?"r.rr"-r takes place via conversatiorrs (with inÍormants and colleagues). Thelwork exercise is a social p.o..,, l,'.rf 

".á 
.r'. r.i-"r 

-.;;;;?, 
.h. .""

":T :: 
scholarship. is similarly 

" 
,p..'fi. so.iul p.oc.sr.""j ifr. n""f

, rs.thus- a complex curtural construct. In orientation ,rr. 
"pp-".r, -"y

;airl to be hermeneutic-criticar: it is eluciJabry in intention, aiming inflexive fashion to spell out the 
-"y; 

il;il' ír,. 
"g.,';l"'Jr'.J."r."

N. Long et a l .  cds. 1992 op. c i t .
lb id. pp. 37-8.
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sense of their respective worlds and the various exchanges between these
worlds. The hermeneutic-critical elucidation of the detail of the social pro-
cesses of the construction of the detail of ordinary li{e is applied in a quite
particular context: that of development studies. The patterns of life typičaily
dealt with are those o{, to puť it very simply, peasant farmers; the various
development agencies with whom they deal; and the social anthropologist
or development theorist who offers particular reports on these matters to
an equally specific audience. The world of rural farming and development
is seen by these development theorists to comprise a complex series of ex-
changes between those who are labelled farmers, peasanis, pe'try-traders,
agricultural-extension workers, aid groups, and state-planners: The devel-
opment theorist is seen by those propounding the actor-oriented approach
to be one more agent in the complex exchanges underway.

In the light of such a view of the dynamics of the social world the fam-
iliar development theoretic concern with planned intervention comes to look
very odd indeed. Out of the wealth of social interactions which constirure
the social world the development orthodoxy is overwhelmingly concerned
with one pattern of interaction, that of intervention, and this it construes
in what upon examination turns out to be a deeply implausible fashion,
seeing the business of intervention as one involving active and rational
interveenors and passive, and maybe recalcitrant, recipients.

Against this orthodox view the proponents of the acor-oriented approach
advocate that this particular social exchange be studied directly, rathěr than
in terms of the familiar ideology of the rational intervenors. In this case it
quickly becomes apparent that the exchanges bietween inten enors and reci-
pient groups are very complex indeed. As Long puts it:

Intervention is an ongoing transformational process that is constantly
reshaped by its own internal organisational and political dynamic and
by the specific conditions it encounters or itselí creates' including the
responses and strategies of local and regional groups who may struggle
to define and defend their own social spaces, cultural boundaries and
positions within the wider power field.2l

Overall, one might say that the strength of the work of the actor-oriented
approach derives from the detail of fieldwork exercises and the rigour with
which these materials are subject to reflexive criticism. In the case o{ Long
the expectation seems to be oÍ a better development studies. However, the
actor-oriented approach might prove to be rather more radical because
any reflexive criticism entails clariry in respect of the expectations of the
development theorists. Elucidations of these particular matters points to the
supersession of development studies in a reaffirmation of the central preoc-
cupations of classical social scientific traditions with the business of analys-
ing complex change in pursuit of the modernist project.



The Contribution of Social Movements
The prime concern of the crassicar tradition of sociar theorizing has beenwirh the elucidation of the.dyna-i.r o? compl.* .h;il;;e process ofthe shift to the modern worrd. Th. *";; tamiliar expression of this concernhas been within the.sphere-o,r p"iiri*ilife and has taken the form of theconsrru*ion and criticism of delimited-formal id..l;;i."-Tlr.'-orr. of poricyanalysts which has been oriented 

'o 'Á. 
b.,,.u-ucratiJordering of change hasrun aIongside the central ideological sph.'. 

"r 
á.u",.;;;;i';.;..k of schol-arship has contributed an overárchin!..iti."r |..,f.l,i i. 'a.pi.,.d in pur-suit of rational discourse within ttt. piur. sphere. It is clear that within theclassical tradition of sociar r.i."timi.,!.riry rrr... is a rong-established andprofound línkase beťween politica|, li;í 

.ffi;h";;ií":;"...'s. 
Thelinkages betwe."n these concens can uá,y a, one element (or elements) isstressed. In the core.tradition of social iheoririrrg the focus has been on thepolitical sphere and theorist' h"o. ;l;;essed t-heir ;;;;Ě;. particularsocial groups or crasses. However, i; ;-h. post-second vorid- sra. periodťwo apparently interrelated.changes have been noted: (a) th.lppu,ent declinein socio-political salience of .Ju'ig'o;pl *a tut tr'. ;il;;áí;cal promin-ence of social movements whos."-.Ául'' are 

'drawn 
f,;;;;"), class (orsocio-economic) backgrounds 

""a 
*rror. poriti.ri proffi iol.r, or, ,rorr-class single issues.

The emergence of social  movements

one way in which the linkages berween politics, poricy and scholarship finddirect expression is througli the i"i'lá'žii." by social movements of newissues of general intelrectual .o.r....r.li i" ,ir. p""-second ! ord\7ar period,as class groupings have declin.d in ;;il;"ce, the social movemenrs con-cerned with the environment and the situation of women have achieved awidespread practical influence. o" tt'". u"'i, oÍ thi, i.'f|u..,l""tr,. generalintellectual questions they have p..r."r.Jrt"r. b.;;.;;;rrii.., of exren_sive debate.
The character of the new sociar movements is different from that ofearlier social groups. In the work of th. .i"rri."l theorists of the nineteenth

:t"ful{ active. groups often appeared as class or socio-economic based cor-lectivities self-consciousry puisuing rheir own inrerests (which may ormay not have had wider relevan..íi.hi,, the society as a whole). In thecase of the new socia,l,movemelfs 
"r 

irr. port-war period the character of
l|::: *.""qs is quite d'ff...'t ;á ,i.,.'*ir' to which they commit them-selves are also subtly different. In terms ""r ir'.i. ,n.n-''u;*; i.ň..n.* .o.iu|movements draw recruits from accross the socro-economic spectfum of mocl_ern society. In terms of their objectives these typically t,"nsá.nJJ.,y n",.o*
22 on social movemenrs'-see S. yearrey 1,994 'sociar Movements and Environmental
if:í:jl.tRedctift 

and T. Benton 
"i;.-,s";;,i rl,Io,y o,a tu ctoiot_n,,io*ent'Lon-

.ť\8ent-cerrrreq /\naryses oI tne L,Iversrty oÍ rorÍns-or-llle

'material concerns in favour of practical issues which are of relevance .
lives of large numbers of people. The two maior examples in the pos
period are the environmental movement and the women's moveme
both cases these social movements can be studied in terms of their
as vehicles of political influence. They can also be considered in ter
the contributions which their practical concerns have made to the
abstract intellectual agendas oť the world of social science.

The concern for the environment

The debate about developmenr was pursued through the 1960s and
with little practical success. The first United Narions Development f
of the 1960s was optimistic. The second Development Decadé of the
recorded rising poverty and inequality. In the third Development f
of the 1980s there was simultaneously a sharp turn towardímarket.
solutions to development problems which, in general, did not work,
better appreciation of the complexity of the pursuit of development.
third development decade the problems of global interdepéndency
affirrned and at the local level the complexity of the pursuit of develo
was acknowledged. It was from this acknowledgemént that an idea <
tainable development began to emerge, for it became clear that it v
use pursuing improvements in one sphere if related spheres were neg

The debate about environmenr dates from the 1960s when a
of First world commentators called attention to the environmenrz
social costs of industrial forms-of-1ife. A series of arguments were pre
which ranged from the relatively narrowly focused and natural scienti
presented concern with pollution through to the wider anxieties of
critics in respect of the rationalization and dehumanization of the wor
this time the environmentalist movement tended to be an informallv r
ized middle-class concern within the First World. However, the cor
tion of the movement has subsequently broadened and the campaignir
become very well organized. A series of major environment"l .u.,
groups have become both widely known in the public realm and inflt
in the spheres of policy-making. In rhe 1960s and 1970s a series of
ential texts were produced and gained widespread publicity.23 They cc
uted to the groundswell of public concern with environmental issues,
was acknowledged by state governments and international organiza

In the early _period of the presentation of environmentalist argu
an opposition between environment and development was suppose
deed much of the early environmentalist work was neo-Malthusian an

23 D. H. Meadows er al. 1"972 The Limits to Grouth, New york, Basic Book
Ehrfich 1968 The Pctpulation Bomb, London, Pan; P. and A. Ehrlich 1970 popt
Resources and Enuironment,San Francisco, Freeman. On the early figures see A. Cl
1972 Pbilosophers of tbe Eartb, London, Sidgwick and Jackson. See also D. H. M,
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preoccupied with population growth in the Third'World. On the other hand
the elites of the new nations of the Third World were not well disposed to
the environmental movement as economic growth was a high priority. A
series of attempts was made to resolve the tensions and draw the ťwo areas
of concem into a more positive relationship and in the 1970s the concerns
of development and environment began to move together. The two issues
began to be brought together under the auspices of the United Nations at
the 1972 Conference on the Human Environment held in Stockholm. A
linkage between the two areas of concern was forged when it was made
clear that environmental problems and poverty were intermingled as the
poor suffered the worst conditions and in their search for livelihoods placed
great stress on the environment. It was also made clear that environmental
and development problems were global in their nature and could only be
addressed within the context oí the overall global system. The recognition
of the linkage o{ environmental and developmental problems opened up a
rich vein of social scientific research and practical activity.

As the link between a concern for the environment and a concern for
development began to be made, the linkages of environmental damage to
Third 'World poverty were explored. The marginal position of the Third
'World poor entailed that they suffered most directly from the degradation
of the natural environrnent. In rural areas the poor would be forced into
using the least productive marginal lands and in urban areas there was a
similar pressure which generated communities living in informal housing
areas and engaged in a myriad of informal economic activities. At the same
time the drive for development within the Third World placed pressuÍe
upon the natural environment in te,rms of severe demands upon the natural
resource base, both in terms of particular schedules of resource-exploitation
and despoliation through pollution. There was a particularly strong con-
cern for Third World population growth as the problems of development
and environment were often taken to be exacerbated by the rapid increase
in numbers. In particular there were acute problems occasioned by rural-
urban migration in the Third'World.

The global aspect of the problems of development and environment was
also made clear. It was argued that the demands for resources of the indus-
tries of the First'World placed heavy demands on the environment in both
First and Third Worlds. It was argued that the countries of the Third World
could not aspire to the levels of material consumption of the First T7orld
as there were insufficierrt global Íesources to sustain such levels of living.
Indeed, it was suggested that the patterns of life of the countries of the First
'World should be characterized as over-developed. In a similar fashion the
problem of pollution was noted as it spilled over national boundaries within
the First 

.$íorld 
and was an identifiable problem in the Third 

.World.

A key breakthrough in linking environment and development was made
in 1987 when the Brundtland Commission reported to the UN and argued
the case for a strategy of sustainable development. The notíon of sustainable
develonme. ' t  \^/áq ťrrPsPnteá {^.mol|. ,  o" áo.,o|^^mÁóf f^ maa+ r1.^ ^^^)^ ^t
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today's people without compromising the needs of future generations to

-..ť 
th.i' needs.'o The idea of sustainable development has been widely

discussed. Indeed the idea has been criticized by some: (a) radical ecologists

deny that economic growth and envíronment are compatible and call for

,,."dy state economiěs; (b) m4rket theorists argue that.environmental con-

cerns should be priced and then subiect to market ordering; and (c) some

marxists have arlued that the concern for environment is futile as capital-

ism is intrinsica$ exploitative. However the UN mainstream now regards

sustainable development as a proper way to reconcile the competing, claims

of the environmenialist movement and the concerns for growth within the

Third World. The mainstream position was affirmed at the 1992 UN Confer-

ence on Environment and Devélopment in Rio de Janeiro which WaS known

as the Earth Summit,
It is one thing, however, ro identify a desirable goal but another to

translate theory into ef{ective practice. The problems in .securing sustain-

able development include: (a) the issue of access for people to resources as

present patierns of development often push people to the m.argins where

ihey ha"e little choice but to degrade the environment in order to survive

whilst ar rhe same time the rich in First and Third World enjoy a privileged

access to patterns of consumption which have high resource,requirementsl

(b) the probl.- of the retreat of poverty to the margins as the poor try to

,rtilir. ecologically fragile land and perforce adopt environmentally dam-

aging economic practičes; and (c) the costs of present patterns of develop.

.'í.''Ito people ánd the environment as evidenced in-patterns of ill health,

poverty, poliution and environmental degradation. All these problems take
-on 

slightly different dimensions in rural and urban areas'

I'' 
'".''aí 

areas Sustainable development will involve a series of problems

as people try to secure adequate stocks of food and money so as to meet

basic needs. A key source of problems will be change in agricultural prac-

tices. The shift towards the model of the modern favours market-oriented

production over subsistence. This generates new dentands on the environ-

*".rt 
"t 

mechanization and chemical use are increased. At the same time

the new patterns of production are likely to generate social dislocation as

some farirers becomé prosperous and others are forced into marginal eco-

nomic activities o. pt"tlut"d towards migration to the towns. It has become

clear that rural deíelopment planning is a complex problem ťhat involves

much more than introducing new technologies.
In the urban areas sustainable development will confront problems of

rapid urban growth as the global population becomes increasingly an urban

o',.. I'' urba-n areas the poor Íace a series of problems: (a) low incomes,

und,eremp|oyment and unemployment; (b) the unregulated náture of much

of the in?ormal sector with áonsequent insecurities; (c) homelessness, low-

quality housing and squattet c"mpt; (d) exposure to hazardous conditions

24 See W. Sachs 1992 'Development' in 1J7. Sachs ed. The Deuelopnent Dictionary, Lon-
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and pra*ices in employment and residentiar, areas; (e) poor infrastruc-ťure; and (f) poor health. The drive ,o ,..u,. urban sustainable developmentrequires acťion 
".]3T-.",9:'"nting ,"nt. orp'oĚr.-í;J ď;. will requirero be acknowredeed.by international agencies and narionar governments. Akey resource, 

"' 
íith ;".;i 

';;;i;ltiJa.u.lopment, wil| bž the skills andenergy of the local people
It is clear that action-for susrainabre development wourd be required ata series of levels: (a)internatio""r luiá, *"a.,-á.t,ii.ruj *,rá"I (the regu-Iation of pa*erns of developm;;;-;;d'...onomy; and (c) local (NGos).Firsr, at the inrernatio""r rw"i ih.-fr,"u"i-i-r"a*ili-Jo,ir;lisr system isorienred ro economic growth 

".rd 
fr.8-t."de. These goars are evidenced inthe behaviour of Firsiworrd 

""ii"""r 
gou.r.r,'.rrrs and enshrined in theinternational machineries.which il;;.,i'. global system. A broad area oÍreform has been identified i" ,rr. 

".ii"i*g ;r,h; ,i;;;;; n"ion"r govern_ments' in particular with rhe use of their 
"id 

brd;;;;'ro**ppor, to-.industrial exporrs- and in ,tr" gJr 
""a'p199.aures of the institutions of theglobal system. Here the 

".,iuiii.' orli''. íqn \7orld Bank and 
.World 

Tradeorganization are subject t" i"rp..ii." *a criticism. The concerns of sus_tainable development'have ,o uá 
"''.'t.J 

ugai,,,t their concern to maximizeoutput and trade. brrt this i' not .,,y..S.žonary, lí..".p#.r sustainab|edevelopment nationar u.tior, ; il"il""gurated by nationar governmenrs.In the First World regulation ;f il;;;;"""d ;;á";.;;#á",""r recyclinghave begun. The sarře id; ;il.h;;;'to b. promulgated in the Thirdworld where, in addition, it 
-"y 

.^i.ir u. the case ,t?i- r"ri"i"able pat_terns of development are. more 
"áu.nt"g.o..,s to the a.".r.p*.'t goa|s ofthe governments' Then, thirdly, .t'. .oi.Tr ,r'.-l'."á il;d"oi NGos wil|be crucial for education, and l.ii""^"r-rr.. grassroors lever. It is here thatproblems of poverrv und .nui-n-..rl"t"i.gr"a"tion are most acute but it

:::.ffi.: 
ih"t 

''á* patterns of sustaina6i. d.;;i ;*,".igr,, best be
The argumenrs in respect of sustainabre. developmenr have been widelyinfluential. However th.'. h"'Á.",'1 

'i'."a ;i i",Ěí..i'lr á.|iá, p,ouot.aby the social movemenrs concerned with the ."ri;;;;Tk .*.h"ng.offers lessons for both pu.ti.ip"r,ir. b;;"h; ... hand, for rhe environmentalmovements and government agencies dealing *iir']r'.* l'š*'''r,. lessonsof the social sciences rerate to ;rr. ..ilpi." ways in which concerns for theenvironment thread rhrough th. .out-i'n.-practices of sociar-groups. rt isclear that environment"t pr"out.-r;;;;;; be understood to be-amenable ro
1.'1T!l. :..hnological or.bureaucr"'i. 

'ái',i.". On the other hand the riseoÍ envlfonmentalism offers a series of challenges to received social scientificthinking: the relationship oi ;;li;;."; .,"ru.., rhe relationship of grobalsystem and national unitl the issues oi r-ir* and space where environmentalproblems are present over wide 
"..", "rJ."n 

persist over rong time periods

ii",*:*l:];'7:l:::]T:".i.s'r;;sentej.in L. Sklair 1994 ,G|oba| Socíology and Global
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both of which are awkward to any ahistorical formalistic social sciencel anr
the matter of disciplinary boundaries which environmenral problems typicall
transcend.26 The debates have produced a series of intellectual noíJties.2
one argument of researchers in the influenti aI area of sustainable develop
ment is that much of the burden of poverty falls on women and it is als
noted that rťomen a1e 'o'ft9n key players in the community organization
which are the heart of NGo activiry'' The situation of women išoften see
as crucial in attempts to deal with the problems of the environment.2e

The concerns of women

The women's movement in the First world attained its present influence i
the post-Second !íorld 

.! 
ar period when a combination bf f".to., includin

unprecedented economic prosperity, social liberalization, the provision c
cheap and effective contraception and the presentation of 

"rguir.nrs 
to th

effect that the evident widespread ry.t.-i. discrimination igainst wome:
*.' *n.acc9Plable, generated a spread of economic, social anďlegal reform
which had the effect of placing the emancipation of women ar-the cent,
of public political agendas. The agendas oi reform firsr advanced by th
women's movement in the 1960s have been pursued with mixed practica
success in the First'world. However, the general intellectual questions whicl
were^raised in respect, of gender divisions within sociery have become ,
significant ne\M area of concern within the social sciences.io In turn, thes
concerns have been pursued within the countries of the Third world wher
the particular issue of the relationship of development to the patterns of lií
of women has been centrally imporiant.3l
. The relationship of knowledge and ignorance in development work ha
bgen a subject of concern for critical s.holu^ who have pointed our rha
claims to knowledge can be made in an unconsidered fashion which ha
the effect of_generating significant areas of ignorance.32 The critics sugges
that in the absence of a sceprical and reflexiv-e epistemology the kno*i.-,lg,
claims of development theorists are likely to have iodgea witíin them a spreac
of unconsidered biases. These biases mis-direct ..rq,ri.y and as a consequenc(

26 See the introduction to Redclift and Benton eds. op. cir.
27 see Redclift and Benton eds. op. cir.; K. Milron ea.isgs Enuironmentalism: The vieu
from Antbropology, London, Routledge; R. Eckersrey r99z Enuironmentalism and politica
Theory: Touards an Ecocentric Appr:oach, London, UCL.
28 see J. A. Ellior 1994 An Introductian to sustainable Deuelopmenl, London, Routledge
29 See C. Jackson 1994 'Gender Analysis and Envrronmenrs' in Redclift and Benron eds
op. cit.
30 An overview of the contemporary social theorerical aspects is offered by S. Hekmar
1'990 Gender and Knotuledge: Elements of a postmodern Feininisrn, cambridie, polity. set
also B. L. Marshall 1.994 Engendering Modernity: Feminism, so:ciat Theo\, and socia.
Cbange, Cambridge, Polity.

],1 ,*,r:]T* 
roure of influence was via.the international agencies of developmenr such ar
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The informal sector was regarded as distinct from the formal sector and

the solution was understood in terms of integration. Yet, commentators

have pointed out that the pursuits of the people within.the informal sector

".. "á, 
separate from the.formal sector 6ut áre related to it in a series of

ways. !7hat is at issue, the critics say, is not the separation of the sectors

buí the precise nature of the role of.the informal Sector' and within it of

women.'o
In a broad perspective it is clear that the shift from traditional to modern

societies will entail changes in the pattern of relations between the sexes'

A similar pattern of continual reworking of relationships, will follow from

the shifting demands of the extant global industrial capitalist system' At the

present time commentators 
"t. 

.tot clear that the post-colonial drive for

.cono*i. development has had a beneficial effect on the situation of women'

It can be argued that as the shift towards the modern world progresses it

tends to be the men who take up the new opportunities whilst the women

are le{t behind in a contracting tiaditional sphere.3t ln this case, once again,

it is likely to be the women who suffer the most direct experience of poor

conditions.38
In general it can be said that women are responsible for.biological repro-

ductiěn (child.bearing), social reproduction (child'rearing, household organ-

ization,community nitworks), and are involved in economic production. In

the Thírd 
.World 

tire business of child-bearing is often taken to lie entirely

within the sphere of the women. It is women who áre the midwives and

the carers for infants. In the Third World it is often women who attend to

the fabric of the community in the form of domestic duties, kin networks

and local community activity. The patterns of women's economic lives in

rural and urban 
"..á, ",. 

very diveise. In the rural areas the closer to the

household the activity takes place the more likely it is to fall into the sphere-

of the women. In the urban areas women must work at a wider spread of

activities in order to secure the minimum necessary for their survival and

the survival of children.
The impact upon the lives of women of the processes of development can

be extensive..u In the sphere of small-scale rural life the impact of agricul-

tural chang. o.r *oln.-r, can include: a weakening_of authority within the

household as patterns of activity move away from that centre; an increasing

burden of work as women support higher outputs generated by newer

technologies controlled by men; limited participation within the bureaucra-

cies creaíed to enhance rural developmént; and in general a lack of alter-

narive roles within the rural area as development erodes traditional patterns

36 Heyzer 1986 oP. c i t .
37 see H. Afshar 1985 \ylomen,.Work and ldeology in tbe Tbird'World,London, Távistock.

3g J. H. Momsen 1991 Women and Deuelopment in the Third'world, London, Routledge

,,.., ihi, overall strategy of ana|ysis whereby the situation of the Third \Jíorld is read in
terms redolent of the experience of the Fitst. As an initial statement this may be use{ul, but

contribute to. the production of ignorance as partial statements in respect
of given problem complexes are generated. Á familiar complaint within
development c.irc|es points to the u-nconsidered use by pi. 't wá'ta theorists
ot schedules of co'cepts and judgements which are appropriate to the metro-
politan irrdustrial capitalist .ount'i.' in the quite dlire'á"t contexts of the
countries of the Third $7orld. The effect is to read-out of the analysis the
párticular experiences of the coutrtries of the Third 

.World. 
It has b..o*.

clear that the pamern of life of women has been subject to a similar process
of systematic exclusion, of reading-out.3r

In its early formulations developmenr theory paid no special attenrion
to women- It was supposed that the pursuit of 

-economic 
growth would

automatically attend to the needs of 
"ll 

the population. Thž implications
of the neglect of these issues within development theorizint was that the
diversity of the processes involved was simpiy overlooked. lí th. economic
sphere the patterns of emp]oyment and othér economic activity between the
sexes are very diverse yet the assumptions of the orthodoxy reíolved around
the cash economy and the co'tribution of women to the'processes of eco-
nomic and social reproduction was simply ignored.3a

As research work turned. more directly tolhe patterns of rife of people
in the counrries of the Third 'world 

an initial focus of ,.r.n..h *", ilr.
householcl unit. However, development theorists treated the household as a
unitary elemenr of social analysis. Ir was assumed that the household would
operate as a unit and that money and resources would be shared within the
household and that any increase in rhe resources available to a household
would have a broad effect _upon the members of the household in general.
It is now appreciated that the real situation is much more compl." Jnd th"t
within the lrousehold there are patterns of power which 

",. 
Éjiii-"ted by

tradition and whicli can be radically alterěd by changes i" t[. resources
available to household members. It is necessa,y f,, dó'.lop-e,,ť theorists
to be familiar with the household dynamics of the 

"..n, 
in'*hi.h they are

working- The_ provision of new employment opportunities can have direct
irnplications for family patterns as members o? th. family 

"." 
J."-., irrto

paid work away from the household base.

. .Il .1 sirnilar way the 1970s ILO concern for parterns of employment
initially focused upon the paid, employmenr ,..io.. However, ii quict ty
became clear that the patterns of life of people in the Third 

.World 
involveá

economic acivity withi' a broader spread of conrexts.' The idea of the
informal sector was inrroduced which tried to grasp the activities of all
those irregu|ar-ernployment practices. The work áf 

-".'y 
*o*.n falls into

thrs category. However, again, the problem is one of implied exclusion.3s

33 see T. T. Minh-ha 1989 'women, Natiue, other:'writing postcoloniality and Feminism,Bloomington, lndiana University press.
34 N. Heyzer 1986 Vlorking.|(/omen in Southeast Ásla, Mi|ton Keynes, open UniversityPress. ch. 1.
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of roles. In a similar way. rhe impact upon women of changes in plantation
agriculture as men are drawn into něwer industrial deueiop-.nt can be
severe: isolation on the plantations; limited social advan..-.rrt as estates
are run by men; and a struggle between men and women for the control
of the money incomes which the women do earn. And there are further
problems in the process oí development where there is a movement alvl/av
from rural agricultural life into thi industrial and service activities of the
towns. The effect of urbanization and industrialization upon women can
be negative: there are poor prospects for regular employment and women
occupy pooreÍ jobs; and in these jobs they receive poo.ě. wages; and they
have poorer health; and the employment situatioď repeats tlie traditional
pattern of relative female powerlessness.

It is clear that development theory must acknowledge the extensive
household- or community-based role played by women. A šeries of develop-
ment ideas relating to women has béen advanced: (a) welfare focused on
child-rearing; (b) anti-poverty programmes designed to draw women equally
into the developmeqt process; (c) a concern for efficiency in markets'such
that the contriburion of women is utilized; and (d) .-io*.r-.nt which
looks to put women in control of their lives..o In particular rhere have been
many formal and informal womenš organization. ou., the years and a con-
cern for the situation of women is now a formal element of ihe development
plans of many countries in the Third'!7orld. However, commentators take
the view that progress has been relatively slow and opii-i.- for the future
tends to revolve around the role of grassroots social *6u.*.rrt, and NGos.al
These debates are ongoing and often the situation of women is linked with
a concern for the environment. The present situation of women in the
Third World is of relative disadvantagé and poverty. It is because women
experience multiple deprivation that a co''ce- Íor improving the situation
of women often coincides with a concern for sustainaÉl. d.uJlop.,'enť.a2 As
women carry the burden of the ills of development so they are also the
active group.in local community work in NGÓs. It might iherefore seem
appropriate for development theorists to concentrate on susťainable devel-
opment and the particular needs of women.a3

_ In general, recent analysis has shown that: (a) all societies have gender
divisions which are expressed in the domestic sphere, the formal world of
work, and the wider social sphere; (b) that to g.a"p the detail of these
relations it is necessary to attend to exchanges wii-hin'households, between
households and the wider economy, and in the social world broadly; (c)
that the ways in which gender is read into cukure and ideology huu. io
be.addressed; and (d) that economic development impacts upoř.the sexes
differently. It has become clear that development theoiy musjacknowledge

40
47
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Momsen 1991 op. cit.
Heyzer 1986 op. cit.
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the issue of gender as these relationships suffuse the practical activitie
of all societies. An appreciation of the local pattern of life is clearly a neces
sary condition of effective development planning.aa

NGOs in the Third World

The reaction against sťructural explanation oriented towards the need
of the authoritative planners and the newly stated preference for agenl
centered analyses, when combined with a continuing commitment to effecl
ive action for change, issued in a new concern for the work of the NGOr
The NGOs were taken to embody precisely the grassroots activism oriente,
to the empowerment of the poor which seemed to be implied by the criticism
made of the orthodoxy.

In the post-war period the sphere of activity of NGOs has grown consid
erably. Not only are NGO groups involved across a wide range of develop
ment activities - in employment-generating activities, provisions for socia
welfare, political organizing and in groups concerned to protect the cultura
legacies oí local communities - but they are now routinely acknowledge'
within the framework of international and national c{evelopment proiec
work.

The work of NGO groups has typically been small scale, local and con
cerned to empower the ordinary people of the community. A formal the
oretical justification for these activities has been found in the idea of th
provision of 'basic needs' which are understood to be the minimum neces
sities of human social existence - housing, food, medicine, schooling, anr
welfare - and which, it was argued, might best be provided by develop
ment agencies working in close cooperation with the local people througl
NGOs.

The institutional recognition of the role of NGOs did have a politica
aspect. The maior donor organizations did see NGOs as a way of bypassinl
Third'! orld state machines which they saw as inefficient or corrupt. Tht
place o{ NGOs within the overall context of institutionalized developmen
work is consequently somewhat ambiguous so far as recipient states ar(
concerned.

Overall, the burgeoning sphere of NGOs does constitute a distinctivt
arena of local-level action for change. The sphere has received support fron
First'World governments and in particular from charity-based aid agencies
The record of NGO work is widely regarded as generally good although
as with other development project work, it is as well to recall the advict
of Norman Long who noted that all development project work involves ;
long-drawn-out exchange between those who are providers, those who art
recipients and those who would lay claim, however modestly, to relevant
expertise.



Chapter $ummary , l
The matter of agent-centred analysis of development problems ffi4,,be approached both formalty 

""J'r;ilr;;"u*ry.ir-iii ilr;il." T1{possible to review a. series. lr'.pr,i*.'i.a .íi,,q"";'"i,líi,*"ri,,stvles of arsumenr within deveril;;;;;h ri.zing.In the post-secondworld war period developmeni theorizing has tended to focus onstructural change with a ui"* 
''.líro"'Ji.g .*,"".,,t'l ii,'i.",,,

ffilu?ffi:.}ffi;::tsted that thi'. "pp.";.r' .i'*, ,t,. á.oil "re [f o rts " r. "" .l " ", ."':.' "#: #l[: ť ; fi ff 'i'j;J:;T:.,xr**i*rj
of small-scale groups. Tp k;i;Q'rio**"r,*.*h[], il;;; 

*h"a 

"malor rmpact on development theorizing comprise ,rr.". L-.";i g-uprlconcerns: (a) environmé.ntalism; tbt th3 ,itu,tion of women; ánd (c)

:iiffryť';i,"l*ť *;i:**lll'e'ixll *:', 1't Tir rí
in the devJl;' ;; i.o..r.. 

;s or structures and agents

Overview of the New General Approach
It can be argued that development theory is now in process of recon-
struction as ťheorists and practitioners adjust to the lessons learned
over time and the impact oÍ recent changes in the global system. The
reconstruction of development theory is made more awkward by the
related reconstruction of social theory itself, where there has been
decline in confidence in respect of simple positive analysis and a rise
in interest in interpretive and critical strategie$ of engagement. A fur-
ther series of complications revolves around the withdrawal of intel-
lectual and ethical consent amongst theorists and practitioners for any
claim to the priority of the model of the First World. The formal recon-
struction of what must now be identified as a distinctively First \X/orld
tradition of development theorizing entails the clear affirmation of the
context-bound nature of that tradition of theorizing. The general recon-
stuction should identifu the defensible intellectual and ethical core
of.the Fiist Tíorld tradition of development theorizing, and indicate
how this defensible core forms the basis for dialogic engagement with
other traditions.l In substantive practical terms a new general approach
tÓ.development will be concerned with the structural analysis of the
dlrnamics of the global industrial-capitalist system and with the elucida-
tion of the ways in which particular local groups read and react to the
system's constraints and opportunities.

1 A further twist to the tale, which I will not pursue here, relates to the distinctively
European nature of the irrtellectual and ethical core of First World social theory, a matteÍ
.''l.;^l. fiát' hecnme mnre imnoriant as the global system becomes a tfipolar system.
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The Decline of First World Theorv
By the late 1980s it had become clear that discussions of deveropmenttheory in the First world had reached a., i*pass.. tt w"s alro porsrure todiscern the broad outline of receiveď ál,.oo,,. and to see how familiarideas would have to be reworked. It became possible ,o 

"r!u"'that 
dever-opment theory which had been constituted in'the post-š..o."Jw"'ld Warperiod as a technical expert discipline was srowly'r*r;;id;" the main_stream of social theory with its central focus on elucidatinf the dynamicsof complex change.2 In addition, ou". tt'. p"iiJ 198;Ji.tlŤ""politi.ul u.,dintellectual world chang* radically and the rmpetus to rework deverop-ment discourse was" rernforced. In practical ..'Á' ir'..š.;;;í World de-clared itself part of the Third and submitted 

'.q".*, 
?o..á.u.lop,,,.,,tassistance to the.West. The intellectual and 

'."l 
*o.iá-.i'J;;;..s withinwhich developmenr theorists worked have now changed. A ,;;;, of theor-etical problems musr be addressed and the o,r.r"r.hTrt ,rc-. *lr be therequirement that theorists attend to the received i.,t.l ..tual ánd politicalpositions from which their substantive work fl.*;' il;;h;i"oiá,, contem-porary arguments3.in 1eg-ard to the multiplicity of .ultu,., 

-ithi; 
,,h. gr'Ě;rsysťem imply greater reflexivity in devel.opmént theorizins l'; ng"'! rg).

The career of devefopment theory
A series of approaches to Third world development has been consideredin this text. It has been' argued that post-second !7orld !rzu. á.u.lop*...ttheory both inherits a_lon[ madition of concern on the p"r, .r the FirstTíorld with the Third World and has been shaped uy ,r'..p".'ilular detailof.the onsoing dvnamic of the grobal i"d;;;i;i-;;otrt;;rfii.*. rr. ,r,"-ories of development proposed áu., ....,'t years have to be understood asquite particular interventi,ons within.the patierns of social action and argu_ment which eveqtually constitute and drive tr'. ay""Ál. .ilr'. gr."l"l socialsystem which we inhábit. In this .o",.", *" coátribution. oi á.u.top,n.,'ttheorists are both imporranr, as they 

"r. 
th. p.ople who 

-"k. 
,h";;gumenrs,and of little real accounr when set againsi the scope ;f ;h;';;rmics ofcomplex change which they would grJsp. The .;;k.; á;".i;p'il"t theor-ists is one contribution amongst mány.others.

. In the post-second world war perrod a sequence of formal theories hasbeen presented. These.theories .náy m 
",,"iysed 

in ,.,,,.. o} ,r,. particularcircumsrances within the dvnamic br. th. gtou"ii"J"riri"r .; ;;i* sysremwhich generated the concerns they addresíed. ;hi' ;;;'. ..ii"i.t'.orizinghas an occasion in real world probl.il. ťh; f.;"i,h;;;t; taken tobe offering arguments on behalf or 
" 

pu'ii.ut". ;iil";;-.-.;p]jiiš 
"t,o 

.t.",that social theories do not gain,any jf.., u.rl... there is some institutionarlocation which can provideir'. u"é i;;;i..;'.*ulgation of the argumenm

1 *^. ̂ O 
* Pre;ton 1987 Rethinking Deuelopment, London, Routledge.
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Figure 19 A new formal stÍategy

Towards a new general
approach to developmenr

and the provision of relevant.resources to pursue theory-informed develop
ment project work. It might be said that theories are translared inro prac
tice only if there is an institutional base from which they can be service,
and deployed. Thereafter, the impacr of theoretically informed acrion withi
the global industrial-capitalist sysrem will depend upon a host of local fac
tors, but it might be said in brief that any new line of development wi
be determined according to the local balance oÍ interests. In contemporar
development theory a series of exchanges between real world demanás an.
available theoretical resources can be identified. A series of formal theorie
has been produced and a series of institutional bases has figured in th
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At the outset the united Nations-based work of growth theory provideda,n early post-second world war statement which subsequently found fur-ther expression in the two disparate ;;: ;;';.d.r"#"i."trrr.ory andinstitutiorral theory. The formei 
-", "., 

lníIuential delimited-formal ideo-logy withirr the Cold lVar period 
";l;"; 

.*b,"..ď by ,t'" i^",i,',ions ofglobal indusrrial capitalism whereas ttt.-i"tt.. found a u".. i ' it. organ_rzations of the united Nations. The united Nations r"rr"q*"iry provideda significant institutionar base for th" propon.nts of grobar developmenttheories. A distinctive approach to deveropmenr was produced in LatinAmerica in the form. of.áep..,d",'.y tí"*y. Th. 
"pp.á";h 

hJ an earlyinstitutional base within tt'! ury ng.".y ĚcrA and the state machines ofthe countries of the region. k is faiito 
'áy1n", 

the United Nations over thepost.War period has offered an institutional base ," it'...'...á}r.'i"g *-proaches to clevelooment which t."a.J'io stress the 
'á.i"i,"p"ji.ical andcultural aspecs of complex .h"";;. 

--* "'

. Ilfatel years, rhe preferred Firsi worrd approach to development withinthe Third World ."-. to b. .*p.",,.J Ě',r'..Ň.* Rich..;;ilfiu",'ti"t i.,.ti-tutional home for these irrtelle.tu"l 
".,á 

iá"ologi*i.;;p;il;;;as foundin the rx/ashington.based IMF and w;'iá g"nk. Ťn.,.in.,;i.;;;.'have pre-Íerred to work in terms of market 
'olutions 

to a"u"lo|Á.,'i.p.áut",n. ro,the entire post-Secorrd .Worlcl 
W". p.,ioá. r,' 

't," 
.".ly p;,;-;"i yln., *h.nthe Bre*on $7oods system was in $lace thes. rnsritutions might be taken tohave had a positive i-p".t o' glotal a.uaop*.nt, but in recent years {ewdevelopme'i theorists would ,u[. ,rru,li.*. over the period of the domin-

f::l-:h., 
New Right rhe preference for marker solutions has become af,amaglng dogrna.

If the stru*ures of the uN an<J the world Bank/IMF offer institu-:ional bases for argumenrs revolving 
"round 

th. ..;p;.il; ;;t.", oTtn. .t"t.rnd the market, then it is to. the 
'ín...' 'r 

social movements' NGOs and;cholarly research organization, tí'*t 
-. 

-h"u. 
to look to discov., argu-nents which revolve -around 

the rore ;i ,h; polity. The university worrdvithin the First and Trrird worrdr ttu. ou". the years offered a base fornany sceptical approaches to the business or a"uétol-;;; lhe effortsrt non-mainstream deveropment agencies such as ro.i"r tro"a-.rrir, at 
"rit-:s, and NGOs, whose insiitutionaT g"'. .ight be said t' ri" i".tÁ".politicaltructures of local communities, have been thJ key u.hi.l. áf 

"lt.;;;i'. 
think-rg and practice.

In the inevitable real world confusion of debate and action it is important:rat scholarship has a clear idea of its own potential contribution. It rs neces-rry to revrew rn a seneral fashion the fimiliar spread of institutionallyehicled development*theories. 'we can identify at r."'u".y ui=ori'"oo.o".lr.r.}n the basis of this synoptic review 
-. 

.Jn 
'k;,.h-.á 

pr"'iui."'a" r",:holarship. The formal ...on,,,u..ion Jf í.u.lop-.ni it,..,y ."."ir, ,r,.ffirmation of the conrext-bound n"*. oi ti"oriring and the identificationf an intellectual a.d ethical,core. h ;;;.;i.;i ,erms a new approach wil beoncerned with the srructural anarysis of the dynamic, or *r.'iil.a"pendent

tripolar global industrial-capitalist system and with the elucidation of the
ways in which groups read the system and order their projects.

The Pursuit of Effective Nationstatehood

The intellectual mainstream of development theory, with its key idea of
modernization, derives from the historical episode of the dissolution of the
mainly European system of formal colonial territories which were admin-
istered from their respective metropolitan centres. At this particular time a
trio of factors came together: the logic of the industrial-capitalist system,
nationalist rhetoric, and available theory.

Very broadly, arry review of the historical expansion of the industrial-
capitalist system reveals a system-requirement of access to various territor-
ies for resources, trade and markets. In the colonial period this access was
secured via the machineries of the colonial regime. !7ith the collapse of the
colonial system a replacement political form was needed. The available
idea, which was part and parcel of the nationalists' ideology of independ-
ence, and which was taken for granted within contemporary social theory,
was that of the nationstate. It is clear that other political forms were avail-
able in principle and one could cite for example: UN trusteeship; continued
linkages with the relevant colonial power; and various returns to the pre-
colonial status quo ante. However, none of these were acceptable to the
aspirant power-holders within the countries which were forming within the
territories of the dissolving colonial territories. In addition, the rhetoric of
nationalist developmentalism which had been used by local leaders in pur-
suit of independence affirmed the model of independent nationstatehood
which was to be the vehicle of the achievement not merely of poiitical free-
dom for the elite but also growth and welfare for the masses. And finally
it is clear that in its earliest form development theory was influenced by the
success oÍ Keynesianism in taming the vagaries of the capitalist system' The
period of post-Second World \Var planned growth and welfare coincided
with the experience of decolonization and ideas fashioned in the First lWorld

to tackle specific problems were then shifted to the novel circumstances of
the new nationstates of the Third World. Orthodox development theory has
centred much of its argument on the policy interventionist role of the state.
The whole approach demands the existence of a policy-interventionist state
for it makes no sense without such an agent.

It is clear that for the new replacement elites in the Third 'World various
demands coincide: the demands of the global capitalist system, the demands
of their own people which flow from the rhetoric deployed by nationalists
in their pursuit of independence, and the intellectual demands of available
theory. The goal of the pursuit of effective nationstatehood is both irresist-
ibly imputed to, and rhetorically embraced by, the new elite. On this view,
ruling elites, having removed by various means the colonial rulers, will face
the complex task of actually building the new nationstate. They must rapidly
engender sentiments of political and cultural coherence as citizens must live
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the experience of membership of a single nation, a single community. The
elite must secure political and social stabiliry because in place of colonial
arrangements there must be new patterns of authority 

"nd 
new political

mechanisms to absorb and resolve inter-group conflicts. Finally, ih. t.*
elite must pursue economic development as thiš is the base line of claims to
legitimacy. once this goal had been promulgated the whole machinery of
the development game came into action, and First !7orld theorists came ro
lodge claims to relevanr knowledge, expertise, and ethic.

The.expectations which were held by early theorists were srrongly influ-
91cef. by the experience of the reconstrucrion of Europe in the posi--second
!7orld war period. Ir came to be thought that the social scientific know-
ledge necessary to characterize system dynamics authoritatively was indeed
available or could be generated. Flowing from this, expert knowledge of
social system dynamics was taken to permit the construction of uppropri"te
machineries of intervention. !7ith these two ideas the pursuit oíthá goal
of effective nationstatehood could be presented in terms of planning 1 61
international, naťional, regional and local levels. Additionally such linow-
ledge 

-and _experrise were seen to be the property of First \ orld experrs,
and their local assistanrs. An asymmetriC relationship was built int-o the
very discourse itself. Positive social scientific knowledge was Western and
the recipients of the Third World were taken to be esséntially passive. The
final element was an appropriate ethic. That the First s7orld'ought to help
the Third World was taken to be an ethical injunction which fláwed from
possession of available knowledge and expertise coupled to those broad
traditions of European social reformist thinŘing. In retrospect it seems clear
that this ethic was that of the liberal-de-oc."iic reformiim familiar in the
post-Second world lVar period drive for social reform ar home and demo-
cracy elsewhere.

overall it is clear that orthodox development discourse deployed a com-
plex culture--bound package of claims, with the cenrral poliiy-goal of the
pursuit of effective nationstatehood, and the whole panoply of the interna-
tional development business grew up. But after foity yěars effort of it is
now evident that this clutch of assumptions was not supportable: (a) the
requisite knowledge is nor there (this has less ro do with any failings of
research than the unreflective acceptance of essentially positivisti. *od.lt
of the nature of social science and the knowledge it carrproduce and thus
the social roles it can underpin); (b) the expertise in respecl of planning was
not. available (and again this is not so much a matter of specifiabl. ě.'o,,
and incompetences as it is the affirmation of wildly overconfident models
of the planning process); and (c) the ethic was only ever dubiously relevant
(and once again it is not a problem of direct error; rather it is a matter of
unreflectively-deployed ideas). overall, the imputation of the pursuit of
the goal of effective nationstatehood to the replacement elites oi the new
nations of the posr-colonial Third world increasingly looks like an error
born out of the requiremenr to mainrain sysrem-acc;ss in the Third T7orld
cortnfcr l  with the i l leoit imot. rrancfpr a$ a raa+anrc l -^,,- l  . ;-r^l l^^.,.^l -^^l---^

.\  l ]wvÝ vLl lv la l  Lv vvÝvlvť^rlvr.!

The resultant intellectual construct now looks increasingly difficult to su

tain. In place of the orthodoxy, and drawing upon the lessons it offers, v

can posil a return to the classic tradition of social theorizing with its foc

on elucidating patterns of complex change. Very broadly, it would see

that we shoulď not speak of the development-expert-assisted pursuit

effective nationstatehood but of the political-cultural proiects of speci

state-regime's which are characterized using our received traditions in di

logue with local scholars, policy analysts and activists.

The Spontaneous Order of the Marketplace

In the period following the t97I ending of the Bretton 
.!íoods 

syst.

and the'L973 oil shock the post-war fordist-based class compromise wh

*u. irrt.tl..tually enshrined in the Keynesian liberal-democratic growth a

welfare p".k"ge came under severe intellectual and political pressure fr,

fi,.".,..-čupitai-and post-fordist productive-capital. !t has. been argrred t

within the Atlantic sphere effective power was transferred from producti

."pi,ár to finance-capital as the poit-Second ! orld 
.!íar 

settlement faile

In the 1,980s there *u, 
" 

strong resurgence of economic liberalism in

á.,.eloped world. The intellect.,a|co'. of the New Right' neo-liberal accumt

tion stiategy has been a reaÍfrrm,ation of economic [iberalism. The cenr

"rrJ 
..,r.i"i role of the marketplace has been stressed. The New Right h

made the material of neo-classical economics the basis of their claims

scientificity and intellectual centrality within the,sp,here of the social

ences. All this economics work revolves around the model of the p

market economic system.s The core elements of this model of a satisfacti

maximizing automatic asocial mechanism involve claims in respect c

fundamentžl naturally given situation of scarcity, the crucia| ro|e of

pii*,. ownership of 
.t1.ň 

means of production, and the existence of ct

ili;i"";; s,tpply sovereign .orrrrr.ti..s. via the ordering mechanism of

-",ket. 
The New Right tá.ke this model to represěnt the essential chara.

of all huma., ..o,'o,íi. behaviour in society. The core of the social wc

i, .orrrtit,rt.d by this sort of economic activity. It is the business of t

nomic research io orr.on., the mechanisms of this given reality so as be

to inform the practice of the rule-setting minimum state and other

economic agents such as firms.
In the ha-nds of the New Right the work of the neo-classical econo

theorists of the self-regulating market, an approach which was origin

designed to replace r,in.t.errth-.entury political-economy which was s

by iís critics as latently socialist,6 has been the basis of political react

*ithin the First \Worldi and what has been called a counter-revolutiol

4 K. van der Pijl 1984 Tbe Making of an Atlantic Ruling Class: London, verso.

5M.P.Todaro'! .gS2EconomicsforaDeueloping'World,London'Longman'
6SeeA.K.DasguptaLgS5EpocbsofEconomicTheory,Oxford'Blackwel l '
ž š". i. v,. p..'..oť iyl+l E,iop", Detnocracy and the Dissolution of Britain, A|del
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fhird Vorld development theory.8 Around the core celebration of the market
r series of proposals has been made: (a) the establishment of the minimum
rtate and the related freeing of market-forces with privatization, deregula-
;ion, and sharply reduced government spending; (b) the removal of socio-
rolitical inhibitions to market functions with repression of trades unions,
:emoval of welfare legislation, and relaxation of government controls on
rrivate firms; (c) the encouragement of enterprise with tax breaks for busi-
ress, the affirmation of the right to manage, and the promulgation of ideas
rf popular capitalism; and (d) the opening up of the economy to the wider
rlobal system with the removal of tariff and non-tariff barriers, and the free
novement of capital.e In general, the 1980s have seen New Right experiments
rroduce unemployment, reductions in general welfare, declining manufactur-
ng production, and large public and private debt burdens.

Against the familiar claims of the enthusiasts, it is clear that the New
Right model of human economic behaviour and the associated pure market
iystem does not describe the simple givens of human existence. The model
:f the market presented by the New Right is merely an intellectual con-
;truct. The major objection to the substantive position of the New Right
.s not that they favour markets in place of planning (because markets are
;ocial institutions and are thus ordered and controlled), rather it is that
:hey adopt a simplistic recipe-interventionism (in favour of markets) in place
rf the intellectually more plausible task of elucidating the detail of social
)rocesses. In place of New Right celebrations of the ordering capacity and
cenefit-maximizing properties o{ the free market, an analysis drawing on
:he classical tradition of social theory would look to offer characterizations
rf the global system and the actions of powerful agents within this system.
Ihe relevant intellectual resources would comprise the strategies of political-
:conomic analysis, social-institutional enquiry and culture-critical interpreta-
:ion. In substantive terms we have the issue o{ the emergent tripolar global
.ndustrial-capitalist system with its major economic trading blocs of Japan/
Asia, the Americaš, and Europe. Relatedly, ín regard to development, the
.ssue is one of the extension of capitalist modes of production. Any attempt
:o address this sweeping pattern of complex change in terms of the vocabu-
.ary of neo-classical economics would be intellectually ridiculous.

The Legacy of Dependency Theory,

As the optimism of the 1960s in respect of the prospects for Third \7orld
Jevelopment slowly declined through the 1970s, culminating in the reaction
o{ the 1980s, the dependency approach was dismissed as intellectually mis-
conceived and politically incorrect. However, we can take from this material
a useful concern for linking structural and agent-centred explanations. The
key claim of dependency theory was always that the present circumstances
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of the Third world were a product of those polrtical-economic, social-

irrstitrrtiorr"l and cultural struitures associated with the historical develop-

ment of the ind'striat-capitallst global system. The structures which enfold

th. .ou,,t,i.s of the rr'i..a wo'ía and which narrowly circtrmscribe their

actions are taken . náu. developed over time around the schedules of

interests of the metropolitan coré countries. It is clear that dependency

,t.ory has been pr"r.n|.d in diverse guises and that it has generated exten-

sive critical debaies. In its initial forniulations it was shaped by the particu-

lar historical experience of Latin America in the 1940s and 1950s when

i;il-;r l hJ L"di"g and eco.omic patterns were disturbed by the episode

oi,i" Second World Ýu' a.'d occasioned a measure of import-substituting

industrialization. These circumstances were theorized by a group of econo-

;i;;; 
"; 

ECLA and their work issued in a novel structuralist economics

oriented to informing the policy positions of governments concerned spe-

cifically with nationil d.uělop*ent. lhe. work of structuralist economics

p'""iál,a ,r'. i,-,t"tt..tu"i b",.'.,po.' which the broader schemes of depend-

éncy theory Were articulated.-..íg"i"" 
ir'e schemes of analysis and policy advice derived from the work

of First \íorld development theorists *ho d'.* on the materia| of ortho-

á"" 
".""o.ics, 

the piopon.''t' of dependency stressed: (a) the importance

.r."'*iJ..ing both th. 
.hi,to.i."l 

expérience of peripheral countries and the

oh",., of thĚir inuolu.Á"nt within wider enc-ompassing systems; (b) the

;;;;*d.'i iÁ"iiryi"g the specific political-economic, social-institutional

".J..,ti.,'"t 
li.,k"gé' o7 ..,,.,J, and peripheries; and (c) the requírement for

active state involvement in the pursuit of development'
In contrast to both the aspirations to technical neutral expertise advanced

Uf rfr. ,"nrdox propon.ois of state-centred development theory and the

Ň.* nist'.', p,.fi..n.. for putatively technica1 market mechanisms, the

in.".iriJ.r d'ep.nd.n.y advanced a prospective, multi-discip.linary and

*g"g.d theory.orient.á to the politicaí practice of elites committed to the

p"?,íii.r natíonal strategies of'development. However, the initial English-.

ffi,r"g. presenratio; of"th. material of this tradition took the form of

poĚ*ii"t.i"terventions within intra-First 
.World theoretical debates and

this had rhe unfortunare effect of confusing the reception of the lessons of

J.p*á.".y theory as those ill.disposed on political p'?""1d'*.".. :|]: 
,:

dismiss the entire approach as left-wing propaganda''"- In retrospect' lt

,..*, .t."r that the ootiti."t a6ivism of the early-English-language propon-

."r, .f a.p.ndency tih.ory was overoptimistic and underestimated the capa-

.ii" 
"r 

thÉ 
-.t.optlitan 

éentres, in párticular the USA' to finance, organize

;;á il;'"c. *i.rá-ia. reaction.il Nonetheless, the basic position of the

;; á.*y íh.o,i,t, *", ,ou.,d and the preference f:r' Poyular political

i.riotu.-..,t 
"nd 

u.tio' has found an echo it u ."tg. of development work

p,t.t,t.d by social movements' charities, NGOs and scholars'
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Restating the Modernist Project
In the material presented above arguments centred respectively on the role
of the planning state and the affirmation of the power of the marketplace
have been considered. The continuing legacy of dependency theory has been
acknowledged. It seems clear that the approaches centred on planning and
market were in detail very different but they do have one characteristic
in common. It can be suggested that both attempted to secure a measure
of certainty in respect of discussions of development. The one looked to
discourses o{ the intervention of experts, where reason secures surety in
respect of the future, and the other to the spontaneous order of the market,
where individualistic activity generates a structural regularity which offers
surety in respect of the future. In both cases it is clear that mechanisms
are invoked which are taken to ensure that the future will be in line with
present expectations and lyishes.

It can be argued that both lines of response could be taken as particular
reactions to what critical theorists have called the fundamental insecurity
of the modern world.12 The position is taken that in the wake of the decline
in influence of revealed religion, and the parallel rise of a natural science
both demonstrably potent in terms of results and fundamentally sceptical
in stance, there are no longer any absolute guarantors in respect of our know-
ledge of either the natural or social worlds to whom citizens, or rulers, or
anyone else can appeal. A spread of familiar strategies of dealing with this
anxiety can be identified, ranging from social movements claiming prior-
ity for their view of the world, or religious Broups claiming a privileged
access to the truth, through to the more subtle intellectual ef{orts of social
theorists.

In the case of classical social theory we can identify just such a man-
oeuvre in the shift from apalysing progress - which one can argue for as
a tendential aspect of the form of life of modernityl3 - to affirming a
spurious confidence in respect of bureaucratically ordered social change.
This has been critically discussed in terms of a distinction between legis-
lators, who erroneously suppose that they can authoritatively decipher the
logic of the social world so as to inform bureaucratically rational strategies
of ordering, and interpreters, who operate in a sceptical piecemeal Íashion
so as to inform debate within the public sphere in the belief that reasoned

12 This theme of the 'insecurity of the modern world' is entirely familiar within certain
strands of European social philosophical criticism. The idea has been unpacked in psycho-
logical and cognitive terms. The idea has been deployed in the context oÍ various substant.
ive issues. At this time I have in mind the culture-critical work oÍ Zygmund Bauman. See
Z. Bauman 7989 Modernity and the Holocaust, Cambridge, Polity, Z. Bauman 1,992 Intirna^
tiors of Modernity, London, Routledge. Bauman also makes reference to the work of
Hannah Arendt; see her 1985 The Human Condition, Chicago University Press.
13 This is the cognitive strategy of Jiirgen Habermas who lodges a demand for the prac-
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debate, modelled on the broad pattern of the successful natural scieÍ

will best illuminate routes to the future'14
In the case of post-second]il(orld'war development theory we,can sp

late that both the orthodoxy, with their concern for planned change,

,t. 
".o-tru"rals, 

with their concern for spontaneous order, were dt

concerned to address the insecurity of the social world and to uncover Í

*..n""i'* which would offer guárantees in respect of future deve1opn

i" it'. case of the orthodox thé reliance on planning mechanisms is .

familiar and has been routinely criticized. It is also clear that the neo-li

belief in the spontaneous ordár of the marketplace ql"{'' 1 similar rol

;h. Ň; Righi. It has been suggestedls that the liberals shift from Levia

to the MarĚet and in both cašes humankind submits to an external au

ity u"a is thereafter secure.16 However, all such strategies fail becaus

pi.i.., of modernity is both potent and insecure'l7..iípiu.. 
of the variously articulated pursuits of certainty, and taking

"r 
,r'á po'i.ive lessons of áependency theory ín regard to the context.b

'p.'ná.y 
of the historical áxperience of.particular countries, it can be

g'.r*a that the classical traditi,on of social theorizing,can provide.the int

iual reso,rrces necessary to rhe articulation of a new discourse of develop

which allowed for thé vagaries of social life, for the complexities o

dynamics of structures anď agents' and which both granted the necessit

iii"-á.t"il"d analysis of sociaÍ processes and centred. upon an. affirmati

the role of the public sphere in securing patterns of order within the r

world generally.
The 

"modernist project is history-specific, which is to say that

uo""a up with the^risá of European capitalism. It was alliances of int

tuals and commercial groups ádvancing their respective causes whc

úi."gr'' together the agints, ideas and interests necessary to set the pl

i" *Jtio".'íSubsequent-ly the bourgeoisie drew back from the radical im

tio.,, 
",,d 

sought á .'.* ,tut.'' q.'o, built around the self-regulation t

neo.classical řrarket idea. The modernist project continues to be hir

specific and it appears in various guises as agent, groups. read stru(

.i,.u*,.",,.", u.'ď promulgate theii views. ri hen deployed to read c.

ing structural circumstances the core set of ideas admit of re-interpreti

mís-inte.pretation and mis-representation. It is a contested tradition'

t4SeeZ'Baumanl,gSTLegis latorsandlnterpreters,Cambidge,Pol i ty. .
ls F. Jameson t99I Postmčdernistl, or tbe Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism,Lt

Verso.
16Inregardtotheear lymonetarytheor istsJ. .RobinsonLg62EconomicPhi lo
H",-ondš*o.th, Penguin, remarks t|at the model of a smoothly working market l

Freudian terms Íooks expressive of a desire to return to the security of the womb.

i7-O; this business of the link"ge of modernity and natural science, see E. Gellne

iho,ght and Cbange, London, Ýeidenfeld; E. Gellner 1988 Plougb, Sword and

London, Paladin. 
- ^ Í)^. ^t D-^---.é LJo.-nnr|crrrnrth Penprrin'
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theory back towards the mainstream of social theoretic enquiry; centrally,
the.preoccupation with making sense of complex change.21 Ťh.i."ft.'' 

'.i-9ndly' in regard to social theorizing we can point to thi eclipse of naíural.
istic, analyses of industrialism-modernizationln favour of the representation
of the classical modernist project of the interpretive-critical elucidation of
the dynamics of complex change in the globďlndustrial-capitalist system.22

The key formal elements of a new posit ion

The key formal elemenrs of the new position revolve around the objective
o.f l*i"q a dialogic analysis of the dynamics of complex change within the
global industrial capitalist sysrem.

1 In the post-second wgrld s ar period it has been thought that the
business of the analysis of the development of the countries áf th" thi'd
World offered a quit! distinctive intelléctual task' and 

-o,.o.'* 
one which

had no p,articular implications for the developed countries. The analysis of
the problem of the development of the countries of the Third Voríd was
more or less unthinkingly consigned to a subordinate status within the over-
a_ll sphere of western social science. The problem of development retained
this status until the emergence of institutional theory in the 1960s. The pro-
ponents of this theoretical approach did make a determined efforr to upgiade
thc status of development theorizing. However, the strategy whicir"they
adopted. was to try to. constitute developrnent theory n. 

" '.pái"t. 
discipline

within the established'spread of social science *o'ť. Th. 
"ti"*pt 

failed. and
development theory slipped back into its familiar subordinate role. How-
eveq against this familiar intellectual positioning of development theory, it
is clear that the concerns of development theorists lie very člo," to the core
concerns of the received traditions of classical social theory. It would seem
to be the case that development theorists do not need to assert their status
against the lack of recognition of the presently influential groups within the
social sciences; rather they need simply ro be clear about heiiactivities. In
this perspective the concerns of theorists of development are close to the
central concerns of the classical tradition of social theorizing.
. In this, contexr, a key claim, is that general development tl.ory is only

distinct from the core received social scientific task of analysing'.omplex
change by virtue of a typical focus on dependent or peripheral"indusirial
capitalism in the Third World

2 In the post-second world v7ar period the proponenrs of social science
in the developed counrries were encouraged by a ieries of factors to adopt
a very optimistic positive srance in respect of rhe narure and possibilities bf
social scientific work. In the theories which spoke of the convergent logic
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of development theory is that achieving a process-centred strategy of unde
standing and engagement will involve a significant element of detoxificatic
in regard to the sets of assumptions which First'World scholars have broug)
to the analysis of the Third World and familiar ideas about knowledge, expt
tise and ethic will have to be examined and revised.

4 The orthodox consensus within post-war development theorizing assumt
that their positive social scientific analyses had a broad range of applicati<
across a similarly broad range of cultures. The work referred back to t.
universalizing assumptions of Western science. At the same tirrie, the pr
ponents of the spontaneous order of the marketplace made similar clair
in respect of the unrestrictedly universal character of marketplace rationi
ity aná its centrality within human life' The optimistic positive celebratil
of the model of the West and its social science reached an apogee in t.
modernization theory of the 1960s when the future development of t
planet was assimilated to the model of the contemporary USA. One co
šeque''ce of this intellectual stance was the more or less automatic disrega
which was shown to the cultural pafterns of those people who did n
inhabit the industrial-capitalist countries of the West. It was assumed th
as the logic of industrialism drove the development of the countries of t
world through the grand process of modernization the patterns of thoug
of the peoples undergoing these changes would converge upon the cogn
ive models present in the West. The orthodox theorists found no occasi,
to attend to the detail of the Íorms-of-life of non-.western peoples. Ho.
ever, it has subsequently become clear that processes of development ca
not be understood in terms of the Third'World's recapitulation of the h
torical experience of the 

.\Uíest 
but must be dealt with in terms of the subl

dynamics of structural constraint/opportunity and agent group respont
The forms-of-life of local peoples will carry cultural resources which will
the basis upon which they read and react to global structural change.

In this context, as the intellectual task of analysing patterns of compl'
change within peripheral industrial-capitalist societies is pursued in terr
of structural change and agent response it is clear that ethnographic wo
will assume a significant role. In this case it is clear that analysis can orl
proceed via dialogue with local scholars, policy analysts and activists.

5 The post-Second World War orthodox within development theory ma
the routine asslrmption of the cognitive priority of their formulations. It
clear that the intellectual and real world circumstances which they inha
ited disposed them to make this judgement. However, it has become cle
over the subsequent period that the claim to cognitive priority which w
integral to First'World theorizing is untenable. As the obiective of dev'
opment theorizing shifts from modelling the process of , modernizati,
tÁ,t ,o.á.  thc tac|r nf e lrrr i r l : t ino the r lvnamics of comn|ex change. then t

of industrialism there were sets of expectations in respect of the author-
itative modelling of social pÍocesses which fed a series oÍ exercises in devel-
opment plan-making. A strong commitment was made to the technical
expertise of development rheorists which simply overrode available doubts.
However, in the long period of subsequent development practice and reflec-
tion it slowly became clear that the optimistic positive expecrations in
respect of the authoritative technical power of social sciencé were badly
mistaken. A slow return to the materials of the classical tradition of social
theorizing has been accomplished, and the implications of rhat return have
b_ee-n, sharply underscored by recent changes within the global sysrem as the
cold t0ar bipolar system has given way to 

".r 
.-..g"nt tripoiarity, and a

restated sceptical commirment ro the modernist project hal been made.
It this conrext, it is clear that analysing instanies of dependent or peri-

pheral industrial-capitalism will entail the dialogic deployment oÍ the core
conceptual lexicon of the classical social scientific tradition in an interpretive-
critical fashion (thus the elucidation of the real social processes involved
in complex change rarher than 

1le 
export of intellectual recipes).

3 A significant fearure of the post-second world war concern to make
sense of the situation of rhe countries of the Third World was rhe intellec-
tual dominance of First world scholars and policy analysts. The initial
contribution of Third !7orld thinkers tended ro be restricted to the spheres
of political theory and action as the members of nationalist independence
movements advanced their arguments in pursuit of political change within
the colonial sysrem. The dominant posirion of First world theoiists was
accompanied by an unremarked optimism in respect of the cognitive power
of the analysis which they deployed. The early theorists of develop-.rrt
were not self-critical. However, in recent years it has become clear amongst
philosophers and theorists of social science that any exercise in social tĚe-
orizing will_be significantly marked by the intellectual and practical con-
text from which it emerges. In other words, all exercises of soiial theorizing
are shaped by 

'particular cultural contexts. The direct implication of thiš
view is that reflexive criticism is a necessary condition of the production
of scholarship. It has become clear that ir is necessary to review ciitically the
great body of work which was produced in respect of Third \$7orld devel-
opment in order to identify those ideas which were specific to the culrure
o{ the'west and which were deployed uncrirically wirhin development the-
ories. The familiar development theory concern for the modernizátion of the
Third !íorld where this entails the recapitulation of the historical experi-
ence. of the developed west is no longer intellectually tenable. It is only on
the basis of a critical self-awareness that those ideas which might tentat-
ively be used can be identified and put to work within a sceptiál restate-
ment of the classical modernist project, and these ideas in'tuin are merely
the received basis of dialoeic exchanges with scho|ars. nolicv ena|vstc aná
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Overview of the New Substantive Focus

Ii,',;;,i::;ilii:::;x,i:;:;T;iiť#::ii,)! ]iX;I,ii:}}Li]]!,?;;::n'.Í,,,r"t

Changes in Development Discourses
The original impetus to developmenr work in the episode of decolonization
has now exhausted itself. A change in the expectations of the proper objects
of theorizing might be expected. In simple terms, new circumstances generate
new problems and new formulations itl respect of the matter of develápment'
ln 9rd9r to survey these issues we can speak of discourses of develoiment.
Each discourse offers 

^ 
y^y of grasping complex change and suggesting

action. The key to these discourses is that they are broad, interpreiive aná
prospective. And these discourses find their vehicles in particular institu-
tional locations. The key discourses centre on the intervéntion of experts,
the mechanisms of,sponraneous order, and the role of the public rpir.r..'

The discourse of the intervention of experts expresses cértain key ele-
ments within received political theoretical tiaditions. Vhat is characteristic
of this stÍategy of constituting an object sphere and appropriate lines of
action is that the social world is taken to be amenablé tď authoritative
characterization by experts in possession of certain bodies of technical
knowledge. An asymmerry is built into this discourse with on the one hand
those who know, and on the other those subject to expert interventions.
The agencies of intervention which use these arguments present them as
technical-rational but they are running arguments-on-behalf-of-the-planners,
and their engagement with the social world at large is to be seen as a
political-type activity. I have criticized such approaches in other work.2 In
brief, a science of the social cannot plausibly iake this form. There rs no
such authoritative knowledge availablé,3 notwithstanding that lodging argu-
ments which lay claim to technical expertise is a pervasivá f."tu,. oj.o''t.]*-
porary socrety.

This style of argument and action has been characteristic of the dominant
post-second world 'war school of development with its expectation of the
new nationstates of the Third world recapitulating the nineteenth-century
development experience of the metropo[tán core čapitalist countries. This
bro,ad_ strategy has been the way in which the meiropolitan core of the
global system assured continuing access to the Third vorld after the col-
lapse of the colonial empire system. The discourse of srate-engendered order
revolves around the idea-set of authoritative intervention Jriented to the
goal of effective nationstatehood, all of which was occasioned by the epis-
ode of decolonization and was carried institutionally bv the iniernational
agencies of the tIN and various multiJateral and bi-latéral aid agencies. How-
ever, this mode of social theoretic-engagement was in the enďintellectually
untenable, and acted to mislead theorists, commentators and practitioners
by offering an approach (that is, the pursuit of effective natitnstatehood
ordered by experts), which effectively exhausted available intellectual-
institutional space and occasioned the neglect of the business of the elucida-
tion of the detail of real processes.

2 P. f. Preston 1.985 Netu Trends in Deuelopment Theor, London, Routledge.
3 A. Maclntyrc 1981. After Virtue, London, Duckworth.



The discourse of spontaneous order refers back to the political project of
liberalism with its characterization of the social world as comprising dis-
crete self-moving individuals plus their contractual arrangements, a rra-
dition quite distinct from the democratic tradition. The central claims are
for the maximization of economic, social and political benefits. All the
claims revolve around the notion of markets (as a natural given amenable
to positive scientific analysis). The resultant package is a dělimited-formal
ideology rather than an exercise in social scientific scholarship. In regard to
theorizing development the discourse of spontaneous order has been cashed
in quite particular political terms. The adherents of the free market have
pressed for deregulation, privatization and welfare reduction in the expecta-
tion that the market would spontaneously maximize human benefits.

The political-economic occasion for the representation of these ideas was
the collapse of the post-Second World War social-democraric consensus in
the First World with oil price shocks, stagflation and the end of the Bretton
V/oods system. The intellectual occasion was rhe failure-by-neglect of First'World scholars to address the business of the sphere of the economic which
had been left to orthodox economisrs.a As the post-Second '$ orld'War con-
sensus dissolved away the New Right came to dominate the 1980s with
notions of marketization and rollins back the state. The discourse of market-
engendered spontaneous order centr=es on the idea-set of liberalism. Through
much of the post-Second World War period this position was taken to be
moribund but in the wake of the collapse of the Keynesian compromise in
the First World the New Right reaffirmed the liberal package. Institution-
ally this has ever been the view of the Vorld Bank and IMF. Many have
argued that this goal is illusory and indeed the srronger claim is that the
ideology is little more than a public relations fig-|'eaÍ covering a straightfor-
wardly exploitative stance in regard to rhe Third ! orld.

In the discourse of spontaneous order the pursuit of effective nation-
statehood is replaced with the market system, yet both approaches are
external models (and both look to secure surety or certainty for the theor-
ists and their clients). The upshot is that 

" 
rtr"iegy of analysis is proffered

which acts to exhaust available intellectual space thereby squeezing out the
more plausible strategy of artending to the detail of real processes via the
analytical machineries of the modernist project.

The discourse of the public sphere expresses the optimistic modernist
project of the celebration of human Íeason in the broad sense of the pos-
sibility of comprehending and ordering the natural and social worlds. The
historical occasion of the modernist project was the shift to the modern
world. Thereafter the familiar story is one of the decay of optimistic reason
into machineries of control theorized in terms of positive science, all of
which issues in the requirement to recover this optimistic core tradition. The
discourse of the public sphere affirms an historical project as yer uncompleted.

4 See R. Dilfey ed. 1.992 Contesting Markets: Analyses of ldeology, Discourse and Prac-
rlce, Edinburgh University Press.

Institutionally the position finds expression in the more marginal cent

""iu.i*i,i.r, 
,.r."tih centres, the ciitically minded media and NGOs'* 

i" .r'. 
'ít'ere 

of the sociaÍ sciences the modernist proiect can be cat

i" l;.*. oi th. deployment of political-economic, social-institutional
."ri"..-.'i.i."l ,n"Íy,.. of the expansion of global industrial-capitalisn

the public sphere such work revolves around the constructlon and crltl'

.i.áÁpai":g delimited-formal ideologies'.The mode of engagement of sc

;;ď I' ;h;", of the interpretive-critiá1 elucidation of the processes of <

ol.*.hun*.. After Habeimas,t we argue on behalf of humankind in pu

ár 
" 

*.'".','ucted public spháre. ThJintimate relationship of the mode

orr..t with the ptlitical proiect of formal and substantive democra

;ili; r.u."t.a. 1ne poliiical project rejects both the further advanr

|-"'."".'"ti. rationa[zátion 
"nd 

the disingenuous calls for a return tt

neutral mechanisms of the market in favour of an extension of the s1

.f p"Ufi. societal decision-making. In regard to the Third World the

."rr'rr. of the public sphere affirms-the notion of dialogue. In place of kr

láeeable .*p..., 
".,j 

,po,,tu.,eous markets, it is propo.sed to.substitut

pi.!.Á.ut diálogue of equals oriented to the advance of the modernist prr

The Formal Commitments of the Discourse of
the Public SPhere

In the discourse of the public sphere, social theorizing is taken to b

generic business of making sense of the social world' It comprises a v;

;il;;;i.gt.t including soclal scientific material. In the context of the

iJ;"i aird cultural t"radition which Europeans inhabit the core strar

of social science express the modernist pioject: the celebration of hr

;;";.;, and the expictation of material ánd moral pro*ress. The hist.

i;;;;i.; of the formulation of the modernist proiect may be placed i

oeriod of the rise of industrial-capitalism'
'-Vliini" it 

" 
bro"d modernist prq..t is lodged a particular role for s

ur.rrip. Broadly this role entails the interpretive-critical elucidation o

,.."r'.f comple* change. It is thus closely related to, but separate fror

.or. of the modernist tiadition, with its focus on the sp_here of political

*.., 
"'a 

action' Following Hábermas/Maclntyre this loca.tion and rol.

b. ,rrrd..rtood as the pres rtation of arguments on behalf of humankl

pursuit of a reconstruited public sphere (a reanimation via democratiz
-of 

th. classical modernist proiect)'- 
The concerns of the metropolitan scholar will be with the business

Drocesses of the extension and deepening of the world capitalist syst

;;;h"*;, ;iin 
"rn., 

groupings (having/inhabiting their own culurz

áito.,s)] In regard to th; an;lysis of complex change in peripheral capitl

it. t.*i.o., o"f the modernisi project may be drawn upon in a piec

5J.HabermaslgEgTheStructuralTransformationofthePubl icSphere'Cam
Polity.
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Figure 20 A new substantive focus
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dialogic fashion. A general theory might be constructed in terms of struc-
tures and ágents. Thereafter smaller-scale enquiries might be made. These
could be cast in external/non-dialogic terms but it would be a restricted
engagement with the.material and further work centred on the detail of

There is a double line of argument in favour of the notion of dialogue:

or.-no-, from the f"gi. lf ih! di..o,ttte of the public sp.here' which uses

ideas of critique;.h. ;;ň;.Íi;;'.r.o." the thouglht that ihe elucidation of

;;;;r*t;"d'.rlyirrgl.onrtituting pattcrns of corirplex.change via political-

'.;;;;;i;, ;o.i"í-i,'štitutional aiď culture.critical ana1ysis entat|s.amongst

other things .uptori.rgih. understandings of-the a.gents involved' how they

read and act within tt. ,t*.t"r.s whicL enfold them. It is not possible to

conceíve this work 
",-."t",,'"l-descriptive; 

rather' it is ethnographic and

centres on dialogue.
In sum, the main points argued for within the discourse of public sphere,

are these: (a) that 
'o.i"í 

in"o.'izing comprises a diversity of loosely related

;;.c'* oi'*"ki.,g ;; iui tr'át the core strategy of sense-making for

the social sciences is the modernist project (within ít'ict' a role for schol-

"'šhip-i' 
ráJs.á;; 1.1 ir'u,-i" regard.to,the analysis of complex change in

."i.áp.ri,á"?píJri'Á the corJanalytical strategies are'political-economic,

social-institutional aJ.,,it.,,.-..iti.ál analysis oriented to the produďion

or a.n-1,.d-formal ideologies (with scholarship pursuing related tnterpretlve-

critical work on b"h"if 
"f 

'h;;ankind); and (d) ihat in regard to the analysis

ái.o*pt." change in peripheral.capitalism'these core analytical strategies are

to be á."*'n on-in a.piečemeal dialogic fashion.

The Substantive Commitments lmplied in the
Discourse of the Public SPhere

The sets of intellectual commitments affirmed by theorists working within

*. ai,.oo,,e oÍ the p"ur'. sphere entail q.uite particular strategies of mak-

il; ;t ;iu. 
".,"tyi.t 

oitht dvtt"*ics of complex change within the inter-

delpendent tripolar global industrial-capitalist system'

The role of general  theorY

Thenot ionofgeneraltheoryisoften.readwithinorthodoxsocia lsc ience
*." *"y it'at ínvokes the áatural sciences as they are ordinarily under-

,,rra. ie.rer"l theory is understood as an exercise in descriptive/explanat-

; ;"'k. A collectiJrr of ,,"..*.,,,s which together. exhausťively describe/

."'pr"in the object rptt.t. in question. The intellectual aspiration to the pro-

;;ž;il"" ái" gJ".'"í;i';;' y be articulated' but more usually it is símply

assumed anď thereafter it prevades errquiry.
In the frame of 

'n.-iisc,i"ire 
of the public sphere the norion of general

theory designates 
" |."íi'-""'y Ť9hjng. of a Áoral stance' It is a limited

and restrictea ,.t orl,"i.*"ntš *hi.h šho* in broad terms how the ethic

aff irmedbythe'r ' .o ' i ' ,*o"ldjudge-the'socialworld.Itrepresentsthesim-
ole and dire.t out-tor;"f ;il" ,rt" if political-economic, social-institutional

;".dtd;:.rrri."i"""fyses. It is a substantive statement. It serves its intel-

lectual purpose i" ,nit?"y. rii' 
"o' 

to be taken as the basis of an empirical
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The general theory might thereafter be buttressed by empirical material,
policy statements might be derived, and explanatory/polemical notes in
regard to competing schemes might also be added. At this point the general
theory has begun to be developed into a delimited-formal ideological posi-
tion. The construction of a delimited-formal ideology is a long-drawn-out
and collective endeavour, something achieved over time by a group. The
general theory is more particular to the work of an individual theorist.

The general theory acts to order enquiry and thereafter more particular
substantive analyses can be accomplished. Having rejected the empiricist
programme of the exhaustive descriptioďexplanation of a discrete object
sphere we come to the alternative view carried within the discourse of the
public sphere. In 'Wittgensteinian terms, the discourse of the public sphere
affirms in regard to our social scientific interventions in the world an idea
of 'finitism'.6 Enquiry is seen as specific, particular and restricted.

The moral stance carried within the discourse of the public sphere is that
of the modernist project: thus, formal and substantive democracy.

It is characteristic of this material that it looks to elucidate the sub-
stantive dynamics of structure and agency. The general theory which this all
generates in regard to the analysis of complex change is that of the expan-
sionary dynamic of global industrial-capitalism. An example of such an
analysis is provided by WorsleyT who indicates how changes in structures
attendant upon the extension of the industrial-capitalist system call forth
agent responses. 

.$íithin 
the overarching logic of the expansionary system

otherwise coherent cultures struggle to read and react to incoming pres-
sures for change.

In the new interdependent tripolar global industrial-capitalis system, the
issue for development discourse is the identification and effective charac-
terisation of new areas of possible exchange, that is, who to talk to, about
what, in which institutional settings and under the framework of which set
of ideas? And in line with the shift of emphasis from legislation to inter-
pretation identified by Bauman,s all these analyses are to be arrived at
dialogically. It is clear that the way in which such enquiry might translate
into practice will be highly localised and complex.e

The substantive focus

The substantive focus implied by the discourse of the public sphere is the
task of elucidating the dynamics of complex change within the interdepend-
ent tripolar global system. In this context, three elements may be noted: (a)
a shift in concerns from Third \World development to the analysis of complex

6 This idea I take from D. Bloor 1983 Wittgenstein: A Social Tbeory of Knoutledge,Lon-
don, Macmillan.
7 P. Worsley 7984 Tbe Tbree'Worlds: Culture and World Deuelopment,London, Veidenfeld.
R 7 Rarrman 199,7 I eoi<lntntc au,] Íatotalptot< CamÉrir|oe Pn|inr
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change wirhin the integrated tripolar global.industrial-capitalist.system; I

" 't,ií 
r'o'" a focus on áationst"i.s to á'' analytical level which acknowled1

.r'. ár"u"r System; and (c) a strategy of analysis looking to three interacti

t.u.í' or poíitical-economic, social-institutional and cultural structures: l

globut, the regional and the local (national and sub-national).
-í, it'. slob"al level' Linklater proposes that a critical international re

tlo,,, th.o"'y will 1ooŘ to the development of the notion o{ a global cc

Áí"i.;,t;1;"ce: (a) the critical characierization of the record and possibili'

of gto'b"t trans-siate organizations, for example the United Nations, wh

c"?i .o'"'".nted that tĚe end of the Cold 
.W.ar 

meant that the institutio

arrJ id.ological stasis of the 1970s and 1980s was no longer sustainabl

on.. ug"ď'eal debate would have to be undertaken;'. (b) similarly,

critical"characrerization of the record and possibilities of key global tra

'i^," ".s""r"ations, 
for example the \ť-orld Bank and IMR whose 19

"rá.*u'Io., 
of a simplistic marketism will have to be rethought;12 and

in terms of the structure of the global capitalist political-economy a sim

.ri i."t characterization of the ricord and possibilities of the developmr

;;il6-rr"*;r of G7 natioosrares, and multi-national companies would st

to be a central concern."-.- 
.h. .di.onal level the crítical issues would be the patterns of in

'.!io""t 
traáe, finance' production and consumption, and relatedly the ir

t"iio""f vehicies *h.r.by such economic activity was,ordered with for

i.un.-"",io"al organization, bi-lateral linkages and .the spread of pr,i'

...""rr1. links. FInally, theie would be the issue of the extent to which

peoples of the region self-consciously constituted themselves as a commu

iu' 
-itt' 

the USÁ and increasingly with.the European Union)....

At the local national and sublnational level the key agent is likely, t<

" 
**"*gt-e affirming a particular political-cultural project, a way of r

i"g 
""a '?".ting 

to thá constraint a''d oppo.tunity-afforded.by global

,.gi.""f structrires. The local agent woold promulgate an ideology s<

to'ord., the population of the relevant territorial unit and legitimatt

rule. At the state-level the critical characterization of the political-econo:

sociat-institutional and cultural strategies of state-regimes in the Third w

will come into question as established track records and likely futures

evaluated. First vorld scholars will iudge them according to our clasr

i,"ái,io''' and standards and decide if and how to engage. One.implica

of this is that any general responsibility towards the Third world is rejec

i" 
'.gu'd 

to the li.,g. 
'p'."á 

of local-level NGo work, the position r

p,i.,Jple clear as this iš one area where dialogue and empowefment

iong b..tt the order of the daY.

10 A. Linklater 1990 Beyond Realism and Marxism: critical Theory and Intern1t

Relations, London, Macmillan.
1.t R. Gott in The Guardian 30131 December 1991'
11 C.^ Í T^.'p 199.7 T);lpmm.as nf Deue'loĎment. oxÍord, B|ackwell '
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An overview of changing global structures
In the_ pos*second world lVar period the general issue of the nature of the
global system hacl one oue.".chi.rg framerirork comprising the Firrt 'world
idea of the Free \7est and the Second .Vorld notion of sácialism (and for
the Third world, development). The key elements of the cold war ideolo-
gies affinned the distinction between the two realms in terms of the claimed
benefits. of the respecive sysrems. The derimited-formal ideologies offered
political-cultural identities for the masses who were enjoined to lupport the
defence of freedom or socialism. It also offered political-cultural identities for
the political elites who were offered .oles aná a set of ,log"n, to legitim-
ate these roles. However, the ways in which a series of 

"gení-g.oop, 
.i,'d..-

starrd themselves and their place in the global system i' p'".'."tíy undergoing
significant change.

The received political wisdom currenr within the institutions of the global
sys.ten,t w.as desťroyed over the period 1985_91. The period sees Gorbáchev
unilaterally withdrawi'g from cold 

.war 
competition by initiating moves

toward disarmament and detente (1985-9) ani thereaftei the Eastern Bloc
sirnply dissolved irself (1989-91). In this fashion, rhe cenrral elemenr of the
official ideologies of Cold \X/ar, the division of tÁe globat 

'y'i.* 
i.,to .o*-

peting blocs, sirnply disappeared. There has been-considerable confusion
amongst political elites in the subsequent period as to whar to think and what
to do with all the institutional apparatus. There seems to be no replace-
nrerrt wor|d view in prospect. It is also true that the end of the Colá War
has underscored rhe importance of existing debates about the constiruenr
elements_.of .the global industrial-capitalist iystem.

overall, the farniliar post-second '$ orld lVar situation with irs two grear
powers' a divided Europe a'd a marginalized Third world *", ,up.rrl.d.d
irr the periocl 1989-91and we have seerr the emergence of a tripolár global
sysťem. The clranges can be grasped in terms of tĚe dynamics áf structural
change 

.arrd. agent response. .W.e 
can characterize the general situation oí

glo,,rlt i' relation topresent patterns of structural .h"ng*. within the tripolar
g|obaI syste'nr. In schetnatic terms we can speak of ašcendant, stationary,
descendant and norr-affected periplreral groupings. In each oÍ these srtu-
atio's the groups i' question will read their situations in differenr ways.

The Presently Discussed Changes in the
Global System

In the wake of the end of the short twentieth century and the related
collapse of the received certairrties of the Cold \X/ar whiéh had shaped the
understandings of European and Arnerican thinkers, it has become clear
that a new integrated tripolar global irrdustrial.capiíalist systeÁ-is taking
shape. A series of tendencier .ithin the global ,yrt.- .* l. identified
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iaee of the two halves of GermanY.

Second, the collapse of the Second Vorld state socialist bloc and its confused

'r'Íi 
i.**as márket-based political-economies (a mixture of political col-

lapse and thereafter general reconstruction in the usSR and Eastern Europe,

and authoritarian market reforms in China and Indo-China). And third, the

f*,ft.i partial dependent integration of .c,ertain areas of the Third World in

Asia, Laiin America and the oil-'i.h Middle East, and the slow shiÍt of other

areaá of the Third 
.World 

into a situation of apparent semi-detachment from

the global sysrem (much of Africa south of the Sahara). on Hobsbawm's

"rg.irr.r.t, 
this is an unstable system which recalls the equally unstable global

'yšt"- 
of the later years of the long nineteenth century.

'At 
the present the global industriJl-capitalist syftgT shows a.number of

.,o,...u,.ing tendencňs: (a) to integration on a global scale' with a finan-

cial system'that is integrated across the globe and extensive increasingly

de-naiionalized MNC Jperations; (b) to iegionalization wíthin the global

system, with three key areas emerging where intra-regional linkages are

i..p".irg; and (c) to division on a global scale, with areas of the world appar-

"ntfu 
f"lling behind the regionalized global system.

The reconstruct ion of global industr ia l-capita l ism:
the European Union

.Western 
Europe was ordered at the macro-structural level in terms oÍ the

iáeas, instituti.ons and power relationships established by the Bretton.Woods

ug,..*.nt. The USA 
.was 

the core economy oÍ an open' trading region.

Fío*.u". in the period of the last third of the short twentieth century this

system .".. .,.á., great pressure and has' slowly subsided. The Íollowing

fáctors have contributed. (^a) the oil-price shocks of the early t970s; (b) the

financial implications for the USA of the Vietnam'S ar and the subsequent

shift to deblor status in the Reagan years; (c) the rise of the EEC and the

Japanese sphere in East Asia; (d) the (partial and uneven) globalization of

ín" i"au,.ii"1-capitalist system; and (e) tlre abrupt ending of the comfort-

ably familiar bipolar bloc system. The upshot of all these changes over the

p.'íoa 1,9T-9t has been a movement into an unstable, insecure arrd novel

iripolar global industrial-capitalist system. Confronted with these slow

pui.",.,, áf st,.,.t.,,"l cha.,ge the countries of western Europe slowly moved

io*ards a closer union. These ideas and institutional mechanisms were in

place when the extent of global structural change finally became unequivoc-

áily clea. with the collapse of the USSR.' The countries of western Europe

found an available reply in the guise of the European Union, 
-itself 

a devel-

op.,'.,'. of the E.,.op"á' Econo*mic Community whi9h had been founded

back in the early rísos. The idea of the European Union was pushed to

the fore in discussions about the future oÍ the continent.

The core of the European union lies in northwestern Europe. In Ger-

many the end of the Colď.War meant the end of post-Second.s7orld War divi-
as patterns and styles of production change. First, in the First world the sion. It meant an abrupt and uneasy marrtage ot the two halves oI bermany'

Í 'I  r  , ' ' . ' .  n-. . ' . . . .  I\^*^^.^rl^ D^^' ' l . |;^ |^ct thair  rnrrn-



prosperous 
,country. It meant an unexpected movement to the centre ofEurope,as the.largesr country with the ,trong.rt economy; this placed newdemands on the key alriance with France. 

"Ho-.u.., 
,t . .o**iarnent ofthe core countries of the Europ""', Ú..ion was affirmed in the MaastrichtTreaty and German1, the,Nethárlands, Belgium and France maintain a pro-union srance. The scandinavian counrries" (with the ;;..p;il'.f oil_richNorwa-y) joined the Union, as did Austria; ,t'. 

"*,ry 
l"á.p."dent coun-tries of middle Europe have announced thelr intentioás ;Tiá*i;g as soonas possible.

In Mediterranean Europe there has been a similar strength of commit-ment. In Spain, Portugal and Greece the Europea" u"ioí t'"' been theinstitrrtional space within which post-military llberal-derno.áti. ,.gi-.,have developed. one of the originál EEC 
-.Áb.." 

*"' i,lry 
""a 

here theend of the cold war meanr an end ro rhe corrupt political ;y;;;* domin-ated,by the cDp. A revolr on the part of pro-EU proi.rsiorr"l, i.Jrrr. attackon the established political-business classer.
In a speculative way we could,pick out the key elements of Europeanness:(a) a political-economy in which srate and 

-"ik"t 
irrt..acq *iih th. ,tut.having a directive role; (b) a social-institutional sťructure which affirms anidea of the importance of cornmunity, and sees economy and polity acknow-ledging the imporrant rore of the community; and (.i . .;i;;;i traditionwhich acknowled8es established institutions, á-l,o"a'r,uÁ""i', 

'o.i"r 
pr,ir'-sophy and a tradition of sociar-democraric or christian-d.;;;."n. welfarepolitics.

It is on the basis of these political-cultural rraits, and the continuinglegacies 
9f, th5 European colonial e*pi.es, tt,at th.'.áo",.i.' .r Europeengage with the Third World. The experieíce of tt'. .otoniuí-Jeriod offersthe.Europeans both a geographical focus r.iii"r."s.' ;""c;h; Ťhi,a wo.ldand a body of shared. op.ii.''.. (much of which, 

'i 
.á-'*,..is deeplyambiguous). The Lomé Convention oÍ 1,975 gou..í, tn. ..t"iio,,,hips ofthe countries of the European union with those territories which were parrsof the various colonial empires. The historical linkages 

"r. 
or ai^irrrriringreleyance but the EuropeJn political'cultu,ul fo,,.,,.áo-;h"p.;".rnuing

exchanges in areas of Africa, south Asia and the caribbeari.
The reconstruction of grobar industriar-capitarism:

Pacifíc Asia
The countries of pacific Asia attained the outline of their present con-figuration. ov-er the period.of the.exparrrlo' of the Japanese empire, thechaos of the Pacific Ýar and'the. c9l.lapse or tn. w.'t..á;*p . TLe Pacific
1:.8iol over .the post-Second World iVar period has been ;'*d.á. by Cold! ar institutions and rheroric into a wester"-ro.ur.a gr;u;-;il; socialistbloc. The Western-focused group t."' tr..'' ,.,sject to,fi. páu."r..conomlc
and cultural hegemony of ihe ÚsA. Ho*.ve5 the w.,té,.'-fo.u,.a g,oupis undergoing considerable change. This may f. ,"-;;;;;;i;;h. begin-
nings of a political-economic, social-institutiona I a r,.t crr lrr,.o I pmannin^+i^-

from the hegemony of the USA. At the same time the countries oÍ the
socialist bloc which had spent decades following autarkic state-socialist
development traiectories are now opening up to the Western-focused group.

The key relationship in the post-Second World War period has been that
of the Japanese and the Americans. Thereafter the countries of the inner
periphery of East Asia have dealt with a long period of economic develop'
ment in the political and military shadow of the USA and the economir
shadow of Japan. The countries of the outer periphery of Southeast Asit
have more recently reoriented themselves towards the economic mode
of Japan. Relatedly we can note the more recent turn of the countries o
Australasia towards the Pacific Asian economies, a turn that is routinel;
expressed in terms of a commitment to open regionalism, thereby arguabl;
implicitly granting a continued political commitment to the West in genera
aná to the USA in particular. Finally we have the ongoing process of thr
reorientation of China and Indo-China.

The region has been undergoing considerable structural change sinc,
the late 1970s and the 1985 Plaza Accords (which generated a flood of yen
based investment in the region). One key contemporary public issue con
cerns the arguments to the effect that the pattern of change in Pacific Asir
is such that we can talk about a Pacific Asian model of development wherr
this is taken to be a particular variety of industrial-capitalism distinct fron
the American or European models.

A speculative illustration of the character of the Pacific-Asian mode
would include these factors: (a) the economy is state-directed; (b) stat,
direction is oriented to the pragmatic pursuit of economic growth (that is
it is not informed by explicit or debated political-ideological positions); (c

state direction is top-down in style and pervasive in its reach throughou
the political-economy and culture; (d) society is familial and thereafter com
munitarian (thus society is non-individualistic); (e) social order is secure(
by pervasive control machineries (sets of social rules and an extensive bureau
cratization of everyday life) and a related hegemonic common culture (whicl

enjoins submíssion to the demands of community and authority); (f) polit
ical debate and power are typically reserved to an elite sphere (and politica
life centres on the pragmatic pursuit of overarching economic goals); (g
political debate and action amongst the masses is diffuse and demobilizer
(thus there is no 'public sphere'); (h) culture comprises a mix of officiall'
sanctioned tradition and market sanctioned consumption; and (i) cultur,
stresses consensus' acquiescence and harmony and eschews open conÍlict

In respect of the sets of relationships within the region it can be arguer
that the economic core is Japan and that around this core is a series o
concentric spheres. In northeast Asia the countfies of South Korea anr
Taiwan have close links with Japan. In southeast Asia the countries o
ASEAN have become increasingly integrated within the Japanese sphere
In the sometime socialist block, China and Indo-China, there is extensiv,

Japanese activity. Finally, in Australia and New Zealand, there is extensiv,
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rntegration with the Pacific Asian countries. In those countries which would
until quite recendy have been labelled Third world the issues of develop-
ment are ttrcreasingly addressed with reference to the economic influence áf
Japan within the region, and their key concern with an ordered and coop-
erative pattern of development.

The reconstruction of global industrial_capital ism:
the USA

The episode of the Seco'd world 's7ar saw rhe emergence of the usA as theprenrier eco'omic, p_olitical, diplomatic and miritaiy power in ihe worrd.
I he power of rhe USA was used to estabrish and underpin the Bretton
Woods system witlrirr the sphere of the 

.West 
and tr.. 

-irii"'y7áiplomaticconfrontatiorr with the Second World. The position of the USAías unchal-lenged until the mid-1970s when the financial burdens of the Vietnam war
occasioned the first changes within the Bretton, woods sysrem. The period
of the late 1970s saw inflation and economic dislocation within the west-ern sphere and i 'the Third world. In th_e,19g0s the military buird-up
inaugurated by President Reagan led to the usA becomi"g 

" 
a"bio. narion.

In addition the usA was the major sponsor of the doctrines of economrc
liberalizatio' which have further under'mined tt . o.a., oi tt 

" 
gr"i"r sysrem.

The errd of the short twentieth century has seen the USA žontinuing topress for an open global trading rytt.. but argu.nerrtr-"*-no* *ua.
wlthtn the context of a' tripolar system and without the convenience oÍ theexistence of the Seconť !7*o':ld which provided an excuse fo, Úš_h.g.-ony
within the sphere of the lrVest.

The key elemenrs of the American polity might be taken to include apublic commitment to an open rnarkei..ono*yl a public commrtment to

-.:PlPli.",",democracy, 
a stiong preference fo',índividu"ii'*lt" t,"a;tio.,

whlch celebrates the achievements oí ordinary people, and a cultura| tra-
dition of l iberal i 'dividualism. It is on the basis of this commirment to anop-en busi.ess environment that the us engages with the Third world. The
influerrce of the 

.V7ashington-based 
IMF a,ná world gank is extensive inpromoti.g liberalization and,free trade, and recent .xpresriorrs of theseconcerns have beerr the establishment oÍ NAFTA u"a eppc. 

- -

The reconstruction of global industrial_capital ism:
the Thírd Wor|d

The experience of rhe countries of the Third woild in the post-coloniarperiod has evidenced a diverse mix of advance, drift and ,,ud"norr. If *.consider the very broad sweep of the countries of Pacific Á'i", t"ďemericaand the oil-rich Middle Easi it is clear that there t 
", 

u..rl ,t 
".p 

pro..r,of differentiatio* within what has in the post-war period been called theThird'World.
In fhe ro"p 

^Í 
r,^,-;c^ A ^:^ :.  :^ ^t. .  ' "  ,  |  |

relatively rapid development' 11 t!e^ 91se of Pacific Asia the basis for eco-

nomic success i, 
"fori"*.'i"-in. 

f gSOt the New Right claimed that the

success of the area proved the correctness of market-oriented development

p"ri.*r.-H"*.u". ,ir. countries of the area have all pursued state-directed

development. rn. .o,.',.gi*"l ".o,'o*y 
has been Jápan which industrial-

ized in the late ,rin"r..rrr'n"..*ory u.rd'which has- subsequently-played. a

|";'ď.;,h.-d;;i.p-.".-.ip"áinc,Asia. In China in the late 1970s the

reformsofDengXiaopinginauguratedaperiodofmarket izat ionwhichhas
,..n ."pid ecoriomic i."i",1, in'the coastal regions and relative stagnation

in the vast rural hiněrlands. The country nšw has pronounced regional

inequalities trrt i. i".t."ti"gly integrated within the Pacific Asian region'

The pace of developme.rt i,'iht 
"glo" 

as a. whole over the 1980s has been

;';Jp'J'h;;P";lfi.. Ásia is now slpoken of as one oí the three major eco-

nomii blocs within the global economy' -
It is similarly the case ío, oth., areas of what would have been called the

Third \7or1d 
" 

r"* y.*r'"g" irr"i they have experienced a further round

;il; l.; ."pi.uíl'.-J.'Jlop*.n,' Ii is possible to point to. the oil-rich

states of the Middle Ě;". i;;fi. case of ttrá vtiddte Eait it is clear that the

basisfortfr . . .orro- i .successoftheMiddleEast isthatofpr imary-
product exportíng' ;;;;Jil. oil, but these countries have also invested

ti"'.r'.r"l""a';".á#;;l.;;..,. í1 is.also clear that the countries of the

Midd1e East have 
""p".i*.éa 

considerable political dislocation in the shape

of war and revolution. At the same time the progress. of what has been

called weste.nir"tion,'th.-i"i."a".,ion of modein social patterns, has been

deeply problematical.
In the case of Latin America the extent of success is more problematical

as social inequalities,;;;i;;il.rtal problems and political instability work

againsteconomicr,r. ."r, . ' 'However,Lat inAmericaandtheCaribbeanfal l
*"iit'T"".i'. 

"*Úit 
or th. UsA-..ntred sphere of the' global capitalist System.

|n 1993 the NAFTA ag,..*.,,, was ináugurated which looks to a free trade

zone within the Americas'
In conrrast ,o ,rr.-.o,rtnries of Pacific Asia, the Middle.East and Latin

America, rhe counrries of Africa experienced little progress in the 1980s' In

Africa the initial f.g".i.r of the coionial period included state and admin-

istrative machineries,-í"g"l,yst.ms' educated and mobilized populations,

and so on. All tt'.,. Jto.,íLy ."n do*.,. As the economic changes-of the post--

colonial period pr"g;;;;l ir,. ,.ria"l.pre-conract and colonial patterns of

life began to u. .J*o.l.a. rni' coulá inc1ude the decay of traditional

p".*'"l-'r i"*ily ;íťi"' and problems of tribalism. In Africa there were

problemsofpol i t icalco.rupt io., , incompetenceandinstabi l i ty.Theroleoí
the military i,,...","d. Á ,é,l., áf i.,t.,.,"l conflicts occurred, These prob.

i;;;;i*ernal to rhe new counrries of the Third'world but were par-
'.i."i"; 

ili.iy r.r' i" Áf,ic".'o At the same time these countries experienced
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interference from the two gJeať powers a's the.y pursued a series of overtand covert proxy wars. r"-ir'. |"š. oí.Ár,n^, development specialists tendto speak of a rost decade. Lt ,..r* or ti. 
^t.r."r, 

counrries, share of worldproducdon and world ,."d; ;;.il 
'ř;;i;;g a'nd !s now very slight. In thecase of África it seems ,9 p. n.*i"ri..,J''p."r.. 

"f 
a slow deiachment fromthe mainstream of ,t . gr,r"r'iij"lr.i"i_.'jo,,"risr sysrem.If we try to ,u-.",i",. 

'l'. 
po*š...'á w.,la iVar period as a wholethen we can say that by ,n, 

^id 
t oš ,i. .,,n.dox optimism of the imme-diate post-wu.. perio{ í"d-J;;i p;;;j; j."", 

b.il ; ;1. i.-..pl 
"..a 

nythose fears about debt, i'',"uiilty Jná'ilii"* which wLre to come to thefore in the 1980s. At the ,"*. ti*. ,r,. .á.,,,*.-optimism of the critics ofll::::h.d"-y was simila.it toif. ;?J..nr,. as unease grew about theturther unequal development .ip sr..Ě"llyst.m. k is also,.,*',o say thatthe unease about the post-Second w5'iJri"; ,.ttt.**t *ři.i,*.i,,a.,pi,,,,.athe discussion about á*.r.p-.*;ffi bJ;. acute as First World econom-ies suffered eionomic ď.-;;;;;;;";#In the First wo'taiÁ.^i.,t.rr..t*i.á"?;".''ffi:Tl''T''TJ';':i:*,:i'".T.#;
the emergence of the 

i::'::'=.Ň;#íi;! In the Third World the NewRight sponsored a counter-revolution wĚich il;.;;';*.Ji'"*"y ,t,.developmental role of th. stui. rí?"".".".?th.e marketplace. Tte period ofthe 1980s was thus one'of ..d*9d' lipá",i"',];;.ffi;'.,h.'"oi,nooo*,and their radical critics. 
Í:1;;;;' ,h.;;$t. of the radical democrats wasfurther undermined by ,l: feroclous'p"firi."f reacdon of the 1980s. Theovera|l impact upon th. rni.Jw".iJ í;'il.' to.reinforce tt,. áiu..,i.y orthe areat pafterns of integratio" ;irh* tL globar sysrem, a mixrure ofdependent development 
""? 

r.*i_j;r;J.-.;r.
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makes sense to prioritize the intellectual contribution of the social scientists
of the ! est. A concern with elucidating the dynamics of complex change
within the interdependent tripolar global industrial-capitalist tyit".n in dia-
lo_gic exchange with scholars, policy analysts and activists from many parts
of the world implies an equality of contribution. The task oÍ elucidating the
dynamics of complex change presents itself as a common problem for social
scientists located in different parts of the world and drawing upon particu-
lar cultural resources.

, In this contexr, it is clear that the asymmetry in respect of claims to
k'owledge of social processes which is built into the orthodox position is
denied in favour of an equality of contributions to scholarship.

6 The development theory orthodoxy tended to affirm a narrow idea o{
the nature of social scientific enquiry. It was supposed that the procedures
of the natural sciences could be replicated witliin the sphere of the social
sciences. The type of knowledge produced and the use ro which it could
be put were taken to mirror in essentials the knowledge available within
the natural sciences. It is characteristic of the simpler explanations of the
nature of natural science that the objective to which research is oriented is
taken to be the production of a general model of the natural system in
question. on the basis of the general model, predictions about future states
of aífairs, and the necessary conditions of iecuring those states, can be
made. The knowledge produced by the narural sciences is technical, precise
and underpins the familiar role of the expert. This arsument has definite
consequences for the self-understanding and aspiratiořs of the social sci.
ences which were encouraged to aspire to a similarly technical expertise in
respect. of those spheres of the social world with which they concerned
themselves. Flowever, recent work within the philosophy of social science
has made it clear that the simple argument by-analogy érom the nature of
the natural sciences to an appropriate strategy for the social sciences is very
misleading. The social sciences have their own logics and their own prac-
tical application in the broad concern with elucidation the dynamics of
complex change. There is no general theory of the social system available.
It is also the case that there is no general theory of developmenr available
to those who would aspire to an authoritative planning straiegy of securing
development.

,In respect of the cherished core assumptions of the orthodox, the pursuit
of a scientific-general model of development Íor use in the Third World, it
is clear that such an authoritative-interventionist scheme is not available.

7 A particularly egregious specimen of positivist mis-analysis has been
offered by the proponents of neo-classical economics whose work has been
the basis of recently influential theories of spontaneous market order. on
the basis of a claim to a scientificity unique within the spread of the social
sciences oi the Vest these theorists have looked to a ce-nrrnl nlece rvithin
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underpinned their claims to be offering a positive analysis of the mechan-

ir-, ,if the naturally giu." ry*.- of t"he marketplace..However, the claim

iá..i."tin.ity can rj.?.i".,.á' and along with it any clatm to centrality of

orthodox economics *iií'i" thá spread of*social sciences. The familiar claims

i,, ,..p.., of the m",k.tplu.. án thereafter be analysed as a particular

áai.-,i"J-r.,*"t politi."l'ideology. The use of these ideas to inform devel-

.ro*.rr, policv wilhin the countiies of the Third World cannot be seen as

;il;;;;J*"tío., of neutral technical scientific advice; rather they are one

*"y.i" *r'ich the pursuit oÍ metropolitan interests are advanced.

1i', ..,p".. of the *".t..,-..'..,.á .*p..."tion of a spontaneous order

which would ensure success it is clear that this is also reiected as it is a

social scientific nonsense in the service of the interests of those holding power

in the metropolitan capitalist countríes.

g The influential work of the development orthodoxy, and the recently

fashionable work of the theorists of spontaneous market order, can now be

.orrt"*t,r"lired - in terms of the poliiical and intellectual occasions of the

;;;;;il;i ro'*"t theories ovér the post-war period _ and superseded.

f sceptical restatement of the moderništ proiect can.be affirmed. A new

"ppr.'".fr 
to development will draw on ihe classical tradition of social

;fi;'y in order to elucidate the dynamics oí complex change within the

slobai industrial-capitalist sysrem. These an"lyses will concern themselves

i;t,h; ;;;i.; ;i 
"n"Íy,.,. 

(a)ihe politica|-economic analysis of global powe.r

;il;;";;'' (b) the rélated.socialinstitutional analyses of .the ways in which

particular regions or .ou.rtri., are embedded within global structures; and

í.i ir-,. cultuie-critical elucidation of the ways in which groups of agents

urrderstand their position within these structures and thereby organize their

actions.
In this context, a new general development theory will move from both

authoritatively characteč.,."d,,,^pitulátion and market-focused recipes

towards the interpretive-critical elďcidatiorr of complex patterns of accom-

modarion ro the expansion of the industrial-capitalist global system.

g The sceprical reaffirmation of the modernist-proiect as a basis for dialogic

theorizing in respect of the dynamics of complex change. within peripheral

irJ,rrt.i"i-."pitaiist areas offeis a distinctive role for scholarship. The posit-

ivistic aspiraiio' to 
"1.r.."1 

model of the dynamics of the sy:...- is reiected

in favoui of a scepticaT use of the Íesouťces of the classical tradition deployed

*iifri" it.pubti. ,pn.r.. The concern to elucidate the dynamics of complex

.t 
"r-,g" 

wili be associated with a commitment to the ethics of formal and

,.,b,ántiu. d.,no.,".y. The work of scholarship wíll be prospective, wide-

ranging and engaged.
The role of scholaiship is characterizing the variety of First/Third World

exchanges. The work of scholars, policy ánalysts and activists in the Third
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and then gain/loss balances drawn up_and thereafter argumenrs for specificpatterns of change could be advarrced.

10 The theories of deveropmenr produced within the First world havehad it in common that they 
"rru-.d 

,t 
"t 

ttr.y l."ri- rp..try the goals ofThird 'World development_projects. In the case of the interventionist ortho-doxy the rheories imputed-to ihe replacement elites of the new nations ofThird World the goal of the pursuit of effective nationsrarehood. In rhe caseof the free market orthodoxy the theories ímputed to the elites of the ThirdWorld a desire to assimilate their economies.rapidly *ithi;;í.-global eco-nomy so as to maximize the levels of material .o.r.u*., satisfactions amongsttheir populations. It is clear that First !íortd tt'.o.i,t, |,.,.,,t.a generalanalyses which affirmed sets of ideas particuh. .;h;-ili-ootir"r, .o,rr,_tries and,neglected the detail of p'o..,J., of change ;t,hil;;'ťhird World.The intellectual, ethical and practical political resources of the countries ofthe Third world we.e read-o-ut of the analyses. However, it is .t.a, that theresources of the oeripherar counrries must be 
"9t ""*iJg;J'], th.y 

"r.likely to be the basis-apon which u.rio., u, the local level is determined.
. In..this context' it is čhar that what is to count as developÁent will belocally derermined.

End-note

In substantive practical terms a new general approach to deveropment wirlbe concerned with the structural análysis .!',h. á';;-l.' ' .r lr,. globalindustrial-capitalist sysrem and with the erucidati";';f ;l; *;;s in whichparticular local groups read and react to the system's constraints and oppor-tunities' Jusr as the rheorists of the nineteenth century;;;;-;;;.;rned withthe ways people responded to the rise of inJustrial-capitalism i. tt 
" 

tu.op.,so presently we are concerned with the ways in which pl; áre dealingwith the establishment of an interdepenJent tripolar'glo'bar industrial-capitalist sysrem.

."^-9:tl.j,fas 
argued that the issue of development as it was presented intne lmmedlate post-Second World $yar period of decolonization constituteda' learning experience for First World theorists in regard ; ;il Ěusiness ofthe transition to the modern worrd.23 h is crear rrr"T tr,.-irr* oi a.u.top-ment lies close to the core of the classical traditián-whi.t'--*ě.p,.,...,ry

inherit' The central concern of the classical tradition of social th.o.y i, th.attempr to make practical sense of complex patterns of political-economic,
social-institutional and cultural cha.rge. It ii upon tt iJ u"rlr-tlr"r a newinterpretive-critical dialogue of develoiment witirin .t'. i"á''t'i"lcapitalistglobal sysrem could be constituted. tt is also clear that ,h. il;-', ro con-stitute such a general deveropment theory wourd be a further il;;;i;g experi-ence for the social theoristš of complex change.

23 E. Gellner 1964 Thoupht nn,l Ch,no, r ^-r^- w/^:r^-.^rr
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